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INTRODUCTION

Only a religion which is indigenous to a people will serve and

preserve them. The attempt to express reverence for nature and the creative

force or forces behind it must spring from the race soul of the Folk.

Wotanism rose in Northern and Western Europe and Scandinavia. It is

untainted by alien influence, unlike the religion forced on Europe by the

degenerate powers behind the Roman Empire.

'1'he old religion of our Folk served many purposes. The heroic

mythologies were used to build the necessary character in children so they

would grow up as productive members of the family, the tribe and the race.

Reproduction and exclusive occupation of territory being the first

necessities for the continued existence of the Northern European Folk, the

religion taught fertility and a warrior spirit.

This is not to say, though, that Wotanism did not have a spiritual

aspect, also. The Aryan soul by nature seeks to know the origin of life, the

meaning of existence, the idea of a soul and the secrets of nature. Thousands

Of years ago the great Nature Philosophers postulated from meticulous study

ol nature that there existed an intelligence and creative force in the universe.

However, it was never taught or implied that the Absolute, the unknowable

originator, chooses sides in the eternal struggle for survival and

advancement ol each species. All nature declares that the strong, the wise,

the cunning- the alert survive, while the lesser or weaker perish. Appeals to

the Absolute, which thinks and operates on a cosmic and eternal scale, are

futile.

Wotan on the other hand is the exclusive God of the Aryan Folk,

lie is an expression of the Will. Of fUB Aryan Nation, an archetype, t

repository of wisdom and an ancestor, deeply ingrained within our genetic

memory.

It is hoped that the writings and inspiration of my trusted kinsman,

Ron MeVan, will awaken our beleaguered Folk to reclaim their true and

organic spiritual roots. Nonetheless, il must always be remembered that the

soul is perfected through struggle in this life, on this earth, in this reality.

Civilizations have cycles which sometimes allow people to spend much time

on spiritual pursuits. But when a race is threatened with extinction, then

physical struggle' is demanded.

The first and highest law of Nature is the preservation of one 's own

kind The Fourteen Words are the Aryan imperative. Nature and Nature's

laws are the work of the Creator. Therefore, Nature's laws are divine, they

are a "Creed of Iron!"
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WOTAN1SM in Today s World

Life te an ongoing tmUJe Erf fntcrai and external force.

Extend force we deal with nn a daib basis and it makes up the

realities .if qui physical woflld, li we do nothing, external force will

Continue OH its endless timeless cycle regardless as nature and

Universal Laws dk tale.

Internal force Is the essence which motivate s and

manifests oui neina, loruis oui character. Stimulates thought and

shapes the world around us. It could be said tha! external forte

is the vehicle and internal lone is the dtixi r. Into rnal force is the

thought and it is the thought whim mates the man. creates the

will and directs the quest in enth rate ol man.

It is artfy when man tries to rebel against nature thai he

toitu -. into conflict with the iion loijji ol natmc s |,i\\ and the

principles to whk h In htrfis* if owes his existence as a distinct

5pe< ies. A ra< e is a ph worrienon ol nature and should it rv< ome
extinct it can nevet rx remade. In all things only the trong

StJirvSve It is the harsh and certain realit\ of life. When it comes
to survft il aj a group or individual . , . MfGffl ts m ways mom.

fhe races oi man (an be observed in three general

( ategi it ies. the • leatms (he maintains i s and I he dest roye/s.

Throughout recorded histon lh< raiurAtyau iac< has led (he way

« ton most builders arti designers ol the greatest oJ civlzations,

ad and technology in both northern and onlnern hemispheres, it

has been tf* Irn rstlve nonius or tin lamrAisan that has

provkled the world with the myriad ol necessities luxuries and

comforts, which todaj are mosl often taken for granted

rhe term Aryan" is dedu-d In-. a the an< ii-ut Indo

l:uio|»< an ian«iu.ii.i< <
, iik-d Sanskrit a foj runra r of the Greek

I atln and Qerrnank languages. The word ftryan means noble

and is used to describe While pcuple ol l.nropoan lineaue.

There tune always been man\ diverse nationalities

t tn ouql tout the historj i4 the Aryan iace. A nationality however,

has less to do with one s genet* origin and more essentia*!) to

do with the particular customs Innqnaqe r hararba and qeoejiaphit

loc ation ol a segment ol a ia( e. At sonic point in histor) Aryans

arbitrary,

fratricidal

a result ot

various

historical

circumstances

and irrelevant

in today's world.

When we speaK

ol 'race' and

'folk/ the two

terms do not

always share the

same meaning,

In out- sense,

the entire

White rac e

miciht be

( onsidered

I oik by

blood.

More

pret isel\ I lit

folk is primarily

the ( ulUirc-prnducinfi

cuituie"t» arfing

social unit ot ill :

race. A folk directs

its loremost concern

toward the presei vaiiion ol

those racial primal e»emenls oi

the blood whit h give that group its

identity and its essc-ryc. 1 hat we shar

n

the

same bloixJ as a iat-e does noi ensure mat out Inherent tribal

viewpoints, idontiu and perspectives are the same Be thai as

it may. we should always strive to unite oui rSK e as ai iolk.

A gjreai misconception about survival Is thai trie hflghei

forms will triumph. Mature has ckvmonst rated mans times, that this

is not true. Of IK mighty dinosaurs that <-n< 1 roamed the earth

not one exists today. Hie saberl out hc< 1 tinea with all its power

and strength, passed into oblivion, but the lowlv t o< kroach



survived. The ancient White Egyptians, Sumerians, Komans,
Persians, Greeks, Spartans and Vikings among scores of lesser

civilizations are now extinct as a unique peopfe and culture.

Physical power alone is no guarantee, nor is intellectual

prowess or species. The Key ingredient which ensures the survival

of a race is its will to self-preservation and the persistent and
unshakable folk consciousness that stems from a mutual
indigenous belief. A cohesive beiiet MUST be established before
an iron will and I collective const iousness of t he f olk can begin to

develop.

Any form ol religion or belief system that does not spring

naturally from the sou! of the race, that is not born of the blood,

will ultimately destroy the threads which link men with Mature and
kinsmen with kinsmen. A race Without a mythos and belief of the
blood drifts aimlessly throughout history.

I he Aryans for thousands of years, far into pre"history,

have always had their I oik gods. These gods were an integral part

of the people and gave purpose, meaning, unity and collective

consciousness to the civilization.

The origin of WOTAM among the Aryan peoples is lost in

pre-history but its popularity throughout northern EttrOpe
started to develop around 300 BC& replacing the former god of

the folk, lyr. Wotan is (tie Teutonic name for whom the Horse
caflerl Odin and the Anglo-Saxon called Woden. Wolanisrn, (ofh n
called Odinism or Asatru), spread a teaching of a feature based
religion and conducted a mode ol living which set for itself a final

goal of bringing into being a nobfe race. Wotanism has always
placed a high value on human I reedom and individuality. Wotanism
was never a missionary religion; it was rather a religion that

gradually evolved among our people over countless generations.
Indo-European religiosity is not slavery; it contains none of the
implorings of a downtrodden slave to his all-powerful lout hut is

rather the confiding f ulfillmenl ol a community comprising gods
and men. Wotanism has always taught courage and fearlessness
in battle and in all things, by an heroic action a Wotanist could
take his life in his hands and be a master ol his own ml The
great gifts of the gods were readiness to face the world as it was,
the luck that sustains men in tight places and the opportunity to

K)

win that glory which alone can survive death.

Wotanism continued to flourish for centuries in northern

Europe and became evermore popular throughout the Viking Ag-e

from 800 - U00 £&. The Viking Age was a highly significant era,

as it was the last major thrust of the Aryan peoples to be

politically independent and remain sovereign from the influence ot

the alien, Eastern religion Judeo'Christianity.

As the Viking Age readied its twilight, Wotanism seemed

to slip from Ihe stage ot world history. As the great Judecr

Christian conversion took root, Wotanism was forced underground

by point of sword. Many of the ancient Eddas were cl< .1 royed

and completely erased from our heritage. Fortunately, some ot the

history and ancient myths were saved by I in umspect scholars and

further preserved within our folklore. Carl Jung, illuminated by the

writings ol German author Brum) GoeU stated: "Wotan

disappeared when his oaks fell, and appeared again when the

Christian god proved too weak to save CI n isliandorn from

fratricidal slaughlci.

Wotanism tame back in force among the Germanic

l>eoples at Ihe end of the 19'" century and became manifest

during the first and second World Wars. A new but ancient mythos

was developing, a mythos of the blood, and it bec;an leviving the

light, ordci, spirit and folkishness again within the Aiyan race.
1
he

great Swiss psychologist and renowned founder of analytic!

psychology Professor Carl Qustav Jung stated that '. lie power of

Wotan (the principal deity or our pre-Christian forefathers) was

possessing or incarnating in the entire German toik. Professor

Jung further stated in a letter to his friend Miguel Serrano, in

I960 that Wotan in reality never died, but has retained his original

vitality and autonomy. Our consciousness only irriagiues that it has

lost its gods; in reality, they arc still there and it only needs a

certain general condition in order to tiring them back in lull force.'

Wotanism is our true spiritual heritage. The Wotan spirit,

whether consc ious oi unconscious, is a part ol the physical and

mental make-up ol every While man, woman and child, and it is

as old in essence as t he race itself. The Oxford K rlandit:

dictionary defines Odin (Wotan") i "Odin's name bears allusion to

mind oi thought, and breathing: it is the quickening c reating

powers; it denotes the all-pervading spiritual Godhead.' Gods suc h

as Wotan, 'lyr Thor, Haider and the ir/xldcsscs, IVeyja Nerlhus and

others, all represent and personify various aspec ts ot the path ot

higher evolution. As our spiritual archetypes, they also represent

II



the primal laws natural Forces and the many diverse characteristics

or man. The value breathed into a u/)d or hero is what, is eternal

in cjood and evil.

A mind which only comprehends at lace value thinks of

the gods as biological entities existing in their own right or else

regards them as playful or superstitious inventions. This however,

is not: to say that these gods of OUT tolK do not possess a

formidable character, presence lorm, reality or [xiwer that our

ancestors have rightfully attributed CO them. WoLan produces
effects in the collective thought and life of the White race and
thereby reveals his own nature. Because the behavior of a race-

takes on the specific character horn its undevJyinci images we can
speak of an archetype Wolan as an autonomous psychic factor

which drives and guides the will ot our race.

l:\en if a White kinsman becomes a part of another alien

cultuic, he is called deep down inside by his own gods of the blood.

I he alien JudecrChristian religion could only survive in the Western
world as lono, as it retained the indite nous j^an customs,
ceremony celebrations, ethnicity and ethics. A people are lost as

a people if, in surveying their history and in testing their wilhto-

the-future they cannot experience folk unity. Among old Saxon
and all Teutonic nations Wolanism remains a phenomenon ot the

Aryan and signifies divinity, which is almost impossible to describe

in human vocabulary. It cannol be wholly isolated, for it works
not only on the body ot the race., but on its spirit and will, which
is the expression of the soul ol the- race. WoLan. as ttie eternal

mirrored image of the primal spiritual powers of Aryan man, lives

today as over 5.0(H) years ago. The concept of Wotan would not

exist if our soul and blood did not exist. The gods live within us

and are transmitted from generation to generator*. W.O.TA.N. as
an acronym is the Win. Or 1'tu Akvai> Naiion.

ThC practicing Wotauist today Can develop individually ot

in a group, which is commonly called a kindred The size of a
kindred can range from two members to a whole community.
Kach kindred event or ceremony is conducted by a Cjodi or Ciothi.

who serves as ttie dedicated priest of Wotan. A female priestess

(Ciydja) has the same functions as a Godi. Kindreds quite often

have regular weekly meetings, but as a rule ceremonies are held

for the traditional cycle of seasonal celebrations. Once a year;

13

kindreds oJ a general region will conduct an "Althing," a custom of

our ancestors in which tin assembly ot kindreds, gathers together.

Unfortunate!) there are ragtag varieties ot pagan groups

which use a Wot an/Asa t m/Odinisl label who are a consistent blight

on true ancestral paganism. More often than not. those particular

individuals. Kindreds 07 assemblies grossly distort the noble1 aspects

and fofc pom Spites of YVotanism.

Wotauist v be lieve that a spiritual and foikish revolution

must take place to hall the destructive ideologies, apathy and

moral decay that has become the cancer oil our modern Western

world. Wotanism Is not meant lo be a reheat into our ancestral

past, its concepts are timeless and apply as much today as tiny

did lo our lorelathecs throughout history.

This Wotanist Manifesto was Created with the simcic hope-

that die White race worldwide may I ome to understand the

significance ol I oik and the line spirit and importance ot our

ethnic, ancestral beliefs and heritaac. We are Hiving, in a time of

circa t dcstnulion. PVvei in all written history has the sum total

o( out t ulture and survival as a s|>ccies been so critically

threatened, jociay's While race makes up between 8% ' 10% of

the world population, and approximately 2% are White females ol

childbearhiu. aue oi yountiei. The survival of our race hangs in the

balance as never be! ore: these grim realities will not go away by

themselves. In Nature's t.aw there are no Favorites, the strong

survive and ttie weak pcaish. mi^ht is right fight or die sink or

swim it's vciv simple. Life etc noi torsive weakness. That we

have survived this \onij as a s|xh ies is Uuotiqh tru meat ell oris

of our forefathers who fougftt every step ol the way and obeyed

the Inlk-prcservhui Laws of nature. Everything thai we are now

and can ever hope to become in the upward path ot our kind can

be e\piessed in I he so 14 wuiiK: "We most sec uk: the existence

of our |)eople and a iuturc for White children.

The resurgence oi the old, yet new mytlios ol Wotanism

already impels ar id enriches many ot mti Aryan I oik worldwide.

Through Wolanism the survival and diqnity of you. race is qiven

into youi hands. A ( reed oi Iron! Preserve it 1 It tails, with you

it will rise with yon. As lonq as a people Jive their uods are

immortal. May Wotan and the Wotauist path b€ the symbol ol

awakening for our I oik.

13



WOTANSVOLK
A Revolution in Thought

Since the misty beo,inninu,s of ancient times to the present

modern world of science and high technology, man has lone;

pondered the question of reality and illusion. Keality can be
analyzed in terms of polarity, for the secret of existence is

manifest in contrary play of simultaneously oneiating forces. 1 tie

dual nature of all existence shows itsell in the physical world.

It is important to realize that illusion, however, does not

mean noirexistenc.e. Illusion exists; illusory things exist. We are

surrounded by illusions and, in tact, are very much a part of the

illusory universe. That which we Know as our reality is for the

mosL part only a reality within the limited time frame fend

minciscape of the collective human consciousness.

tach individual and each rate of man have Bpecfffc aims.

Even though we are not consciously aware ot them, these aims
have a great effect on our lives, the way we think and the a< u'ons

we take, each of them |>ersonaf. individual and indefinable.

The collective aim ot a iace is most often iormcd and
developed through its mythology- Mythology ft the study of the

imaginative traditions through which a race attempts to understand

and control the world about them and reconcile themselves to life s

tragedies and uncertainties. Many myths aie tales ol gods heroic

ancestors and symbolic I ur> t natuial beings of the. distant past and
of how things came to be as they are.

t\veiywh< re in the world myth has a profound influence on
human attitudes and behavior. Thev t. nntain a race s vision of its

past, present and future. A society, in Fact cannot be understood
in isolation from its myth. The resurgent enthusiasm for

mythology in oui time has drawn renewed strength from the- fact

ttiat alien religions In Mr- western world have lost their way, as
have scientific aiKl technological man, and tfial ttie diiect liire of

truth and racial cohesion lies in the territory of myth. Foi the
Aryan race this myth finds its foundation and focus in the age old

roots of Wotanism.
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Much ul the ancient wisdom and ethics of the Aryan race

has been parsed down by way of the- Lddas, runes, sagas and
cannons of wisdom such as the tlavamal,' Words of the High One,

Wotanism has survived the centuries more or less intact

and is only in need of coned reinlerpretation in order to make-

them living, profound realities again. It is worth observing that iL

is through the oldest relics of any mythology that we find the

largest portion oi racial identity, wisdom, sacred Liuths and the

most grand and noble concepts. It seems the intervening millennia

have done little but distort the pure versions of out pre-Christian

nature-based mythology and race religion*

Wotan symbolizes the true ethnic, quintessential figure, the

cusmk. life force .jnd essential soul, and spirit ot the Aryan folk

made manifest. fraditionally. Wotan has long been known as the

inscrutable iroir willed warrior god, instilling courage, determination

md heroic qualities necessary in the ongoing survival and
preservation ot Aiyan man. Technically speaking the archetype,

Wotan, characterizes a deep understanding of our primordial origin,

our present being and becoming and our destiny as a s\*-< ies and
culture. The study ol Wotanism is I study ot ourselves.

Wort than just a myt holngk il personage, Wotan is a figure

wfio represents many dynamic laeets that weave deeply into the

individual human psyche and that of the race as a whole. Those

Who follow the upward path ol ancestral Wotanism, with die

instinctual understanding that the highest law of nature demands
the preses eation ol one s own kind, are today known as

Wotansvolk.

Wotanism encompasses all the essential elements ot Aryan
lite and the life of our lolk gains its fulfillment within it. Within

Ihis framework is the idea that lite is no other than an eternal

manifestation of the- divine essence Unough nature, as witnessed

among those original insights ol reason thai do not come to us
bom outside. Most importantly Wotansvolk clearly understand
that the highest value, with whic h all remaining commandments ot

life must be- ground, corresponds to this simple yet. essential

Fourteen Word credo;

'We must secure tin: existence of our people

and a tuture lor White children.'

Wotansvolk is not an organization, club, guild, cult or

alliance. What the term "Wotansvolk" signifies is a shared lolklsh

stalc of mind, a mixture of nature-based ancestral gnosticism with

a pr< .sent-day instinctive biological determinant e. Wotanism is an

effective and dynamic I unction of pwrpose lor racial survival.

Remove the spiritual props, the cultural reinforcements, the time

tested aims and values, and the delicately balanced human mind

and race itself will begin to totter. It is the effort ul Wotansvolk

to recharge the folk consciousness ot Aryan man, to think with

our blood and unite under our common heritage, mythos and

indigenous folk icligion.

from this ancient, yet new. revival ot the Aryan mythos

will develop a superior counter force that will collide us back into

contact with our inner selves with a steel hard will, which is

courageous enough to bear all consequences of its convictions.

In recapturing our her oSc and spiritual strength, as

portrayed in out old myths, we quickly regain our desire to seize

control of Kir lives and noble destiny as a people. It is through

the leality ol this spiritual regeneration from which the new era of

Aryan man will grow, develop and flourish. Our cultural archetypes

are what we outselves long to become; our minds and bodies are

the showplaee ol our soul. Oiu soul is the essence of out laciai

l>eing transmitted through our genes.

Ho oak ti.ee grows without soil, mot and Strength, Mo

man comes out ot the unsubstantial. The people die his soul,

history his root blood his strength. The aracestraMaased Ideal oi

higher being through Wotanism is not a toot, but a blossom. I el

our revitalized folk awareness take ca-.e of the- roots: the Nossom

will aptx-ar by its, If. Through Wotansvolk and! the In Words we

can rebuild the foundation towards our highest potential and -our

destiny as Nature's linest.

flail Wotan!

Mail the folk!

Hail the 14 Words!
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PATH OF WOTAN

*Tjk struggle for existence causes the will to makt itself manifest.

Tht famous Greek philosopher Parmonidos of f'lea,

who was born in the sixth tcntur/ BCC, wroU a philosophical poem

about the way of seeing and the way of truth. In his poem he

argues that I he multitude ol sense objects which eome into

existence and then pass away in lime cannot be considered as true,

being, which is motionless arid changeless.

Lite, as we perceive and experience it, is an ongoing

process ol motion, diction and Change. If W€ at rept the

proposition set lorth l>> Kirmcnides, what then ( .onstitutes our

living reality in this world, and whal is our puipose to maintain sik h

a reality?

What propels most ol mankind through this lite is a sense

of being and becoming* ol consciousness and suht oust iousness

simultaneously, l a* fi man and woman born into this world as a

biological organism is composed ol living being and soul. Being

that has soul is living being; soul is the living thing in man and that

which lives ol itself and c ausi -. lite.

r.ach rate ol man, unlike man himsvll, through the: course

of time and history develops its own distinct befog and soul. As

a race, this is projected through the culture heritage, traditions,

religion and mythos. which are the combined expression ol its

people. Without this reality ol expression tin history ol mankind

would be a series ol haphazard eve.nl s without form m< aning or

direction.

r.very living being and creature, on this planet has its own

unique individuality and identity as a species and should tunc t ion

accordingly, as the plan ol Nature's laws dictates*

Our genetic makeup identifies who w« ate in life's oh lei

of things. Whal forms our charade; c onsists ot two majoi hu toes,

essence and personality. ttnth an" important but of the two

essence is more dynamic and significant. It we govern ourselves

only through our personality devoid ol essence moie often than

not" we develop a somewhat vain and shallow self character. It is

much like a young bo> 5 boast ol I am King ol I he i astle! while

l<>



alteady tht fcWe laps 'round the sand} foundations. It is only when
an individual or race has a strong essence tfi.it the world stands
in awe and great things ait: accomplished 1 he powers of our will,

soul and our blood are our destiny!

Every race and each individual ul that race has an
important, mission if this lire experience is to fun<: meaning and
purpose. Above all else, we must follow tht genet k upward path

D? our people to attain perfection and completion. In doing so,

however 1 peopfe must preserve those raeial, prima) elements
which maintain their own unique char at: lei and culture.

Our being and our personality are not Ih external qualities

that we are often led to believe, Hon; accurately, out spiritual

essence is independent of Unit: and space, for mine, the fortress

from which the ical will and reason undertake their sortie , Into the

world." Laoh of us has oui orlog as decreed by the Norm. The
Aryan soul, also, has a collective destiny which is tQ arrive at a

pure Knowledge of nature and race consciousness through the

legacy of our ethnic gods and folk heroes. Il was Friedrich

Nietzsche who wrote that man Is a rope fash ned between animal
and superman a rope over an abyss...

Our ancient, White ancestors understood that to ensure
our heritage and lacial survival, expansion and advancement we
must initiate means fro galvanize our Folk ( ahn iousness.

Allegories and myths were developed along with a eatietx ol

archetypical gods which best represented Mature s Lau and the

collective consciousness of the t bIK. Foremost and mosi
consistent among all these archetypes W8S I he leulonk God.
Wot an.

We see symbolized in Wotanism m effort of dynamic will

and self-discipline an effort of Intense huining of the mind.
Through this awareness we put aside the limitation--, imposed l>\

the little self' in order to obtain t fie wisdom and power ol the
"higher sei!.' A^ demoustialed continuously throughout tfie List

three millennia, Wotanism opens channels in the mind ol unlimited

potential enlightenment and COfiCstve strength, not only Foi

individual sell-development, but most importantly lor the race itself.

Wotanism has been a constantly shifting, historieal

phenomenon transforming the Aryan COR9C iousness of the age.,

2()

making I'he hitherto invisible visible.

Th(6 notable 19 lh century German composer, Richard

Wagner, wrote a number of sweeping. Wotairinspired musical

scores. Much ol this music is highly infectious and inspirational

often Capable ol reaching deep into the subconscious psyche of

Aryan man. Kichard Wagner understood the necessity Of the

Aryan Id 3 I and that an immediate f olkish awareness was essentia!

lot the self-assertion and the progressive evolution of the race.

All contemporary political and religious trends today are

aimed at reshaping this era in White history, by raising the depths

and debasing the heights with false notions of democracy equality

and univorsalism. i his retarding of our natural instincts works like

a lethal cancer eating away the vital lite fortes, spiritually,

genet ieally and culturally.

In these current times we can better appreciate what the

historian ( ornelius Tacitus wrote in the days of ancient Koine

freedom (Libert us) in the Indo-European sense is only

possible where a people strives to achieve the value of virtues, the

dignity of the powerM, upright individual man. If in a people the

freedom ol the city masses who desire welfare (biead and circus)

from tlx state triumphs, then in such a state Ihe hceriom ol the

individual man and thai of the minority will be steadily suppressed

by Ihe majority. That is to say the equal subjection of all under

one tyrant.

Wotanism is the inner voice of the Atyan soul which links

the Infinite past with the infinite future. It is not vanity for a race

U> want its qualities to continue; it is a biological instinct! A race-

without its mythos and r< llgion of the blood

shifts aimlessly rhroucih history. The

indigenous, nature- based Path Of Wotan

assures out biological detcrminance. Wotan

beckons to all who understand that the

highest path which 0:111 be achieved is the heroic

>ath, reaching toward our highest potential as a

tee and the deepest roots of our colleclive

consciousness and living-being as a f olk.

HAIL WOTAN



THE IMPORTANCE OF
MYTH

X^aeh culture leaves behind it t\xt impressions

of its most saered stftnbols, those fueled most fenwtlu

hif stronq emotion or devotion,

their tpd- fonns and their fating muthohijij."

C.G.Juno

Myitis take nrtanj forms depending on the culture horn

whi< h they evolve But their function is always that of

pinpointing vital issites and values in th«_ fife of the people and
society concerned, i hey often dramatize those profound concepts

of life and death, of creatfon and the purpose ol IfTi ol ho* a

man should conduct himself as a citizen, husband or warrior, as a

creature of a selected yod o! gods of a race,

Mylhs arc not sucnlitit or socioloi^k nl theories aboul

these Issues, nor are they Chfidish fair) tales. I hoy arc a synthesis

of tiro way a people have pondered the great questions. Hrefr

function is not merely to provide a theory ol lite whieh tan I*

taken or left at will; trV\ serve to u impel a it .ponse I mm man.
We might speak ot myths as orldges between the inteiii . i and
emotion, between Hie mind arid heart, between the collective will

and consciousness in trie ra<ial soul ot a lolK.

In almost ever) ael ol dail\ life throughout the (.cnlurit ,

of written history the Aryan peoples paid tribute to their qods. In

the homes and on the. city streets were altars when th< citizens

prayed and made offering^ Festivals tailed all the people to

rcoxjni/e and honor Hie Hiura Ones. Beautilul buildings of woiship

were const ruc:ted. Sculptors (arv<-d slalues ol cjotls and heroes in

wood and stone. ArLists painted their niaunilKenl works inspired

by Lhe uaeat myths of their folk, dames and theatrical dramas
were created to honor the yods. Poetic Edfltas won written and
skalds carried on the legends Irorn yeneration to generation

>2

AN (I MANy MINds CAN FiOW INTO ONE ANOTHER

ANd CREATE OR REVEAl A siiXC,U HfliNd, A SlNqU

ENERqy ANd a boNd ANd foRcc which kAS RESidfd

WlThiN ThE ARyAN Soul siNCE ANCiENT TIMES.
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forming that essfiffittei heritaoe and tradition from which a people

develop. It is the myUi that shapes the raee, so that, the race

may fulfill the potential ot its individuals. The myth makes us

conscious that we are a race and riot merely an arbitral y.

purposeless iii-detined conglomerate of men and women drifting

aimlessly through time. Whether it be ot the private Kind called

psychology or the collective Kind which manifests itself in stories

of the (jods, the myth shapes the race and builds t h* foundation

lot the upward path of its people.

As we take a closer looK at the concepL of myth,- we find

it is somewhat like a dream; it is a direct expression ot the

unconscious mind. The events ot a myth, its characters and

s\ mbols are to the race as the events characters and symbols of

ttH dream are to the individual. Like a dream, the myth may
ignore the conventional lo<|,k of space,, time relationships and

sequence ot events, nevertheless, a dream has a meaning which

can be made plain, and 90 has the myth. The ancient nods ot our

Hot them Europeans ancestors took on a variety ol foi ms and

mythical variations over the cenlurics. Through it .ill. the paeyin

deity that reached deepest into the psyche ot the Aryan talk was

t lie ieutonk god "Wotan.'

The character ot Wotan is one oi unfathomable depths,

unexplainable and always phenomenal. The unpredictability ol

Wotan consciousness adds much to this phenomenon. Like a lone;

qulescenl volcano, The Wotan Spirit can burst forth al a gjyen

moment and overwhelm an individual 01 a whole people in a way

that only an archetypical nod of the blood is capable, A witness

to this fact was the ama/ino, and almost instant iron will and

productivity of Ucrmany of the 1930s. The Wotan Spirit united

the nation and transformed the German people in an arcan< and

spiritual way that stunned the world! As a religion, Wotanism is

as old as its people, for botli myth and religion constantly

interweave and correlate

One can never forget that Wotanism grew out ol the soul

and spirit of Aryan man wit h the intuitive recognition of

evolutionary laws in natural lite, out of the "'primal laws ot nature*

and pride in heiitage. It set for itself a final goal of bringing into

being a proud and noble ra< e.

^4

In the present era since; 1945 We have become witness to

a rapid "Decline of the West" and a planned and Cieli&erate

genocide ol the While race, culture and traditions. It is too late

to rationalize these problems away and pretend that they do not

exist. We do not need a crystal ball to sec the suicidal direction

in which we are moving. One prevailing question we must asK

ourselves, "If oui race and eulluu die not worth saving, then what

is? II wc do not make the conscious effort to think with our

blood, as our ancestors before us, can we ever expect to find

pride, confidence, honor and a quality life: again as a people? Lite

does not torsive weakness! Kverythino, beautiful, noble and of

enduring value in this world has come about through such a

process, which has ruthlessly rooted out weakness, coueeted errors

and punished deviances. That tor which we are now striving will

only be attained within the context of this bid and the reality of

nature's law.

Out ot these 1 times ot chaos and spiritual degeneiation. the

old yet new mythos. like, a rising sun in troubled times, is entering

an inijXHlant age ol rediscovery. Through this indigenous, life*"

giving myth and nature-based path oi Wotanism, our ancestors

found unlimited strength, |*?rseveranre
:
determination and unity of

spirit that created the- wondeis of the world and the: greatest

civilizations Known to mankind. It is the mythos oil the blood that

forges the will and provides a people the grcyitness that is

necessary to leach their highest potential.

The way to truth is always an upward hill, and no man or

people tan live intelligently who does nol have a fundamental

Knowledge of the family, folk future, and nature and her laws.

Wotanism, above all else, past amd present represents the hue

Will Or Tut, AlOAtt ri/MKn our freed ot lion, and our strongest

hope foi the future oi our people.

^Ufithtr ( Wotan manifests Nil majesty on ihc \wr\zon

of tiwsc who arc Oils, lownrds titan
{

Jic is not de\im<cd oj

his vision. Tiu>>£ who an tkprival of iontemplutuuj Dtim

are so baause oj the unnatural state of tfuir fmultws.

^5
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W. O. I. A. N.

Will Of The Aryan Nation

Of dll t hi I* lit i )iVu t [OdS, none was Considered motv

dangerous Lo the priests and missionaries nt OiristianUy Hvjn

Wotan, and none was more fchon mc^hiy repressed by both Church

and Stair. As wc peei deeper inlo the innei working off trie Wolan

Character, wv find many hidden facets thai Cleanly suggest why

surd fear* still remain in today's world

Since the dawn Oi written histOr) th ancient Aryans

foSowed a vkji nous natural hit >afistk , industrious and creative

lik*styk\ which Jot lack of a better term was < omnmnly referred

Lo as "pauanisiri. This was a liH-slyle and spitiUinl practice which

formed a tSgftl weave o3 Folk i rj?©dousness and unity among the

ancestors of (hi- fcutortK and CelUf tribes. I he gods who formed

the charm let;, will and spirit < >! the ancieril Aryan and Indo**

European evolved and changed with its people ovei the centuries,

hut, Uie c-ssniif remained the s.mic Vhioucih these c^kIs ot the

folk, the Aryans lonnd vision, slrenqlh and couracjc to meet the

harsh realities ol the times and challenge ot th< Future, Around

this pantheon of ljcxK a mylhos was created, adding even crreatei

identity and tohesivenevs to the r<u « in itseM tunning a ventahk-

niode oi (ohm iousness *i folk ( ons< iousness to he exact

through tHs evolutionary stage ol the gods a synthesis

beg^n to develop in the form ol one sirujle deity which best

represented the Aryan race as a whole At liisi this symbolic and

often arcane \\nd was known and icvered as Tyr the wanioi c;od

and sky father. Later* Ivr fti ace hilly stepped aside and a n< w
persona emerged about iv i in the figure of Wotan. And

desjpStc every effort In the religious and politic al powers to destroy

Wotan i oiisi iousness h„ two thousand yeaiS, it survi\es

undaunted in th' rat ial >oul ol An hi man.

It we look ha< k to th* declining days ol the one cjreaL

[XKian, Aryan civili/.ahons of ancient Greet e and Koine we rx-c^n

to see a developing powei play taking place in the combined

contrivance ol church and si ih - It was, in faci the alien and

hither Asiatic Christian be9ef system that drove the final dealh
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stroke to these historic paragons of Western culture

Major attempts were made in the declining and decadent

days of the Roman Empire to further peri&tn&e and infect

northern Europe. This was not a simple task, however. I he

Aryans of Northern Europe held fast to their t ritualistic and pagan

traditions, as they cherished their sovereignty. And iti Wotanism

they found the prevailing, strength necessary to match swords with

any enemy of the folk. Christians came to know the power and

fury of Wotan in the course of history that followed and on into

the Teutonic rebirth known as the Viking Age. Simply put,

Wotanism rejects all that would threaten the natural,, intrinsic and

instinctive ways of Aryan man.

Wotanism from its earliest concept developed naturally

from the soul of the race as a nature
_based religion, for now, let

us look past the well-known warrior aspect of Wotan as delender

of the folk. Beyond the figure of Wotan lies a sense ol the

oneness of the world and all that is in it, a tmst in the reality of

rebirth and a poetic, heroic intuition of the nature of the Aryan

quest. Within the figure of Wotan, we see the cultural archetype

of the folk and not the literal biological entity thai the

subconscious mind might perceive As the living an hot y pic al

imago ol the Aryan race, with its identity and self expression,

Wotan likewise represents the palladium ol freedom and

independence against forces of oppression and despair, as is

possible only of a god born of his people.

This consciousness that Wotan evokes is not oril_\ a

relative and mutable experiential condition within the individual

psyche, it is a constantly shifting historical phenomenon.

The dictionary tells us that an archetype is an original

model or type after which other similar things are patterned; a

prototype. If we take this further, we understand that it, also., deals

with unknown forces that shape our lives., the built "in patterns ol

behavior through which a race of people expresses its individual

and collective consciousness. As such, the Wotan archetype opens

the pre-existent channels along which the genetic lite Force ol a

race flows. Wotan further serves as a touchstone against which

all incoming ideas are tried and tested.

The world as collective consciousness and t he

2&8

world of the collective unconsciousness intersect at the [joint

where an individual Identifies with an archetype, whether directly

or via projection. To a greater 01 lesser degree all Aryans today

retain an element of Wotan consciousness. Ihere is no Richter

Scale tor measuring tin intensity ol 'his phenomenon, for some

it may remain dormant but as sun: as genetic, memory is stamped

on every cell ol our body, the nods and my thus of our folk arc-

alive and well. I hos« who in their lifct ime have undergone a direct

encounter with Wotan cons lousneSS ore power! ully affected by it

And frequently their fives ann sense of identity ate transformed as

a irsult. Nowhere since Viking times has the direct, singular effec t

ol Wotan consciousness been more evident than in the folkish

unity of Germany early in the twentieth century.

Today we are living in what the ancient Greeks called the

"ftairos - the right time - for a metamorphosis of the gods, that

is, the lundament.il principles arid symbols a calling ot the bflood

This pel uliarilv ol OUT time, which is not alv s our consc ious

choosing, is the expression ol the unconsc ious self within us, who

is changing yet anchmed always to the gods of out folk.

As long as. the Aryan people live, the Wotan Spirit

is immort al. fl lis spirit al< >ne remains « air

protectorate and oui strength, !iu Will

Or Tut. hmn NATION. In limes of

fj&tmL i crisis, it is the suresl means to unity

ion puipose and destiny,

i people ear* no longer

wiih their blood, that

! will be< nine extinct,

awakening cut our natural

instincts is the- very first

ilt p lor ear ra< ial

survival and

Hit upward

- path ol Wotan

( < ms( it pusi K

NOTE: 'CE' DESIGNATION MEANS 'COMMON ERA,* SOMETIMES REFERRED TO AS 'AD.'

'BCE' DESIGNATION MEANS 'BEFORE COMMON ERA,' SOMETIMES REFERRED TO AS 'BC,'



GOD - WOTAN - ARYAN MAN

As the eye to the sun, so docs man correspond to Ciocl.

Since our conscious mind does not comprehend Lhe absolute, it

is ludicrous to SpeaX of sue h thirds in B patroni/.inci or

depreciatory manner. The divine Knowledge of God never relates

to particular things, because it is conversant with the highest and

there! ok cannot be explained, save when it is extended to some

truth less than God. Only then is God capable ol beinq described,

but this tieneral Knowledge is inellable. Principalities and powers

an i always with us; we have no need to create them, it is

merely incumbent upon us to choose the hiyh one who besl

represents our lolh so that his service shall be our safeguard

auainst beintj mastered by the Other, whom we have not chosen.

We do not c reate Clod, we chose him in a comprehensible form

to lit our personal needs and undet standing. The evolved and

perfected lolK WXhetype Known as Wutan, the Alllather e>t the

Aryan iate. has long been revered as the- hkjh <\a<\ of our an< lent

ancestors. Wotan is not necessarftj identical with the image we

project of him in time and space. The archetype inns deep

within our genetic memory and goes on working as before, like an

unktiown quantity in the depths of our psyche. The primordial

names may chancy- through his tnr\ hut the characteristic essence

remains consistent through todays existing Wotan archetype. It

is only through Liu: psyche that we can establish that Cjod acts

upon us, but we are unable to distinguish whether God and the

unconscious are two different entities. both .ire borderline

concepts for transcendental contents. Empirically it can be

established with a sufficient degree of probability that there is. in

the unconscious, an archetype ot wholeness which manifests itself

spontaneously with a tendency independent of the conscious will.

Wotan personifies ^ Innermost divine essence of Aryan

man. It should be understood that Wotan is not the all-knowing,

incomprehensible God absolute, Everything that we have conic to

know about Wotan reveals thai he likewise, is personally pursuing

an upward path towards the understanding ot life's great universal

myster ies and ]>erf eel ion, sharing many ol our own human
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cfiaractenistit s. ' his a^ain is the essential! function ol the sky~god

archetype, it is oJ vital importance that there always exists an

interpla\ off the human natui in th divim Gods no a divint

natute thai 1 k3sI in the human make -up ot man, I ver\ an lielype

is capable dJ endless development and diHeiontiation. It is

thereion possible f( oi it to be more developed 01 less. In an

outward Form ot 1 elision where all tru- emphasis is on lhe outward

fkpre, the archet\
',
« is idmti- al with cvtei nali/ed ideas but

remains unconscious as a psychic I actor. The God Wotan IS

supreme a mono, the Aryan qods, and man al1"p< »wcdul in his own



r'lgnt the Lord Of Life and Death. A people yets the gods they

deserve. Ciods and men are both children of earth and fashioned,

as it were, in the same mold, but between them lies an

immeasurable difference of power. The Gods' power is manifest

everywhere. Yet, Aryan man still resembles them in his essential

being, though severed by an absolute difference of nature,

nonetheless, at times we can realize astonishing possibilities of

mind and body.

The lesser gods of the Wolan |>antheon represent lor the

most pert nature and the planetary f orces, and the drama ot man
wril large. The soul of man is conceived as a center of energies

which requires appropriate fields of expression. These expressions

ate mirrored back to us through our folk gods. It was Voltaire

who Stated that it it were true that God did not exist, that it would

then be necessary tor man to invent one. It is often within the

ego of man to rebel against the god concepL, to his own great

loss. No one is ever expected to comprehend the absolute GtxJ

tA the Universe, but we are very capable of understanding ind

benefitting by our ethnic folk gods of the 'mundua
archctypus,* (archetypal world). The archety|>e is the unconscious

precondition of every distinct race; its life, when revealed, also

reveals the hidden, unconscious ground-lite of every individual and
folk characteristic. Nietzsche thought himself quite conscious and

responsible when he smashed the concept of God. Having done
so,, he was then flaunted with a peculiar need to back himself up

with a revivified God of the Thracians, Zarathrustra, a soil of

alter ego, with whom he often identifies himself in his great

tragedy Thus Spake Zarathrustra." Nietzsche was of too positive

a nature to tolerate the urban neurosis of atheism. In perfect

truth. Nietzsche was no atheist, but his god was dead. Nietzsche

was later to die, a mart lonely embittered and estranged.

Far from being a negation, the Wotan pantheon, reaching

toward the god"hcad, is actually the strongest and most effective

"position" the psyche can reach. It is Aryan man's freedom to

decide whether "God" shall be a spirit or a natural phenomenon, a

beneficent or destructive force. We cannot, escape the law which

determines our existence, and the rhythmic sequence of the many
lives of our Aryan ancestors presents to each of us the
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opportunity tO fulfill out racial and personal destiny. The memory

of our total life-span is hardly more than a recollection of the main

highlights. It may be likened to a cinematograph film which has

been badly cut. Scenes flash brightly on tin- screen, only lo be

followed by flickering blur:, and patches of blackness and the

blanks are more numerous than the clear pictures. The universe,

our gods and OUT race are living, and the mind lias the capacity

to evoke strange powers and high spiritual awareness in this life

experience. This requires focused concentration and some

gnostic awareness, but all responses are in accordance with life

law and our efforts, and it is what we are, rather than what we

ask tor, I ha! determines our success. Various religions may claim

that they are monotheistic, when in tact they arc- very much

polytheistic. Religion in its deepest sens.- represents our efforts to

realize the absolute. Yet, it would be very difficult to do so

through a singular, monotheistic |wrspcctivc, as the higher and

more dire< t we as< end, tin: less wi- understand. A human

knowledge so directed knows nothing at all.

All the most spiritual groundwork and I undanie.nl al ideas in

Aryan history are moted in the pre-Christian archetypes. This is

particularly true of the Wotanisl religion and thr Aryan

mythology, but thr central concepts of science philosophy and

ethics are no exception lo this rule. In their present lotm they

are variants ol archetypal ideas treated by consciously applying

and adapting these Ideas to reality. Foi it is the function ot our

folk consciousness, not only to recognize and assimilate our

external world through the gateway of tin senses, but to translate

into visible reality the world and potential within u& the same

transcendent life-force and Aryan vitalism that impelled and

spirited our ancestors lo heroic greatness maintains its fertile

foundation in Wntanism today. 1 fie power ol Wotan is a

metaphysical polarity available to ea< h and every one ..1 out

[x-oplc through a pto< ess of spiritual and tribal introspection and

development. Wotanism is an Upward path for Aryan man, with a

code ot ethics worthy of our cultuial heritacv . it is a set of beliefs

that encourages us lo put. loiLh our best efforts .nid a life

philosophy through which we draw our gn at strength and roots as

a people.
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WOTAN CONSCIOUSNESS

Un reality, only a chutuje m Ac attitude oj ttw individual

can bring about a nnewal in the spirit oi the nations."

C.G.Jung

The mythological archetypes ol a race derive horn the
deepest collective subcoiisc ious mind of its h .Ik and reveal
themselves in ethnic symbols of philosophy, art, religion and heroic

legends. The mythos serves .is the Liadilional v<hkle L) | mans
profound metaphysical insights. C G. Jung understood Ihe race
archetype as the welhspdnq from which an individual oi a whole
people round revltitattai of both soul and wilt and it became the
cornerstone of his therapeutic work.

Ihe Swiss psychologist and psychiatrist Dr. Car! Gust av
Jung was born on July 26, 1875. Throughout his lengthy career
Carl Jungs thinking has colored the world ol modern psychology
more than many of those of casual knowledge realize, and he has
left behind an impressive legacy of written works in his field.

Hot. Jung recognized Wotan as the foremost deity who
has long directed the subconscious mind of the Aryan race. In his

essay on Wotan he states, "We must go back to the age ol myths,
which did not explain everything in terms ol man in his limited

Capacities, but sought the deeper cause in the psyche and its

autonomous powers. Man's earliest intuitions personified these
powers as gods and described them in the myths with great care
and circumstantiality according to their various characters. This
COUld be done the more readily on account ol the firmly

established primordial types or images which are innate in the
unconscious of many races, and exercise a direct influence upon
them. Because the behavior of a race takes on its specific

character from its underlying images, we tan s|*>ak ol an
archetype, Wotan, as an autonomous psychic (actor. Wotan
produces effec ts in the collective life ol a peopfe and thereby
reveals his own nalure. Tor Wotan has a peculiar biology of his

own, quite apart from the nature of man.'

Jung and his followers Have demonstiati d inetulabK that

the logic, Hie hemes and Ihe deeds oi myth survive into modern

times. The resurgence of tin- ancient Aiyan practice of Wotanlarn

had its first major reawakening from Christian oppression in the

late 1800s, formulating in a wide variety ol Wotanist -At iosophic
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societies, guilds, religions and Wotanist Kindreds throughout Europe.

A similar renaissance t>l Ariosophy began to formulate within the

United States in the late J960'& attd has continued to gain

widespread momenlum again as we approa< h a new century.

!i'of. Jung predicted thai the Aryan race would soon enter

a resurgent ag* of Wbtan, who would rise within the loiK conscious

mind of his people, like a dormant volcano lo new activity. This

is not so much an unnatural phenomenon, quite the opposite.

*Wotart as Jung expressed, 'is the Teutonic datum of first

importance, the truest expression and unsurpassed personification

Of a fundamental quality that is particularly Characteristic ol the

Aryans.

'

Mythology shows itsefl to he as amiable as life itself to

the obsessions arid requirements ol the individual, the raO VtY

age. Myth is a plenum ol archaic revelation within and around

every atom of existence. It is thus oni\ natural that Wotanism

should witness the tubal rebirth in these perilous times lor the

White race. The inline; archetyjx1 always functions best in limes

of great uisis. In the VVoLari • -v
:
Jung stated plainly that l'he

Hod oi the Aryans is Wotan and not the Christian nod. Hie alien

floctrin* i ot Christianity were forced upon pagan Europe by point

ol sword wilh stionq political posturing. Mad Christianits not

fncOPporated much ul lh» Old Ar\an, pagan traditions it could

scare; hav*. lasted into these present times. Wit hoi it except ion

the most singular deleterious convolution to infect the natural

instincts ol Aryan man has been the anti-nature universalist

doctrine of Christianity.

Hoi. Jung approached world religions much like a scientist

wiLh a scholarly fascination of his field. He revealed in a

statement which summarizes all his labors, namely that, man is

needed to illuminate the obscurity ol the creator, liis desire was

to project the light of ( oust iousness into the bottomless sea of

the uo uuseious, Which i-> to sa\ into uod himself. June; believed

strongly that ii was Impossible for Wotanism to ever leave the

psyche of the White rate lint that it would always retain its

original vitality and autonomy,

Carl Ciustav Jung passed away silent h In his bed in June

of 1961 bavins lived a lull content and productive lib. At the
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twilight of tiis long areer Krof. Jung came to the conclusion that

ii Aryan man is to survive as a species, it will not be through a

political act or a social act. but a spiritual one in which the White-

race- icdiscoveis its myth and le$ net. In this way, and only in this

way, will Aryan man preserve the roots, essence and strength of

his civilization.

lAfo coward soul is mm,

Qb trcmhkr in the world's

storm- troubled sphere:

D see TWJtaflfl
,

J jjbfUs shine

and stretuftit shims equal,

arming mv from fear.

^ Wotim within mij breast,

JZllja&er,

ever -present Deity/

£ijt - that in me has rest,

J$S J - undyina lije - have

power in Ihee!

Adapted from

No Coward Soul Is Minf"

by I BriK'tM
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HORNED GODS

It was no accident thai the I lorried Gods of i he oady

Aryan pan,an religions o! 1 un >pe would later become vilified under

the aien reiiojous domination of Christianity, li ins always been

Ihe nature of rhal ideoloyies u> demoni/e and destroy thrir

opposition. and the storm to powei h_\ Christianity was certainly

no exception,

In the andenl relfgtons and arcane mysteries horns on the

human head wen always symbolic ol divinity and high wisdom
rNs homed human imaue w r ilso lepresentatfve ol virilil \ and

Icriiiitv. It was most common and natural to find such Charac-

terizations Ofl many ol Liu- earl) deities, Only after tin- riS4 and

imposition ol Christianity with vigilant campaigns ot death and

torture did the nature-bused pau,an religions subsequently withdraw

from the world sta<ie ol history In so dofng the great esoteric

wisdom and horned gods ol an< fent days were concealed from the

vulgar. This hidden knowledge was later to be< ome defined a

'occult, which simply means 'hidden. Occultism is., fterefon [he

stud) oi the hidden,, dissolving the diabolical Implications ot the

term.

Hirough anthropological resean h one van tract i he line ol

horned god prototype hack to Paleolithic times. The earliest

known reptesentation of such a Inline is lound painted on the

interior walls ot the Cavcrne des [Yois h(?n:s in Ariegt franc*- and

flaxes to the late Faleolithi. pedod. Amoi

u

\ an asseaiiblacje ol

animals, a figure of a man is Clothed in the skin ol a staci and

wearing on his IK ad the antlers <>t a staq. It seems rvidenl I mm
the relative position ot all the figures that the man is dominant

and that he is in the act of performing a ceremony.

Though the stag-man Is the most important oi the horned

liqures of this early period, then m man} smaltei drawings ol

masked and horned rm n on obj< • ts oi bom and antler. The art

ol the: Paleolithic period cam*: to a sudden and c< .mplete end

Before the PteoflthtC era; it was utterly wiped out in f.uiope. The
Neolithic Aryans have: left h w artistic remains; the surviving

figures are predominantly female depictions.
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i^/ts lotuf M a people live, their gods are immortal. Ihe yods mid

ipddesscs oj our folk help us to twigaU that great mijsten) of life which

manifests from the (he. 3/t> trite paijan has ivcr been gnawed hij doubt

about the divine nature; only those who betnw, tfa> i)od within ami

sacrifice their soul io an eternal alien, ami thereby ffw eternal unitnown
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It is into the Bronze Aye when I he horned figure

flourished acjain amony the Indo-European (Aryan) tribes of Egypt

McsopOtafTriB and India. Homed yods were quite Common in

Mesopotamia, as in Babylon and Assyria. The copper head found

in the gokj tombs of Ur is believed to be earlier than tin: (its!

Egyptian dynasty, displaying an advanced Stage of met aT workirifl.

When Alexander the Great raised himself above the Kings

of the earth and declared himself a "god,* he wore a horned head

piece as a symbol of his divinity. Polytheism appeals to have

arisen among the Aryan cultures, East and West., with the

amalgamation of tribes, each with its own QpdB. The horned

deities were prevalent throughout Greece and Kome.

The greatest homed god of paqan Gaul

was known as Cernunnos. Images of this

archcLype dale back as far as 20,000

years age The English parlance was

"Heme" (i.e. Wotan), or more coHoquIally

"Old hornie." In northern E uro|>e the

ancient equivalent 'Meek or Tiick was

used, meaning "spirit. lie had such a

hold on the affections of the people that

the Christian church was forced feo

accept him. And he was canonized as St.

MlChGlas, who in Cornwall still retains his

horns, tew are aware loday that Santa

France Clans has traditional and symbolic roots

to Wolan.

Over the ayes the names of deities Change hut the

essence more often remains the same. In addition to Cernunnos,

the ancient Celtic cjod Belenus (Bel) was the most widely

worshiped in all of Gaul and is still celebrated in the traditional

festival of Beltane. Classical writers associate him with Apollo.

The early Greeks inherited from Mesopotamia a nature-

personified god, "Ouranos, which means sky. Ouranos was later'

usui pod as sky-yod by his son "Kronos, later to be rcpla< eel by

"Zeus.' The Celtic yod Lugus was characterized as tin- shinino,

one." Caesar identified him with the Koman yod 'Mercury Who
was often compared to Wotan. The ancient deity oi the h utonic
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tribes was the sky-father ' lyr* (Tiw, lew, Teu), later to be replaced

by Wotan.

Of all the- Aryan yods who have come and yone, Wotan

remains consistent. Although subtle at times, Wotan is always

ready to rcemcia,o Irom the collective psyche ol the Aryan folk.

Me is a yed of many facets, which has no doubt helped him lo

endure through the ever -changing times. As the horned yod,

Heme the Hunter, the wearing ol the stayhorns is symbolic of the

L)r-lorce, the primal power ol the forest, as characterized by the

Uruz rune. Wotan as Heme shares other similai characteristics

with Cernunnos, as lord of the forest and the Animals. Wotan is,

also, the spirit behind the leatTaced "Green Man," who is widely

represented in die tine arts and architecture oi European culture,

Herne was known to 1> the mystic guide of Robin hood.

Also, we have the connection ol Wotan, personified as Merlin, who

was mystical soer to King Arthur.

It is interesting lo note at this point wh.it is known as the

12 f I* as|H-» t ot hi*" ancient Aryan mysteries. I'ven Christianity

used this gnostic numerology the concept of Jesus atrd his

12 disciples. "Twelve plus one personifies the sun arid the twelve

signs ol the zodiac. Always there are eithei \2 prophets, 12

patriarchs or 12 disdpU King Arthur and the 12 Knights of the

Kound Tabk Kobin Mood and his 12 Merry Men, Charlemagne and

his [2 R ers oi tin- Supreme Council Wotan and the 12 High Gods,

Zeus and the 12 Great Qods ol Olympus. The number 13 has

profound gnostic significance. To give more examples, Komulus,

who was both King and incarnate god to the Romans, went about

surrounded by his 12 LJctors. And the Danish hero, tltolf, was

always itnoirtpanied by his 12 fSerserks.

It is through an understanding ol world history that Aryan

man sees hintse!! and by the comprehension of the mystcu'es that

he knows himself. Wotanism is the im or rial ion ol the

indestructible collec tive soul of the Aryan race.

Since the lirst homed god was scrawled on the wall of a

cave in pre- historic times, the blood essence oi our ancestors has

continued through the chain of the generations which bind us in i

great linkage ot ctesUny beat and time.
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THE WOTAMST WAHRIOR

12iak for hate and ruth for ruth,

6ij£ jor eye and tvotii jar tooth,

Jvorvj for scorn ami smile for smile,

Move for km and guile for quilt,

1 War for war ami woe for woe,

(
Blood for Mood and blow for blow.

Ragnah Redbf.ard

Qxm nations are synonymous with tin- uvaliveness oi
their hc.uk; mythos. livery distinct culture begins wiih a mighty
theme thai rises out a the pre-urban countryside and is carried
through the cities o\ i?t (nteitect and literature. Only in herofc
warrior limes do we reach a rnonastkton oi great style, and the
highest symbol fur the Complete victory of space over time; it is

the warrior become ascetk not the bom dreamer and weakling
who belongs by nature to the folk mythos and heroic legend, nor
fPtoi the scholar, who works at a moral system in the .study.

Gent-Iks is the essentia! ingredient in the Upward
development oJ a specfes, Nowevei. nature often demonstrates
that genetics Itself provides no guarantee tor survival. Along with
InWaflgencc the highl> develop raa must, dsc retain and
cultivate the primal will to survive, not just as individual', but as a
distinct spe< ies and culture.

All lile is the will to power, Organic life is one t easeless
round of love and war. Srvualism and slaughter go hand-irrhand.
L-ile is an ongoing struggle and peace only an accident, a
temporary luxury paid lor in lull at the cost uf many lives.

Might will decide all things in the future as il has in the
past. In lile «i race grows or it dies out: there is no thiid
possibility. As unci as this realiU may seem this is Ihc hard rule
<>f nature and our universe. The existence ot an entire people:
hinges on the raw essence of collective will and biological
determinance. All world historical events arc the expression of a
race's instinct to sclf-preservat ion.
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World hisLory is the picture of the living work! into which
Aryan man sees himself woven by birth, ancesby and progeny, and
which he strives to comprehend from out oi his world feeJing.

Throughout all recorded history tin- Aryan race has
displayed the most remarkable study in the art of war, producing
the greatest of conquerors, leaders, mechanized armies and
warriors. Parallel to this, he has Created the greatest; oi civilizations

and has developed the line arts, science and technology to (tie

furthest reaches.

Like no other time before in history, Aryan man must now
lace the very teal possibility of total race extinction. A people
seldom perish by wars won oi lost, but more often bv the- loss of
that vital lorce of resistance which is contained only in the
ancestral bloodline.

Every second of every day the future for out children
dwindles before our eyes in the stopped-up, relentless onslaught ul

forced integration, immigration and miscegenation. Whether we
like it or not, we are living under the dictates of a tyrannical anti-

White, One World Government" whose interests are in complete
opposition to the welfare of our kind.

In our own abstract attempt to resist the iron logic of

nature we become entangled in a tight against the principles to
which alone we owe our very existence as human beings. As long
as the hereditary qualities of the White race remain, the strength
and the audacity of our forefathers can be resurrected in today's
limes through OUT own force of collective will.

Tbi happiest and most productive folk consist of a well-

integrated whole of intellectual, spiritual, ethical and organic
activities. To equip ourselves today with the iudispensible

necessities for the survival expansion and advancement of our
race and culture we must first restore the roots unci foundation of

our indigenous folk mythos, traditions and nature-based beliefs, as
this is what shapes the essence of our I oik.

Secondly, to continue waging bloody wat against our own
people, as suffered in the past, is nothing short of masochistic
suicide in this day and age. Today's Aryan warrior must work
incessantly in the effort to recharge the vitalism and natural-driven
instincts of our ancestors. The distinguished military general, Karl
Von OausewiU stated in his writings, "A people must/ never value
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anything higher than the dignity and freedom of its existence; that

it must defend these with the last drop ol its blood; that it has

no duty more sacred and can Obey no law tint is highei; that

the shame ol a cowardlj submission can ncvei be wiped out;

the poison of submission in the bloodstream of a people will be

transmitted to its children, and paralyze and undermine the

strength of the later generations; that honor can be lost only

once- that unite i most circumstances a people Is unconquerable

if it lights a spiiited struggle tor its libuty; trial a bloody and

honorable fight assures the rebirth ol the people, even if freedom

were lost; and I m it >u< h a struggle is the seed of life hum whic h

a new tree inevitably will blossom."

Every creature pursues Us life with an aim, even if it is

unknown to it. The Aryan soul, also has a destiny, I hat Is to arrive

at a pure knowledge of itseii and a t umpiehensii e understanding

of the universal mysteries represented collective^ in lb cultural

archetypes o1 out ethnic mytbos Found En Wotantsm.

b mod( i n times, as in millennia past Hie prat tke of

Wutanism * -njoys a feeling ol strength and seiuiil> and a

confidence of ancestral roots begotten through its conviction to

truth, heritage and nature s laws, i tit greater the comprehension

of the signifu am i
that Wni.-uism provides to out undu rstandlng oi

Aryan unity the giealc, will be the .influence it K capafofe of

exerting in todays times, From this vantage ground ol the

practicing Wot. mist a new Concepf ol life based on racially-

conditioned and socially"conscious thought is obtained.

Hail ye brave warriors it you live and conquer foa Wolan!

This life cat) be fruitful and vii U w fc gjortous, yet the survival of

our folk is worth more, Fearless are those who follow Wolan, but

greater still ar< those who earn theft place In Valhalla.

Such ar$ utt ij whom 1 Wbtu/i cfaustf for himself.

Ik Cinherjar; he gathers from the broad reaches o\ the Jlnpn tribes,

* ( Warriors \vom among the hrwest of the bnwe.

^ lo qmrdour folk ^n*Jifulhj, weapons m hand.
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RESURGENCE of YVOTAN

When the sfcandartjs oi Woianism became corrupted by
Christianity at the close of the Viking Age it was the end of a
vigorous, inch jwndent arid heroic era throughout Northern Europe.
Ultimately. Uk pagans fouu,hl a tjallauL, though losiny fijiht, against

• remorseless and unscrvpulous alien doctrine Ovci tentinies of
fSgtiting previous Roman campaigns the time had arrived when the
Christian policy of obtaining influence over the rulers and lawgivers
was no bnge avoidable. Chris! ian enure lies hounded on Lhe
administrators ol the law to Condemn the norr( hdstian
practitioners of the. old laith. Priests ot the papacy gloated over
Lhe many non-Christians whom the v had combined to the flames
and most gruesome ol Lor Lures. Like others, the Former culture-

producing .
;i'Kl nature-based path ol Wntanism and Ariosophy in

general was lorcetl urKlenuound. The band ot Lruly eulki,hlenecl

ones separated themselves hem Lhe profane, heservinci the most
important ol their secrets, they inconspicuously stepped hack from
the ignorance of the world stage. There was n contrived and
sjx-cilic aim by th( world controllers of the time to force their

anti-heroic, anti-nature, suicidal doctrine into the collet live mind ol

the White. Northern European world. For this transition to be
successful it was necessary Lo incor porn to many of the pre-
existing pagan customs into Christianity itself. lhe Christian
conversion made little difference to the relative position of the two
religions, riieretore. though Lhe rulers professed Christianity, the

3reat masses of the Aryan folk followed the old uods. Even in

the highest offices of the church the priests often served the
heathen deities, as well as the Christian god, and practiced the
tolkish customs of our ancestral beliefs. The terms 'pagan and
'heathen were grossly distorted by the church to demean and
vilify noirChrislians. In truth and reality, >K}un simply means
Country dweller." And "heathen is somewhat similar in its essence
to describe the rural tolk who lived in Lhe outreaches EST heath,
Barbarians* was another word often misused to degrade, &S
"uncivilized/' but merely meant ' those who livi d beyond the
borders of the Koman Empire/'
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Unlike Christianity, >L was not the nature ol Wotanists to

impose theii belicls and customs on others, lhe archetypical

Wot an, although consistent remained nrystkal and enigmatic for

more than a thousand years. ! heie are historical periods when

the spCCl t e of Wotan W< »uld SUrfa* i \ in I he guise ol ot her

mylhokKiicail Forms. This was symbolic in Lhe Uicanc peisoiiacyes

of Merlin, inst rut linn lhe great mysteries to Kino, Arthur, or Heme

tlie 'Hunter, as gTOStk guide ot Kobin Hood.
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The close Of dhe I9
,h

century saw a tremendous resurgena
of CcWc Druid and Teutonic secret societies throughout Europe
An enthusiastic rekindled interest in WoUinism was taking hold in

a big way in Germany and further accelerated in the early decades
of the 20th

century. Great efforts were being made to revive 1 new
high temples of Aryan wisdom and to preserve the gnostic

knowledge of Ariosophy. This hidden elect class of Teulonio

Wotanist priesthood was known as the "Armancnschatt. ' Grand
scale plans begat* to develop in this direction, including the
acquisition Df the Wewelsburg Castle in 1934. This was intended

to bCCqrm i Teutonic Armanenschaft stronghold around which I

city was in the planning lot development.

Eariter in Austria in 1907 Jrirg Lan/ Von Liohentels. an
Armanenisl of popular acclaim, with the aid of his Viennese friends

purchased ISurg Werlenstein Castle to establish a "New Order
Tempi!.* The aims of these orders were explicit - to harmoni,

science, art, ethics and folk mythos Into a religion devoted to the

preservation and upgrading of the Aryan race.

Wotaiiism played a major role in most all of the Teutonk
orders, groups, guilds and societies. At the close of WWII many
ol the ambitious At manenschaf t projects wen- fore ed to be
ahan<1onecl. Two decades later Wotanism again begm to surface in

newly formed societies and kindreds, not only in Europe, but in

America, also. A renewed interest in the study of Runes, Aryan
mythos and Asatm (a path which means TaiLh in the Wotanist
gods ol (tie Aesir") began to develop and take root. The word
'Aryan itself; which best depicts the White race and used quite

commonly through all centuries past, was and is now denied our
folk and stricken from all the current versions of dictionaries and
history books.

The increasing escalation today of univer sulism, multi"

culturalism, political correctness, materialism and pure, anti-White

bigotry have all been selectively and maliciously created to destroy
the Aryan imperative. There is an old German proverb: Upon the
plains of hesitation lie the blackened bones of countless millions

who, at the dawn of victory, sat down to rest... and resting, they
died." PI o longer must the traitorous and alierrcontrolled

governments determine the fates of our people and deny our
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freedoms. In their place must rule wise, upright, chivalrous and

tnie leaders of our folk. True freedom is where* one can live as

pleases a brave heart, where one can live a< cording to the

customs and laws of our forefathers, where we are made happy

by that which made our most distant ancestors happy. In the

entire life history of a ix^ople its holiest moment is when it

awakens from its powerlessness... a people who, with joy and love

grasps the eternity of its nationhood, can at all times celebrate- its

festival of rebirth and its day of resurrection. Why have our true

nature-based, folk religions been denied us? It is those who deny

us that freedom who want to control us, arid they (church and

state) have controlled us systematically for the past 2,000 years.

The marvel of all history is the patience with which men and

women submit to burdens unnecessarily laid upon them by

malicious governments and oppressive religions. It will take more

than politics and wishful thinking to secure the future of our race.

Our greatest strength remains rooted in our collective folk

consciousness and our own self -awareness within that

consciousness. The struggle tor existence causes the will to make

itself manifest. It is this all transcending will, wisdom and spirit ol

our- race which remains ever- constant in the sacred arcane

mysteries and mythos of our folk. Through t fie pantheon of

cultural archetypes, contained within the priceless heritage of our

indigenous, spiritual practice and customs, we rediscover the true

essence ol our being, the path to higher being and the patterns

for heroic valoi, determination and unity.

This unconquerable folk spirit of Wotanism explains why

our pagan forebears fought to the bitter end, unflinching in the

Face of death and torment, rather than su< cumb to the alien

religious doctr ines and politic ill toxins of lies and oppression.

The 21 1 century will witness a dramatic resurgence ot the

Wotan spirit. The timeless, gnostic systems contained in Wotanism

meet the need for expressing and formulating the wordless

occurrences going on within ourselves better than any existing

forms today. Through this primordial path of Wotan will develop

a new revolution of thought, a Creed of Iron and a brighter future

tor Aryan man. flail Wotan! Victory or Valhalla!
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DES of the ARYAN ETHIC

,2/onor no yods hut those of your own folk

As alien gods destroy you.

atuic's laws evidence the divine plan,

As the naUirvil woikl is the work of All"RathCr.

<® a ig>

^ t nobly and courageously,

always raretully considerinc; the consequences,

As the etfet ts of your deeds live on
after you pass from Midyard.

Xa've within the reality of this life; fear not your late

As fear is tor fools and cowards;

a valorous man boldly faces what the Noras decree.

Xove, protect, repiodncc and advance your folk.

As natural instinct prohibits miscegenation and self-destruction.

<31 E ®>

r
i><- honest, be disc iplined, be productive and loyal CO friends,

As the Aryan spirit strives for excellence in all things.

<i] 7 [£>

Treasure your- history heritage and racial identity

As your ancestors have entrusted,

it falls with you, it will rise with yon.

5©

m a i®

!2io\w the memory of your kith and kin, especially those

who have c^iven their lives or freedom for the folk,

As your race lives on through your blood and your will.

m a ®>

Respect the wisdom of your- elders,

As every moment of your lives

links the infinite past with the infinite future.

<81 10

IHonox your mate, provide tor your children

and carry no quarrel with family lo sleepfime.

As family is your purpose and fulfillment.

* ii &

uKaj' your word to a kinsman Ik: a t)ond ot steel,

As yuur froth is your dignity and strength ot character

<31 12

rBe ounnincj as the fo\ with enemies and Skraelinus,

As their ti,oal is youi extinction.

<11 13 IE>

JSecute, defend and cherish your homeland.

As nature's territorial Imperative demands.

m 14 »
Xive in harmony with Mature and the folk

and compromise not with CvH

As racial survival is your perpetual simple.
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ARMANEN8CHAFT

ftndem chronfc les tell us th.it Alexander the Great
hims. il marted out trie cfty boundaries of Alexandria in the year
332 BCE. Within a <entuiv Alexandria burgeoned into the
greatest Greek city oi its time. Among the striking archftectui

and wide avem*es lined with statues oj the Aryan Greek Gods
Alexandria soon became home to one d the Seven Wonders ol

the World I'haros, a yaryantuan 400 fool lighthouse, like no olh- r

ol cui time. Above all else however, Alexandria was most famous
* ls a »«rve centei Of knowledqt and sdence and if housed one of
th< most magnJRceni and Importanl library in recorded history,

rhfe Famed library oi ovi i .1 halt million ancferH scrolls, in addition
contained priceless scriptures of gnosrj* Arfosophy dating hark it

was claimed, to Atiantian times Scholars and priests from ail ovei
the world were said to have come to Alexandria to stud) the old

papyri oi the ancients, Che library was deliberately destroyed by
ft'*.- in 47 Itf.l a Liemeiidous Joss to tfK Western world.

The aixlenl Aryan Knowledge thai has survived th
ravages oi time has |<>ny been coveted by a variety ol secret

societies, gnostic orders and religious sects in both me r.asi and
the West Some of this arcane knowledge became woven into

teutonic and Celfii mythoio<j\ saqas. eddas, runes and mystic
symbolism. The essence ot teutonic gnostfc wisdom and Aryan
consciousness ovei millennia has gravitated around the central

archetypical god ol the folk. Wolan. Symbolic ally Wolan
represents the eternal mil ro red imaqe ol the primal spiritual

powers ol Aryan man. Since the misty dawn of prehistory a
constellation of archetypical gods have come and got* but the
Allbither warrior liciure of Wotan lias remained < onsistent
bringing slrennth and folkish unity to the Aryan Lribes,

During the middle ages a t;roup known as the Knights
Templai was regarded as somewhat ol an aimed quart! oi

Ariosophy until their suppicssion in 1308 by the Christian church.
'Ariosoph) ' is a term lis. d to describe the spiritual wisdom ol I he
Aryan race. At the rum of the century many anosuphk groups
tame into great popularity throughout Europe in the effort to
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hotter understand the ancient i< utonic, gnostic wfedoim and ritual

practice. There were nlso, greai efforts made to revive new hicih

temples of learning a scholarly and esoteric priesthood ol sort s,

called the Armanenschaf t,

lo the outside world. Teutonic lolklore <ind mythology was
Further enhanced by the < i mtemporarv influent es of the
Composer Kichard Warner and philosophei briedrich NfeUSSdie
Botfi Wagner and Nietzsche functioned as virtual magi of the!] age
Casting new light on the long-suppress, d Aryan consciousness and
ils glorious past

As the 2(>"' century began to untold, (he or idisputed high
priest ' ol Wotanism and Ariosophy was a man by the name oi

Ckuldo von list. Aside from (lie particulars ol von Lists lite-,

literary works and ideology, he is best known lot his mastery of
the run* s and profound grasp ol Wotanism.

Second most to Usl was his good friend and lellow

teutonic scholar. J6rg Lanz von 1 iebenlels, a bright and
enthusiastic adept ol Feutonft ftriosophy. Lanz waa also, the
founder oi the gnostil and fofkish publication Ostara which
gated much acclaim monci a wide ciiole of lik 'minded
enthusiasts.

names such a-, Karl Maria Wiligul, Kudolf von
Sebottendorff, rheodor fritsch, Dietrich Eekhart, among others,

played key roJes in laying new foundations towards a new
Armanensc hall. Teutonic groups like the Thule So< iely lounded
by I'xkharl, contributed BTOWjnJJ fcfport and following in

distinguished iolk-( onsaous circles.

Whal surviving nrryths and legends df Northern r.urope that

remain are nol superstition or primitive imagery, bu£ a profound
exposition on ttie |>ath of higher Aryan evolution. I'hc archetypical
panlheun of Wotanist gods symbolism, runes and allegories are
specii lc loois lor profound wisdom and understanding,
systematically t^CvelopCl I by our Forefathers of the last Golden
Age.

A deal soul and a t om< iousness of an always activ e

spiiiiuai-willed essence signifies true peisonafity. This is and
remains the deepest e^rfence d the Aryan race, and no raise

shame must hinder the treatment of this question, without which
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ultimately, nothing can be traced back to its foundation.

In the mythos of the Volk (folk) soul and honor lies a new

binding and shaping a mystical synthesis; to serve it is the duty

of our folk. A whole generation must develop the will and

instinctive determination necessary to usher in ttie new age of

Aryan man. The powers of our soul and our blood are our

destiny!

The aim of the Armanenschaf t has always been to

preserve the folk society, ancient knowledge, indigenous religion

and customs of the Aryan race, vitally interconnected with the

history and mythos of its people. Foremost, the myth is the

scaffolding the superstructure upon which a race develops.

To awaken the Wotan consciousness to lite means to

recognize its essential value, and undei this dominance to allot to

other values their organic portion in nature and state, in art and

religion. 1 he task of the new century ahead is to create a

higher evolution of Aryan folk awareness through Wotanism.

Our present era of racial and spiritual chaos is the

product of centuries. Our duty today is to see ourselves with the

utmost, clarity and acknowledge our own highest values and the

ideals which sustain our survival as a species. A lace dies when

its ideals die. Wotanism is the lirsl Important step in rest rue luring

the vital elements necessary for our people and out future, lo

accomplish this we must think with our blocxl, as is nature's decree:.

Without such a foundation, the Armanenschaf t, like our race, will

meet certain extinction.

we are ready to enter the gateway into tte

svbeonsi ious parts oj our natures, we mvtr kirn

anifthmf) about ourselves. JAiy traveler oj the

{ Wotmt path ought to know that his road will

lead him away from the well- trodden ways oj

yrcqarious men and into the deep and unfrequented

labyrinth of die mind, spirit and amestral behuj.



RITES of SI JDK

LaW your eyes and let the mind expand.

SM no jear oj death or darhiess arrest its couisc.

jAWow die mind to merge with ^Mwd.

J2et it flow out upon flu great curve oj consciousness.

£ei ii soar on the witujs oj the great bird oj duration,

lAf to the very Circle ojCkrmtij.

Hermes

Prom the Greeks to the Teutonic ami Cettfc tribes of the

north, the Aryan, pagan religions liave had deep roots in the
practice ol Sejdr man} vestiges ol which nave survived the alfen

Christianlzatton of the Western world As Aryan man abandoned
his naturcbased, spiritual pagan instincts our physical envirororjenl

has continued to digress Into tin- tec hnoioryra! and umMitiK'i
wasteland it has become Uxlay. The shift from our (olkish ways
has corroded our racial soul and left us a people divided.

IhroiKjh trn t verevnh inn mythologies and religions Sejdr
has remaned essentia^ the same. Capable oj endless adaptation
and variation its i«m experience was easily assimilated into any
number o! spiritual paths. In early Europe the earih-< cnteicd
pagan religion of the fieollthk period would later cross with the
shy-centered mythologies and reiiojons of the Indo-European
tribes. Knaniount and Consistent among all the man\ ancient sky
gods we Find the Aiifathcr Brohttype 'Wotwt* As the esteemed
professor of psychology and psychiatry Carl Junq was to stale in

an essay The god of the Aryans is Wolan and not the Christian

SOd," I he enigmatic cnaracter oi Wot an is one ol the 1 keymost
shaman ic figures in Aryan paganism.

In Che llavamal and early sagas we find many releienrrs
to Wolan's own personal sejdr initiations. 'Sejdr,' prononneed
sayther/ is founded on experience rather than dotjma and is not
to he considered I formal religion of itself. A sejdmadr (male) or
sejdkuna (female) is a refigfous Specialist whose gift and whose duty

Bft

NI«N**. WltH A tWtffr WOYNt>«»t AN> tO WOtAW 0FF<KO
WMLF tO MY*«Lf> ; ON tHM t*<« OP WHKH NO OW«
jlCNOV/* PROM VNA* ROO+ It *FHN**t

it is to serve their people and lolk by rrv dial tnq between the

physical and spiritual worlds through an altered State of

consciousness. Sometimes leterred to as the technique ol < « StaS)

sejdr may well be the oldest spiritual practice of humankind.

In I he Teutonic pantheon of Wolanism the workincj ol s< jdr

otiginated with the Vanir, being the cfefesl realm ol the gods and
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was brought to the Aesir by the stjtlr goddess Frejya, who taught

the practice to Wotan, having gained his great wisdom by

sacrificing his eye in the Well of Mimir. Later he would master

the arcane mystery of the runes through sejdr by sacrificing

himself tor nine days and nights on the world tree Yggdrasill.

In the Aryan religion of Wotanism the world tree is ot vital

importance to the sejdmadr, for it is the symbol of the nine worlds

and the road between the three-fold cosmos, which represents the

center of all creation. Yggdiasill means "horse of Ygg," and Yyg
is a synonym of Wotan. Thus, the world tree itself means "Wotan 's

horse/' The characterized horse of Wotan in the Teutonic

pantheon is the eight-legged steed, Sleipner. The eight lens are

symbolic ot four [Mil-bearers carrying a colfin, as Wotan often

traverses to the realms of the dead. The world tree is very

significant in Wotanism and sejdr in that il represents the Inner

tree of man. The human spinal column is as the tree trunk <jf

Yggdrasill. bike Yggdrasill, the root of the spine starts in the lower

conscious realm of the body* travelling up to the crown of th

head, reaching the vital energy of the highei consciousness. The
spinal column serves as the axis mundi, or center of the universe

in the body. As the sejdmadr in ecstasy travels up and down the

cosmic world tree to communicate with the world of the gods and
the dead, so we may encourage our own life energy to travel Lip

and clown the interior physical world tree, and thus attain the

higher self within us.

Wotan has always been referred to as a god of ecstasy

and Inspiration. Me could inspire warriors in battle Lo a state of

berserk rage in which they feared nothing and felt no pain, so

intense at times as to cause an out-of-body experience. These
batlle~hard warriors became well-Known in the Viking age as the

"berserkers/ or "bear shirts' from which they derived their name.

What is Known as the 'power animal, ' fyky* i is an
important aspect of sejdr. Most popular of which are the boar
bear, wolf, raven, eagle, serpent or dragon, stag and the horse. To
the sejdr the connection and spirit of a particular power animal is

often times necessary to reach beyond human limitations by
assuming the essence of its vital force, and has been a lonq-

practiced and effective custom in the martial arts as well.
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Tin- sejdmadr is an a< complished seer whose works .ire

best conducted in th* dark, or .it least with the eyes covered in

order to see clearly. Some kinds ot shamanic seeing can be done

with the eyes open, but usually thai kind ot perception is oi less

profound nature. In darkness the distractions of ordinary reality

lessen their impingement on consciousness, making it possible for

the sejdmadr to locus on the asp© Ls of uorrordinarv u alit.y

essential to his work. Drumming, rattling, singing and dancing are

the most effective and commonly used tools to roach the desired

altered stale.

in sejdmadr Journey is one of the most enlightening tasks

to be undertaken, as it provides us the means to reach beyond the

sensations of oui usual senses. What sejdr represents is I he most

wide-spread, ancient Aryan methodological system of mind 'body

experience and healing known to man.

In today s times we Ike in a world that is crumbling, a

great metabolk decline oi Western man on best rated I >\ a

Universalis! oligart hy which erodes every facet ot our ia< *

heritage and religion. I he existing world conholleis have drawn

an inexorable ha id line against hit >od and h adit ion. I he

accumulated exjx rience ol past Aryan i tvfifcation and cultures has

systematically l>ee.n expelled in a campaign of deliberate genocide

through integration and misc egc nation, fit it her politic s. t art cut

events, alien religions territorial imperatives* escapism, militias or

Utopian dreaming em iepaii the soul of oui people. Our hope, oui

Strength, unity and destinv will never be assured until wi begin to

rebuild that collective ethnic locus oi mind and spirit found in th

cohesive customs ol oui ancient toots.

The man makes histoi v the woman is history but the right

order ot a people is forged by the 1
t reative Force ol an awakened

tolk"c:onsciousness. 1 he jwAvets ot the blood, our unbroHen

bodily forces, ratusl resume then ancient lordship. Through this

inspired awareness we can pei eeke our highest potential and

reveal that greatness aindl courage which slumbers deep in the soul

ol our ia< e.

(Common spei i inn variations of sejdr : m iohu, stun, ;;i inn, seith)



THE PRIESTHOOD
of Wotanism

GODI - for Gothi) I priest of Wotan a conductor of

ceremonies of" Wotanist ritual, he undertakes and maintains all

official work within the hot.

UYDIA - a priestess of Wotan, performing the same

Functions as a Godi.

CiODAU. - (or Got ha r, plural of God!) Che pti< 5ts of

Wotan, same duties as Godi or Gydja, but have additional duties

in conjunction with the administration (it I Me ideographical area

have the add< d responsibility for education.

AM.SHE&IAUtiOM - a Godi of era&rwt* rank

SKIDMaDR - a Wolanist sejdr (shaman) 01 religious

specialist, whose gWt tUKl whose duty it is to serve his people and

folk by mediating between the physical and spiritual worlds through

altered states of consciousness Skilled in mediciru- gnoBtfc&m

science chemistry and herbalism.

SHIPKUfSA - the female equivalent ol a sejdmadf.

[JULIAN - title uf skilled runemastcr.

ARMANEN - a teacher of the highes! level dl Aryan

gnostic training.



Tuthark" is the Morse equivalent of "Alphabet." Just as

"Alphabet" is formed by the first two Greek letters, alpha and beta,

so tuthark is lormed by the Mist six letlers of Old Norse:

f u th a r k

f fl I

s K <
Throughout the ages weaving through Northern European

history, the runes liave held a deep fascination and mystical

quality to both Teutonic and Celtic peoples alike. Serving as an

alphabet, the runes evolved naturally over the course at time into

tour distinct alphabets: the Qdfef buthark, the Younger Futhark

Anglo-Saxon hut hark & Armanen Tuthark.

Dating back to about 500 BCG the Elder huthark, as we
have chosen to use here, is still the most popular and widely used.

The actual origin of the Runes is lost in prehistory, possibly dating

back to Ny|>erborcan times, In the Wotanist pantheon the giant

Mimir, as the possessor of the well of wisdom, is ct edited as the

inventor and source of the Kunes.

The nines support OUT quest lor fulfillment. Helpful loots

such as the runes, if used in the proper spirit, allow us to

experience harmony and clarity in our daily lives.

Underlying the whole, out watt] runic concept we find a far

deeper arcane as[>ect, formulating the universal mysteries, Each
rune consists of three profound elements:

1) a sound isong), 2) a stave (sha|>e}, 3) a rune (hidden lore).

Of this triad no rune can sland alone of itself. To master the runes

one must learn to grasp these principles and use them effectively.

One of the important things we must focus on is to know
our own inner essence, as individuals and as a folk. We, as the

children of our noble ancestors and our archetypical gods,

represent the collective consciousness of our race; we really have

it all. What we have to do is strengthen and refine this ancient

bond. We have to look within ourselves and the runic triad to

understand the pathways which will open the doors to our

genetic and nature-based instincts.
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f:; tich person is the center of his existence. The

geomet rk runes are a symbolic chad to show us I he f low of

Influences around us and guide us in our understanding. Once we

understand them, we can then incorporale the best ways to use

them.

The runic system in essence is much like a map ol the

cosmos and the human consciousness combined. It is a system

of gnostic learning and a language of what has been learned.

Kunes quite often weave deep into the: human emotions. In the

first step, we find that oath rune has characteristics and emotion

suitable to that tunc alone. It is helpful to learn e\a< tly wiiat rune

fits with what emotion. There we need to learn the other aspects

of each rune. Tfo make a rune work, one must be able lo feel it

first. The effort invested will determine how last one learns.

However, it takes time arid some people learn taste? than others.

It is important to learn the runes thoroughly, names,

definitive Characteristics and emotions Ihat they evoke. Kunes

create a balance within ttemsejves and help us to discover our

essence and true nature. The more we learn about the rum s the

more they become incorporated into our lives. Then" are many
books available on tin- runes and it is advantageous to study as

many as possible. Some art good and some are not. In thru it

will become evident which books best illuminate the- subjec t. One's

frame of mind Influences the was' the runes work and act.

Reaped For each rune will providr a way to explore the unknown

forces at work in our lives, thereby heightening self "awareness and

the mystery of our existence.

WoLan hung on the World Tree Yggdiasill for nine days and

nine nights sacrificing himsHi to himsoti to team the rnysterj ot

the runes. May I hey guide you, also.

whontw thcij may av

unhewiUcnd, unspoilt,

Theij arc wholesome to haiv;

Thrive thou with these then,

( MJhin tiiou ftast Uarni tfu'ir lore,

thetpds end % life-da^.

VOLSUNOA SAOA
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FEMU - wealth

Ftf) Fire generation, fire-borer, livestock, property, to

grow, to wander, Lo destroy, to shred.

I Green tourmaline.

•> The first of the runes, it literally means cattle and

takes its shape from their horns, It stands for material wealth,

fertility and tamed earthly energy that can be controlled by the

human will. Fehu is the essence ot mobile power and strength, but

a potential source of disruption, as well. It is related to the Vanir

deities Mjord, Frey and Freyja. This is a rune of duty, of good for

9ood, of true worship and of health.

' > U&OZ - primal strength

ntu) The primordial, eternity primal fire,, primal llgtlt,

primal bull aurochs, the afterlife.

J I Tver's eye. This is the rune of the aurochs, a

magnificent wild bovine ol ancient Fur ope.

Interprelively it is the horns of the auroch or falling dri//le. It

represents untamed earthly energy primal shaping Forces that

Cannot b€ controlled by human will. The U rune is Ihe mother ot

manifestation. Uruz is the forming force, not the form itself. It

defines the origin and destiny ot all things. As a rune ot vital

strength and virility a life force of the masculine polarity, Uiu/

teaches patience endurance, courage and the application ot

aggression at the right time under the right circumstances. Uiu/.

is used lo enhance independence and leadership abilities and to Biol

in the growth of 'wisdom.*

] TMUmSAZ - defense
|V (tli) Thunder, thunderbolt, lightning flash, thorn.

I Bloodstone. This stands for both a thorn and

J t:he god Thor. A powerful defensive nine, it employs

the destructive force that is sometimes necessary in

bat I line; enemies and chaos, although it can sometimes cause

chaos. A rune of lightning and thunder, of life and polarity

Thurisaz governs regeneration and fertilization.

04

ANSUZ - gods
(a) Keception-transformation-expression, inspiration,

death-mysteries.

I Lapis lazuli.

Derived from the Aesir, associated with The mouth

of god,* s|x:cifically Wotan's, this nine stands for wisdom and divine

inspiration. Consciousness, intelligence, poetry, magic, ecstasy and

order are, also, ruled by Ansuz. It is the wisdom ot ancestral

memory and that small voi< e within." Ansuz is instrumental in the

creation of mankind. It is a rune which works magnetic and/or

hypnotic s[x:ech.

GlAIDO - motion
if) Right action and order, icligion, ritual, rhythm.

I Jacinth.

The riflie ot the natural order, ol the cycles of day-,

seasons and years, it is the right way the path ol the

sun and the journeys ot people and the migration ol animals.

Kaido governs the rhythms ol music, and dan<e. It is a rune ot

rebels and giving rein, also, relative to Thor and Folk-,oul. This

rune has bCtfl interpreted variously as 'wagon/ chariot and

Tiding. Kaido is a rune ot spiritual development.

KENAZ - illumination

00 Kinship, learning, teaching.

1 Flint.

< The rune ot the torch arid controlled fire or energy,

this is Ihe lire ot regeneration through death or

sacrifice. It represents the hearth and creation, as well as

cremation. Kenaz is associated with Knowledge, teaching and

doing. Connected lo inner guidance, it is the rune ol human

passion, lust and sexual love, also, a r une ot the artist and

craftsman.
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( \ 0EBO- §ift

X(g)
The high gods, gifts, generosity, hospitality.

I Emerald and Jade,

i J ** Exchanging qifts binds people together, it binds a

leader to his followers and seals alliances between
clans. This was the idea behind sacrifices or gilts to the gods,
which should bring favors in return. Gebo brings friendship, loyalty

and hospitality, a rune often used in love magic'

f \ WUNIO- joy

^ (w) Joy harmony, respect, honor, pride and fellowship.

I Topaz and rose quart/.

^ J * It stands for personal wholeness and perfection.

Wunjo battles against discouragement and sadness to

bring cheerfulness and courage in both the individual and the
group. Clan-centric and binding of Kin, this is a rune ol emotional
healing and self-confidence, the will to win.

NUAQALAZ -constraint
(h) The right moment. Keep and save.

I Crystal.

Named after hail, this rune is seen to be the

framework or seed pattern of the universe. The guide
to evolution. It is the unity of fire and ice, which were seen in

the old mythologies as the two primal elements. It is a rune of

harmony and completeness. The rune of hope, renewal and lusty

youth, llagalaz is the complete model containing the potential

energy of neutral power in the multi-universe, which is bom from
the dynamic generating, evolving unit of fire (energy) arid ice

(anti-matter). The 11 rune describes the eternal cosmic harmony.
Hagalaz is the Rune mother and signifies the realms ol the
underworld and one's personal unconsciousness.

r>6
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^ NAOTI1IZ - necessity
U[ (n) Norn, compulsion of fate.

^ I Obsidian.

i J > The need rune, this symbolizes the heroic power

to survive and thrive in times of crisis and stress. Its

sha|K- symbolizes the bow-drill used in old times to Kindle the need

fire. It represents coming into being, manifestation and is a rune

of protection, especially spiritual protection. Nauthiz is the force

of friction and resistance which builds up the individual strength

and will.

ISA - stasis
(i) Iron, ice.

I Herkimer diamond.

Isa is the rune uf ice and inaction. Ice is seen as

one ol the primal elements; lire is the other. It

represents drawing into the centei oi one's beiruj,, giving calm in

times ol si Hie. The l-,u rune is the force ot attraction, gravity

inertia, entropy in the mult runivers* . I* -a is a symbol ol the

individual ego and concentrating force that holds the egcrselt

together. It is the rune of control and defense.

|
IEU.A - year

2% (y) Cyclical development, solai year, reward, fruition.

^ I Muss agate.

I J Literally meaning year this nine represents

natural cycles, such as the progression of the seasons,

sowing and reaping, birth, death and rebirth, and the rewards or

penalties tor tine's actions. Jera represents a masculine fertility

force associated with treyr. Jera symboli/.es the interlocKinu

forces of fire (summer) and ice (winter) as compliments of each

other. It is a rune of awareness and patience.
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"| EMW&Z - yew free

N (cS Vertical cosmic axis, enduranc e, protection.

I Smoky quail/.

i J *> Meaning yew tree it symbolizes the cosmic tree.

Yqgdiasill seen as Lhe central axis of the world As
such, it allows communication and travel to other realms or being.

This rune contains the mystery or lite and death, and mystically

unifies them in essence, li is a KergMnB force and the mod. by
which that Force is sustained, fjhwaz r< piesents the: dynamic and
Outgoing and h associated with VuKtar. pod ot the winter sky.

0
PERTHO - womb, dfce cup
lp"> lime cause and effect, evolution—Change
l Layered onyx.

Symbolizing the dice cup 01 chance hapj>euincis,

this represents orlog or \vvrd, both or which are

similar to the modem concept of late." Orlog is ihe primal layers

ol past action and events that guide and affect the present and
futuie wyrd. Fferiho is tlu mne of time and excitements both
pleasant and unpleasant. It is a rune of feasting, dancing and
laughter also, intellec tual knowledge and divination.

RIJIAZ-dk
W) Life pmtec tion i onneclion Between gods and men.
I tflack tourmaline.

Also Known as aigi/, it is symbolic of a spread hand
or an elks antlers both being, signs of active defense.

A rune of protection and ot purifying, it is associated with a swan
or valkyrie and with striving towards one's potential Elhaz is the

lite symbol and was often carved into s|x\ns tor protection and
victory.

t>8

SOWILO - sun
(s) Solar wheel, goal and path, success, guide.

I Horse sunstone.

Kune ot the sun and the power it radiates, its shape

is that of a lightning bolt. It represents the primal fire

that reacts against ice. It is the power of the human will, of

victory and success. The rune of Heimdalf the messenger of

Wotan, symbolically says *Bear it or be it."

TIVVAZ - cosmic pillar

ft) Justice, self-sacrifice, spiritual discipline, world order.

I bloodstone and hematite.

Tiwaz is the nme ol Tyr, the god of law, justice and

war, who brings victory to the side which most deserves it. It

embodies honor duty and unsell ishncss, sacrificing oneself for the

good ot others. It is a iune ot divine order. A three -fold mystery

is contained in Tiwa/: justice, war and world-column.

BtiliKANO - birch tree

(I)) hirth-life-death cycle, containment, earth mother.

I Jet.

This rune means birch goddess and symbolizes

Pierthus, earth mother, ll rules over the stages of lite as well as

death, gestation and rebirth. It conceals, nurtures and piolccts, as

does the womb and the tomb, berkano is a nine of the Vanir and

of hidden transformation and growth.



nEMWAZ - horse
(c) Harmonious duality, marriage, trust, loyalty.

I Turquoise.

This icinifies a horse and, also a harmonious and
loyal partnership, such as between a horse and ridei,

husband and wife, business partners or a King and his subjects.

Identified with twins, suc h as the Saxon conquerors I lenqist

(stallion) and Horsa Chore ). Zhwai is connected with t utility and
thus to Frcyr. It represents a iune of trust and loyalty. Kliwa/ is

a symbol of the ideal man-woman reteSonsfhip and thus is the

mystery of lawful marriage.

MANNAZ - human being
(mi Divine structure, intelligence divine ancestor and
sky lather. I Amet h\ St

lhe M rune stands for man or human especially

that divine spark within each person. In the myths
that spark was connected to the t [0i\ I Hmdall (also Known as Ki<n>

who was said to he the progenitor of mankind. Manna/ is the
rune of Lhe conscious rational mind and intelligent . Tills is He
rune that describes the tieimunk peoples as bein^ the progeny of
tile ciods. It is the slave ol the perh ctcd man the complete
human being. Rune ol cjood drink esjwxially mead, it is lor ft*

builders and hlrtkeepefS; c omrack s-iirvitrns and bac helors,

LAGU2 - flowing water
(I) PrSfMi water pas^e h» &nd from lib , growtfl.

I Malachite.

This rune means water. It stands tor the deep
water of the sulx ouseious trom which come wisdom

and intuition. It is the- primal waters ol life. Laguz symbolizes
both the waters of birth and those waters crossed alter death.

I his rune represents the basic, fife energy in the universe and I lie

secret source of all organic life. Symbolic ol phallic, power (virtue)

and fertility in the physical as well as mental realms.

7<>

INGWAZ - expansive energy
(no, - incj) Potential energy gestation.

I Ivory.

The masculine consort of the earth goddess, this

rune is named for lhe earthly cjoc), Ing,. It was later-

associated with die (jod Trey. lno,wa/ represents the seed with its

stored powci and potential thai must undergo a gestation period

before manifestation. This rune is the male I ountcrpart to the

Berkano rune.

DAGAZ - day
(cD l iqht, polarity synchronization.

I l"luorite.

> This is the point of balance between the pairs of

opposites. It is the instant of dawn or dusk. It is the

awakening of the transcendent < onsciousncss. of ten described as

a blinding flash of inspiration that unites the individual with the

universe and reveals the mystery ol lx:ino,. Dayaz is a conceit of

synthesi/ation ol opposites that u<>es beyond their perceived

opposition. In Dagax. language tails. [)an,a/ is chiefly useful as a

rune of meditation.

OTilALA - home, possessionA (o) Inherited power, sacred enclosure:, preserved

^ freedom.

I Petrified wood.

* The O rune represents land ot real property,

especially ancestral lands. On another level it represents the

genetic, structuie criven us by our ancestors as well as ancestral

memory and inherited spiritual power. It is preserved clank and

tribal law on a spiritual level. In Wotanism it is a rune expressed

by the kindred., as a tune of Wotan's miujit as Alllather. Othala

represents personal love of folk and nation.
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unes fhou wiff find

And expfaincd characters,

Very targe characters,

Very pofenf characters,

Which fhe greaf speaker depicfed

And fhe high powers formed

And fhe powers' pnnce graved,

FROM WOTAN'S SONG (HaVAMAL)
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as symbols
Just a* Ikiht itself cannot be comprehended by the science

of" nuclear physics unless simultaneously as a particle snd a wave,

and in mat hematk ally precise symbols at that so sa< red symbols

BtC the univeisal lanc;uac^e of tht inner ( osmos. the tnscapes uf the

human psyche. Its concepts are just as capable of bring itrational

numbers or tunes. 1 hey are in (act the archetype, ol the

collective subconst ions mind, Identified in this century as such by

the psychiatrist CO. Jur»v »«d illustrated as they were and are

manifest in our own Aryan psyche. The runes can be arranged

as symbolic groups in accord with the elements and th< four

cardinal directions. Air is attributed to the East* tire 1o the >outh„

water to the West and eaith and ic.c to the North* In the further

study of the nines and symbols, yon will find that they shike

unmistakable < hords within you. Do not discount their function.

The primary emphasis is to reach out to them, they will icach

back to you. Meditate and practice. Open spirit and let the

gpds ot our folk abide witWrv



HUNK TREE of MAN

The ancient Aryans (lid not believe that spirituality made
one either righteous or rational but: rather that righteousness and
rationality made one spiritual.

I tie mysteries taught thai spiritual illumination was
attained only by bringing the lower nature up to a certain standard
of efficiency and purity. Certain apparent physic. al organs arid

centers are in reality the veils or sheaths or spiritual body centers.

In Wotanisrn there are seven runic wheels which illustrate

the tree of man. The Celts referred to these wheels as

"cauldrons.* These wheels of the body are whirling points of power
along the spine. Each wheel is 1 gateway which enlivens misfit

from the various forms of the soul into the earthly bodv and from
the hidden worlds of power into the soul.

I he spirit of man is diagrammatically shown as an
equilateral triangle with one point downward. This lower point,

which is one-third of the spiritual nature, (but in comparison Lo the

dignity ol the other two is much less than a third), descends Into

the illusion of material existence for a brief spate of lime. That
which never clothes itself in the sheath of matter is the Hermetic
(Anthropos), the Ubermensch.

1 he trend of mans evolutionary growth is ever toward his

own essential Self-hood. At the point of deepest materialism
therefore, man is at the greatest distance from Himself.

This awakening of the seven levels of being can be
attained and developed through meditation using these seven
wheels of the Kunic Tree of Man.

Runic Tree ol Man

FuIuK

^W/zife Yffldntsill matj nfar to a whole umvirsL with, all its worlds,

each human beimj is an Y^drasdl m his mm mmm*

a miniature oj the tpmk ash tree, is rookd in tiw d'wim yvuml

oj JM* being and hears lis
{ Vidian omnipresent sprit,

which is the root and reastm of J Aryan man.
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CAULDRONS
lhe .seven distinct loci of" spiritual energies within the body

are the psychic centers or cauldrons. The most strategic locations

ate illustrated in the diagram on page 75 and apply as follows:

t the crown of the head, governing

consciousness and the higher self;

M ~ tne third eye," governing psychic

[>erception and the higher mind;

r

the throat, governing intelligence

and communication;

the heart, governing love and

compassion;

the solar plexus, governing anger,

ego and the power of" assertiveness;

the generative organs, governing

sexuality;

the coccyx or base of the spine,

governing the survival instinct and
the physical plane at its most

level.

U^nowest how to grave them?

Jinowest how to expound them?

Dinowest how to depict them?

Dimmest how to prwc them?

Dimmest how to pray? Ditwwest how to opr?
Dimmest how to send? Dinowest how to consume?

7(>

I BIM>HUNKS X
All substance is menial substance, hence, all forms ate

tnental images, l he production ot mental images is the function

of the subconsciousness, and I mm that function all forms on all

planes have their immediate origin. As runes serve as letters and

symbols, two or mote runes inteiconuected forming a single

symbol art- whaL is known as a
1

bindiune." 1'his symbolic language:

dates back to the earliest Known use ol the runes.

tiindrunes are often a multiple ot the same i urn.:, for

example: a Ihrec-hcaded ^ thurisaz rune and a multiple *t elhaz

rune, used to lorm a Sun King oi Melm ot Awv symbols:

A.
Bind runes can likewise be used in any variety of

combinations, such as the following:

X 3*1 f
What bindrunes ueaLe are a visual, talismanic image, tat h

bindrurie contains an energy about itself, as all symbols do and not

unlike hex signs, this focus ol energy can be used loi posttve or

negative means. The helm ot Awe, Fos example 1 has tven lound

inscribed on ancient Teutonic war helmets, as it Was befieved to

generate strength in its wearer and fttOjed awe or tCJTOa in the

enemy.
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YGGDRASILL WORLD TREE

/ he study of t*ie Teutonic Pagan reHgtoa of Wotanism
|R centers around the Yggdrasill, i huge, world ash tree

m\ which represents the cosmic axis. VggdntSSI is an image
of realms outside of time and spate, serving as a map depicting

the adventures of the spirit of Aryan man. Located in the great,

mystical Space Known as Ginnungagap Yggdrasill represents the

symbol of life, time and destiny. The three tree roots are called

the spiritual, the terrestrial arid the infernal. They signily

respectively: spirit, organization and matter. The spiritual root has

its source in Asgard, the home of the Aesir, or gods, and is

watered by the Urdar Fountain; the terrestrial root has its source

in Midgard, the abode of men, and is watered by Mimii s Well; the

infernal root has its source in Piiflheirn, the abode of the dead, and
is watered by the Spring Mvercjelmir. The- three brant In -s ol the

tree support Midgard, or Lire earth, in the midst of which rises the

sacred mountain upon whose summit stands Asgard, the citv of

the gods. In the great sea surrounding the earth is Jor munqand,
the Midgard snake with its tail in its mouth. Bounding tin- sea is

the wall of cliffs and k c, fashioned from the giant Yrnh s

eyebrows. The home of the gods above is connected b> the

Bifrost bridge bo the dwelling place of men and Infernal creatures

below. On the topmost branch of the tree - which is called Lerad,

meaning
v

peace giver" - sits a great eagle. Between the. eyes of

the eagle is the falcon, Vedtolnir, whose piercing glances notes all

things taking place in the universe.

Tfie never withering green leaves of the: divine tree

serve as pasture for Wotan's goat, tt idrun, who supplies, the drink

of the gods. The stags - Dain, Duvalia Duneyr and Duralhror -
also, graze upon the leaves ot the tree, and from their horns drop
honey dew upon the earth. Katatosk, the squirrel, is the

embodiment of the spirit ot gossip and running back and torlfi

between the eagle above and flidhug the serpent below, seeks to

stir up discord between them. In the world of darkness below
Midhug continually gnaws at the roots of the divine tree. He is

assisted by numerous worms, all realizing that if they can destroy
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the life of the tree, the rule of the gods will cease. On either side

of the great tree are the primordial giants easting ice and flames

into the fathomless void. Fire and ice and the cleft between, the

Ginnungagap, represent the: three forces in Wotanist cosmology.

Tire is the destructive force which reduces matter to ash to be

re-used in the cycles of nature; ice is the freezing of matter into

stasis. At their coming together all life is created.

Yggdrasill suffers and endures more than mankind can

imagine! But the Horns - the three goddesses representing past

(Urdr), present (Verdandi), and future (Skuld) - give solace and

renewal at the Well of Urd from whi< h they pour water' daily on

the World Tree, so that it does not wittier.

Yggdrasill symbolizes the power to move into and between

the different worlds of reality upper and lower, of the living and

the dead, of the gods and of humankind. This name and this

image portray the tile journey antl cosmology of ancient Aryan

man. At the very heart of this metaphysical landscape we find

the central characteristic symbol of our indigenous folk

consciousness and a prototype ot the regenerative principles

within our universe.



The ideological organization of the Aryan Mythos is accurately

reflected in the | world tree's rune graphic representation, out of

which is derived both the life rune t and the death rune i
. This

symbolic bindmne encapsulates Yggdrasill and the entire matrix of

Aryan mythic concepts.

> NIFLIiKIM -- the unconscious (misty) spiritual realm Of the
unkindled (frozen) Aryan race soul

IOTIXNNEIM * the non-conscious oulerwotld (Utgard) of the
frost/rotk/earth; hateful spirits of the naked ego and the
extinguished soul.

NE1 B the semi-conscious/subconscious spiritual realm of the
dead, (the foggy mental landscape/barren wasteland of ever-
diminishing folk memory).

A.SCiAliD the folk-conscious overwork] of perfect
righteousness, 'enlightenment, alignment with nature, truth, justice

and blood virtue (domain of the Aesir).

MIASPKM.NEIM « the unconscious (dark) spiritual realm of
the psychotic/destructive (fiery) spirils of naked ego.

<* VANAI IEIM - the folk detached/transceiident overwork! of

misplaced righteousness (domain of tiie wise Vanir).

MIDGARD t Me visible middleworld of reality, the terrestrial

domain of an embattled mankind (eternal struggle for life/power).

LIOSSALI IKIM * the short "sighted/diminutive overwork] of
self-righteousness/faise pride; ideals rooted in exaggerated self-

importance (domain of the light elves).

SVA'KTALttEIM = the dark home/diminutive subterranean
underworld fPiidavellir) of the dwarf, dark elves; spirits of lust, envy,
selfish desire CO! nipt ion, racial decomposition.

The divine archetypes represented in the pantheon of
Aryan Wotanism further symboli/e the prime spiritual and heroic:

potential of the Aryan will to sell -preservation, it is the ancient

and gnostic science which emanates the essence of universal

principles and ttie purpose of Our racial being.
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EYE OF WOTAN
,<r

Tfif complete and balanced human psijchohtfif is jour-fohl in nature,

as is represented hij the universal £w of ' Wotan.

J%s il€ mind cxphrcs this sijmhol,

§mp oj reason"

C.G. Jung

IhroiKjii the Function ot me eye wr became aware of the
phantasmagoria of the phenomenal world, which Shuki s

(
> ne

called "this iiiwtetariCM pageant* The eye is the first circle,- the
horizon which It forms is the se ond circle, find throughout nature
tNi* primary figure is repeated without end. Il K the highest
Bmflte in the Cfch I Dl the world.

Our life IS m apprenticeship to the tiuLh th.it around every
circle another can be dram thai there is m end !n nature but
every end is B beaming, The Jiie erf man is a soil evolving t ire Ic

which, from a rfag impeiceptibly small, rushes On all sides outward
to new and larger circles. The circte or ring is, also a profound
symbol Df unity univeisr .md monotheistic- defty. A circle
expresses both completeness and separate.ness at the same tame
A group of people linked by a common aim or interest, which for
the moment sels them apart horn Others may refer to themselves
as a circle. Often OUT friends and acquaintances constitute what
we would call a social circle. Sometimes it stands For the sun or
tfafi suns course through the year, or for lim< and eternity in
Bfineral Irom ancient riles to astrology alchemy and gnostic
powers, the circle is 01% of the most dynamic and wideh used of
all symbols.

In our distant pagan ancestors a circle often marked the
boundary ol a sac led area and protected il against evil influences
I he circ le is a symbol of all things because it can be imagined
» a line drawn around everything But at the same lime it is a
symbol til one thing," because it is a single figure.

The Aryan God Wotan is known to have sacrificed his [eft
eye in the Well ol Mtmir Lo attain great knowledge to split the veil
of light into the knowledge of the infinite: dark. This is all highly
arcane and symbolic. The left eye represents the circular moon
the right eye, the circular sun.

B8

Chnwijh our whole lives we strive towards the siui;

that hiirnituj forehead is the eye oj
{ Wokin.

2iis second eye, t/rt' moon, shines not so bright;

it has Ik placed in pledge in ^Mimir's ^fountain,

tiiat he may fetch tht healimj waters thence,

each morning, for tiu stretujthmuwi of his eye"

On.Hl.ENSCHl.AGER (HOWITT'fj TR.)

The c.'ncle is a whole, but also, figuratively speaking, a hole,

or in this case, a well. It is a symbol of naught. XX and so it

stands for emptiness, norrcxistence, nothing, tfut it is the nothing

which contains the potential existence ol everything, the primeval

chaos from which the God~Absolute made the world, the abyss, or

ground, or womb of all toeing. The well is symbolic of the earth

womb.

As immersion in the world ol matter provides the

experience which brings wisdom, Wotan (consciousness) sacrifices

part of his vision to obtain daily a draught from Mimir's Well, while

Mimir (matter) obtains a partial share of divine insight.

Consciousness and matter are thus relative to each other on all

levels, so that what, is consciousness on one stratum of cosmic life

is matter to the stage above it. The- two sides of existence are

inseparable. This 'formula has long been displayed in the
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alchemical symbol known as the "uurobouros," which consists of a

Chxte, formed by a snake or a dragon swallowing its tail. Often
this will bear the Greek phrase Tm to pan,'' (all is one). Tins

phrase is made of three words, having seven

lelters, and the numbers 3f7-10. Again, ten

means all things," because it completes tin-

series of the primary numbers of whose

combinations all other numbers are

Constructed Also, 10 means "the one-/ because

it is made of 1 and 0, and JrO-J.

The Circle symbol with a cross in the center known as I he

Solar Wheel or Wotans f'.yv is perhaps the oldest of symbols in

northern Europe* This sign demons! rates the sun s might

working weal upon tru earth a symbol el unity and balan< e in all

things: wisdom, intellect, spiritual power, law. oi der contained

religious force, Holiness and Is the foremost symbol representing

the Aryan Allfather Wotan. The cross within a circk symbolizes

pure pantheism and the origin ol man
Mental Imagery is the door to higher Knowledge It is to

Ihese ends that symbolism arid the Aryan folk arcfa types are

contained in our mythos, so veiy, very significant in the personal

life expedience and the development ol our race and culture lo

bieak through die esoteric m\ steries in on< s liletiirn is the

greatest advantage to be realized. Until Aryan man once again

perceives and applies these eternal truths h lemains a slave to

the [Physical wodd and the base forces that ebb arid Flow.

Our sacred symbols ,ind folk myths rv\ < al to us (he

precarious and dangerous journey of tin; soul with tin many
obstacles to be: passed. Mon st inds b • 'tween the micm* . ism and
the macrocosm. The key to the meaning nl lit, is wrapped up in

man, as he is the eye ol the storm. This is by no means the idea

that the universe was made for man. It is the doctrine that man
cam< into existence for the completion ot the great work in which
our life and our race is engaged. 7i; ignore or initiate action

against the iron logic of nature can only lead lo oui own
self -destruction. The great philosopher liicdrich riiet/sche was to

state in his writings, Tot the lew men and women ol purpose they

are blessed with the certainty that, unlike the billions who live- and
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die with no more sense of identity or mission than sheep or

cattle, their lives have meaning, that they do not live and dream

and struggle and suffer in vain, that their existence counts for

something lor it is their consciousness and their purpose which will

determine the form and the spirit of the new order which will one

day rise on this earth, and it is their descendants who will take the

next step within that new order toward the superman."

The anthropomorphic shape of a god is a symbol. This is

the simplest way for most people to grasp entities that have

certain roles and complex interrelationships. The Wotan's Eye

Solar Wheel remains a quintessential Aryan symbol. The existing

image of die Wotan's f\,ye in the present is identical with that

same deep metaphysical essence which has continued unbroken

through the whole of Aryankind, and will continue unbroken into

the future, hoth Aryan man and the folk-god archetype Wotan,

the seeker and the found, are thus understood as the outside and

inside ol a single self-mirrored mystery, which is identical with the

mystery ol the manifest world. The circle and cross configuration

is the eternal shining paradigm of Wotan, reflecting the many lives,

legends and legacies of our noble race.

Cmcmu is At% oj 'Wotan m fa Uieart of^Mari

Mimir, who evolved from the ancient race

of giants, possessed great knowledge and is a

guardian of sacred mystic treasures, a being of

suprvnti power. He can be classed with the Noms, as

originally one over whom even Allfather Wotun held

n& sway and had to appear as a pciitioner. Mimir's

twin sister is Wotans mother.

brom Mimir comes the first culture and

origin of the runes, tor in his well inspiration,

spiritual power, man's wit and wisdom have their

source, and around him, as a chief stand gathered!

the artists of antiquity, by whose hands all things can

be smithed into living and wonderful creations.
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ANC IENT ARYAN SYMBOLS

I wisdom of our am e*tor<. remains presented to this

dinj in our threat Jntjjm symbols. These emblematic

figures conceal the secret formula for spiritual, mental,

and physical regeneration, known commonly as

the sublime truths, the mystic chemistry of flu soul.

If we had just heard i moving piece of music, we would

Find it strange if somebody ashed us whethei the musk were true

01 false. To ask such ( i question would he inappi opi iate. Most ill

Knew that music does not nerd words to speaK to us. In Cad

some of the i\rc.<A symphonies can alter! us more profoundly than

any number of words, We find this to be hue also with symbols.

Much like myth, symbols serve to unite the intellec i and the

t motions in the task of higher learning and understanding We find

that myths are: destined to leach I he higher emotional centers.

Symbols primarily locus on the fii<;i 1* r thinking centers. Through
symbolism there is a <onal and social integration in spiritual and
religious dimensions, i he power of symbols lies in the ability to

unto Fellow believers into i folk consciousness. It pi o\ ides a focal

point Qf faith, c ommitment and ac tion, while making possible a

degree of personal understanding which those outside may not

sh. ne. When se|(-de< eit is deshoyed and a m.m beqins In see the

difference between the mechanical and the conscious in himself,

there begins a sh'iKiflle tor tfie leali/atiotr of consciousness in lite

and tor the subordination of the mechanical to conscious.

I his same evolutionarv plot ess furthei develops horn
oneself to ones extended family one's race or lolk. and from there-

to the: multi-universe. As the ancient Aryan myths continue to

quick- our race, so likewise do symbols in an illuminating and
significant way. I hen is not ample • spit e to list all the Aryan
symbols here however, these symbols will serve as a helpful quide

to this most ancient lanquacje of the mysteries and the

transcendental Knowledge of our [>eople.

tnotan's e
(
ye

This sign shows the sun's might working

weal upon the earth. A symbol or unity and

balance in all things ~ wisdom, intellect,

spiritual power, law, order, contained

religious force, holiness. The solar wheel is

one of the oldest symbols Of Northern Europe

and represents the Aryan Allfather Wolan.

The hammer is the greatest sign ot

heathen troth. Hammer amulets were worn

by the Vikings as a reaffirmation to the god

Thor, his might, power and protection. For

the same reasons hammers are worn by

most true Woumists today. Thu hammer is

a mighty sign of warding and is used to

hallow objects and persons. It is a most

sacred token symbolizing our dynamic

energy growth, as well as our determination

to defend and expand our heritage.

^^^^^M^ Heyja's heart is the sign of the blessings

fl B of the goddess Freyja and is the symbol

of those given to her mysteries. This

particular heart symbol represents love

and interprets the erotic female /ones,

the buttocks, genitalia and breasts.

CeLtic Cross
Most often associated with the tree of life, the cross

pre-dates Christianity, the. oldest example from

10,000 in r:. This ancient cross symbol is the

cross-quartered circle, representing the union of

male and female. The circle represents the whole,

the one, the encircling spirit, the sun illuminating,

the round contours of Mother Earth. The cross

represents the four directions, the four winds, four

elements, four seasons, four corners of the earth.
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Hie trefot, called Lhe "triskelion" in its

swirling form, shows might whirling

from the three great realms Of being: the

overwork!, the underworld and the

middle world. This Aryan symbol of

trinity represents the three-fold nature of

reality: past, present and future. Ji is an

emblem ol'cosmic creativity,

Ban of Geweon
The head of Gereon is an ancient

hieroglyph of northern Europe. Rooted in

the primal word "gc." meaning rebirth,

this symbol is a variation of the trefot and

was considered a holy si sin.

DaLknut
"Knot of the Slam," this is the sign of Wotan
symbolizing his power of binding and
loosening, which is especially shown in the

field of battle. The Valknul is worn only by
those who choose Lo give themselves to Wotan.
The Valkmit is a sign to Wotan that one is

ready to be taken into the ranks of his chosen
warriors at any time he chooses.

Swastika (f^Lpot)
The swastika is a Sanskrit word composed of

"sli." meaning "good," and "asti." meaning
"beings with the suffix "ka/* and is

equivalent to "It is well'* or "So be it." The
swastika is one of the most ancient and
sacred of the Aryan symbols dating back

before 6,000 BCB, discovered in earliest

known archeological findings. It is the sign

of the sun's strength, as the unstoppable

whirling might of will. The rounded version

is known as the sunwheel swastika. The
clockwise motion represents the conscious

self, counter-clockwise represents the

unconscious self. The swastika is the

foremost symbol representing Aryan man.
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Ylcmrj €uiskeLiorj
This is the sign of Thule or "the Wotanically

inspired one." The three interlocking drinking

horns show the three cauldrons in which the

mead Wodstirrer is kept. Like the ire lots, the

horn triskelion represents the number 3, which

is a dynamic and holy number, a key

numerical force that is found at the root of all

ancient systems. Three is the first fundamental

law of the universe.

1 wminsuL
The pillar that supports the world in Germanic

tradition. The cosmic axis or tree, which serves

as the connecting axis between a masculine

asgard and a feminine earth. A symbol of

cosmic order, as defined by the god Tvr, whose

rune (tiwaz) the irminsul represents.

beafben Cross
Known in ancient times as the "heathen

cross." the initialed knew it to be composed of

double swastikas, one clockwise, one counter-

clockwise. Christians Inter adopted it as their

own oi referred to it as the "Maltese Cross."'

In lhc Kn ignis TempLu trials of I3M it was

used by the church as evidence for heresy.

SpfwaL
Both single and multiple spirals were among the

most sacred signs of Neolithic Kurope.

symbolizing the womb, death and rebirth. They

appear on megalithie monuments, entrances to

eaves — sacred places of worship a!l over the

continent of Furope, The simple two

dimensional spiral is one of the most ancient

symbols of eternity. Spirals represent, most

simply, primal energy coiled towards and

radiating from the source.
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LciByuintht
Early labyrinth designs on coins, caves,

tombs referred to the earth womb. Often

carved on Stone Age monuments and

grave sites, the labyrinthine design

represents the soul's journey into the center

of the uterine underworld and its return to

rebirth. A labyrinth (unlike a maze) has

only one path, winding but branchless,

heading inevitably toward the goal.

ShieLn knot
A sign of warding. Still used today in

Scandinavia. The shield knot is a

protective symbol, ft is sacred to Thur,

although its elemental value is earth.

Eight fold signs represent higher powers of

the four fold signs and are symbolic of the

main deity, also known as the Star of pre-

orthodox Russia. These signs are most

powerful in matters oi" prosperity, happiness,

physical well being, pleasure and new

beginnings.

Dentac ll©

In ancient times the pemucie meant life or

health. It was derived from the apple-

core penmclc of the Earth Mother. These

and other variations of the pentaele

sometimes represented the five stations

of life: birth, initiation, marriage, rest

from labor and death. Flower and star

together indicate earth and universe.

This sign shows the tree Yggdrasill with its

branches stretching upward and roots

stretching downward. It was found on rock

carvings from the RronZC Age and one of the

early Gollandic picture stones, c. -100-olH) r.ci;.

The six points repittScul the number of vibrant

life and strength; it can be used to create or

destroy.

m uf Orjob
This .sign strengthens the wearer and was

known to cause awe or terror in those who
viewed it. A warrior rune, it is worn or

[raced between llie brows or helmet. In

Nurse mythology the drag tin lafnir wore it

while guarding his hoard. The helm of

awe has been associated with the mvihic

power ol serpents to paralyze their prey.

Sun R inn

The great wheel of existence. The ring of the

universe divided by eight winds, the nine

worlds of the Yggdrasill with Midgard in the

center. One of the oldest symbol-- of the

mystic power of the sun, symbolic of leitility.

The Hagall bindrune of life and death, bound

with the Eye of Wuian.

Ot\
i rm

The unbroken ring is the sign 01 troth, also,

known as the ring of troth or oath ring. It

represents the element of fire, as it has no

Weigh! . and immortality, perpetual inioiion,

absolute unity, the universe and the

monotheistic deity.



Rfraa Sewpent
The serpent biting his tail represents the

circle of all wisdom, the mysteries, the

immortality of time and eternity. The

head and tail are the positive and

negative poles of the cosmic life circuit.

b
The six told hex pattern is perhaps the

oldest and most common of die hex

symbols. It is the snow flake shape ot the

younger rune hagal I. This sign ioda\ is

traditionally seen on houses and bams,

most common among the Dutch. The

hex signs are a powerful framework to

ward off negative or attract positive

energies. The circle around the hex

represents the universe.

Dj roe cannot saw the world jrom its curst,

at least m cm present it with syubols

that will direct it to deep insight

and ffo possibility of salvation"

Richard Wagnli;

WhEN All OTHERS ARE SllENT WE S^aII SpEAk!

Whi-N aLL others \h Fear or disc rftIon

hAvt FaLIen AWAy WE shAll STANd!

WhFN ALL OThERS dESpAiR-

wr shAll < ARRy Thl lbann t R of hope!

WhEN Al l OTkERS TR EMblE IN FuiqllT

—

we shAll qo FoRTh ANd do BattIe!

To us, loyAliy to our Folk,

AllcC|i \N< e to rial spiRiT oF OUR kiNd

ANd btliEf iN ThE SANCTiTy oF our MissioN

ARE NOT jlJST A WAy oF UFe

ThESE ARE UFe "itseIF!

Q3



CALENDAR of FESTIVALS

Ceremonial forms are the stream of life itself,, which bring

us in contact with the primal rhythms of existence, more than just

narrowing banks against which lite grinds its [>assage. They are

solemn because they are necessary. . . to go with the sun, to grow

and let grow with the moon, to carry out the ritual, whereby

kinship, whether with one's folk or with nature; is strengthened and

renewed, where the sun is held to its course and Midgard and

Asgard preserve their youth and strength, to effect honor and luck,

to give the child his name-gift, to drink the cup of brotherhood

this is to live. It is f orms which divide the living I t orn the dead

and strengthen the bonds of our folk.

The ceremonies conducted by modern Wotanists generally

lake place in the open, close to nature, and when [xissible, at

ancient, ancestral sites. Annual celebrations include the eight

traditional seasonal I estiva Is.
Tl.^ practice of Wotanist ritual and

ceremony on the yearly festival cycles is recognized as the most

effective way of impressing on our Aryan folk the- wisdom, ethics

and customs of our ancestors. Celebrating our indigenous c ulture

is as ancient as our race, arid is essential to our identity, unity and

survival as a [X 5oplc.

The great world festivals originated in the worship of the

sun and earth powers. In Europe there were two main festivals

which tell exactly 6 months apart. And each hair year was again

bisected and marked with a minor festival. Plot surprisingly I he

dates were not always celebrated in < \;n t concordance-;- lor whilst

the Teutonic tribes divided the year in accordance with the

solstices and equinoxes, nud~sumrner day and mid- winter day (Yule)

as their chief festivals, the Celtic tribes bisected the year with their

fire festivals at the beginning of May (Bel tarn*) and November

(Samhuinn), to coincide with the movement of the livestock herds.

The ritual implies a determined mode of action. These

ancient rites have always been a direct means of bringing order

into chaos, and meaning and purpose into life, strengthening the

spiritual body. What is gained from the ritual is proportionate to

what is put in. To the extent that the body can be involved with
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movement, music costume singing arid so on, the richei will be

the experience, il has been the belief that the fire deshoyed the

powers hostile In man puiilied the air and allowed man and beast

and vegetation 1 1 > thrive and hrt GCTte fertile. I or indoor

ceremonies, t untile an- suMm ient, a stone Staffer (altar) is

customary for outdooi ritual. The (uslomary anangemenl for all

Wotanist staiiar (altars) consists oi a ceremonial drinking horn tilled

with mead Candles blessing bowl and an auxiliary bowl (for pouring

liquids), the symbolic Thor s Hammer, gandi (wand), evergreen sprig

and optional sword 01 sprat.

lo begin each Wotanist t errmony. a hallowing is performed

wilh a ritual Thor s Hammer to Open the four-quartered c ircle.
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Standing ftt tne north position, then moving quarterly In the

Sunwise directions, hallow bo the North, List, South and West. The

acting gOCS perforins the s&frl 0* the hammer at eat h corner, while

sayitifi: *Helga iv thetta ok hiiulru alia illsku" (an old Morse phrase

which translates: "Sanctity this enclosure and prevent all evil miners

horn entry.")

I he purpose < >t o|K:nirui a designated <- in k is to

(onsecrate and sanctiK that cmaund for spiritual use separating it

hom the mundane world At ib same time the envisioned drtte

Creates a bond of psychic energy amour; those puitkipntiiici. At

the end ol the: ritual it is the godfs oblation t0 then Cte» the

circle with a short spee< h or gesture and gjve thanks to the hiuji

Gods.

When CondUCtfng ritual and ceremony it is important to

bear in mind that the intention is to allow the inner power of the

archetypes to emerge. To aid this, personal concentration and

ritual alone or with others establishes the right circumstances. T he

purpose ol ritual is to reach a point ol intensity beyond the

current conception of sell, where the archetypal path-ms in the

unconsciousness can manifest.

CtlARMIISOOF THE PLOW takes place at the beginning of

the planting season, 1 his day is symbolic of the wooing by the god I'rey

(lertility) ol the maiden Qerd [earth). Mod hern Lurope, ins ol old believed

that humans teamed to plow bom watching lb boar, the beast ol Prey

himse.ll. It is a festival ol fertility* of the planted seed and the plowed

earth. February 2"'

FEAST OF TIUONAR ITHOR) "
Is the traditional relebration of

the 1 .11 nib . It is s) mbolk of the t hunder god, I hot, usino, his mirth ty

hnmmet IMjjoBnlr) to dine back i. he darkness and the host ajarUs.

Consideird tlK peak ol winlt % the I il 95t Ol rhttnar reminds us ol our

strength .is ;j f olk which brings us I hr« >u(ili the harsh winter. February 14-"'

SUMMER FUNDING is m. V rnal (Spring) i.quino.v, also known

t js Lostr*' the bririhbst and most joylul of the I cut oi lie year. It is the:

March 20"" 21
s1

celebration oi the reJMrth and reyjewat the eternal cych

is represented In the eo,,] a leitiliLi symbol, often dyed in various colors.

WAl-IH^kicilSNACIIT - known as M331 Evi or LStdlan*-.

/'.« • mdinq to leututik mythi ikx [\ the- < ei< monies ol this pagan festival

were hefel in honoi «.i Frey and Freyja April 3D,,>

*> MAY l>AY " the fhst da) Of the month is a time of circat

festivities it i a Celebration ol lib .md tin- ftiith ol Spring* As B lime ol

games ,iml good < oinpam the Ma> |>olr tepo senls male lertility and

ft DCCX Ilk ti* mi i ycli's. Mu\ I

1

Mil )"M 1MM1.U Is the longi it d j md shortest nittfft of" the

yean In ancterrt times the Summei Solstice was the Lrwfttanal lime lor

holding the annual gathering (Athing). The slgntfiawit rind honou d eiod

ui Mid-sun in i» i is Wutans son Balder. June 20** '.W

hk'i-Yi axi stop ancient times has beef) the harvest festive]

in s< andinavi.i and Iceland, Cue feature ol this i eletorwton involved hone

fights and the ipxl hev. Jn\ I .ui o» I'h-> s Mane would ehnHenu,e and

symbolically Overcome Its opponent. Auuust 28"'

WIMTER riNGMNci - celebrating the Autumnal l.(|uin<H rnaiks

the end oi tin harvesl season* k 6s BM greatest oi ail the harvest

festivals of the Nortfiern Folk. Septcnibei 20 ,M 2'p

WINTRft NIGHTS markinfi (he end ol the harvest blinds

foeus tO the bminlv and foOnOtS tO the ^r^ldess \ o yja. j he i attic who

could rial make it tlnourih die uintei wen- saedfked and tin meat eaten

hi preserved fm the white, months. 0< lobe, 14'' - 15' is IVyjas least.

*> VULE is I he holii si feast ot the loutonic v an beqinnincv

Decemi>ei 23*. It iws twelve rights and culmJnates on the flew Year.

The hist uii|ht mi Vail Mtftlhei M^W is tiaatowed to tm leutonic

goddess I a-yjn. the twelve nights tepresent tin U\ |Ve months ol the

yean; aiso caited *TN TOrWS^tts as spac* oi tin* set apart t>ei ween the

ukl and die new. Yule is lh- Snortesl day oJ the v m and tield in hum

«

ol the Winlei Solstki the icturn ol the sun. sat red to the god liey.
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) 3 Months
(moon 111

)

Gregorian
Calendar

[Name
Origin

Pagan
Calendar

January

March

April

to? ,

June.

July

August

.(God Janus) Snowmoon

(Februa Festival) I Inrning

(Miits) Lenting

,{L0V€ Goddess) Ostaia

(Goddess Mala).

.(.lulius Cit s.iii ..

•Merrymoon

Midyear

Haymoon

I l.ti vest

Sru i li lint
\

..J Augustus < -<it-s.ii )

September {?'' Roman month)....

Oc t< iber .JH'" Roman month) Hunting

November I'J"' Koman month' Fiiqmoon

December (\i r Roman month) Yule

Weekdays
Sunday.

Monday,

Tuesday

Wednesday ...

T liursda>

Friday

Saturday

.Sunday

.Moon Day -

Tew's Da\ ...

.Woe lens Day

... I tun s Day .

Moonday

'lyrsdlay

Wotansday

.... i horsdav

Frigcia s Day Fuggsday

Saturn Day S*itumr lay

<)8

Half 'JMT
Months V-'C,^

',' A*^

In the WoLanist calendar and In most old, Aryan,

pagan records, there is reference to runic, half"months, times V
during which the parl.iculai corresponding qualities ot ttie nine "%

are said to be active. This activity between planetary and/or

z.odiacal loices has long been recognized by foremost Lrulians.

The halt-moon periods run as follows:

Fiwa/ (yew bee) 2H Yule - 12 Snowmoon

E Rtrtho (womb* dice cup) 13 ~ 27 Snowmooti

t r.lhaz (elk) 28 Snowmoon - 11 Motning

Sowilo (sun) 12 ~ 2$ 1 lorning

t Tiwa/ (cosmic pillar) 27 Morninci
- 13 Lenting

herkano (birch tree) 14 - 29 Lenting

n Lhwa/ (horse) 30 Lenting, 13 Ostara

M Manna/ (human being) 14 " 28 Qtttt*

P Layux (Mowing water) 29 Ostara • 13 Merryrnoon

o Ingwaz (expansive energy) 14 - '28 Menymoon

N Dagaz (day) 29 Menymoon - 13 Midyear

Ontsm (tiome, possession) 14 - 28 Midyear

f Fehu (wealth) 29 Midyear - 13 Llaymoun

ft UTU2 (primal strength) 14 " 28 1 laymoon

y I'hurisa/ (defense) 29 llaymuoii 12 Harvest

F An/us (gods) 13 " 28 harvest

Raido (motion) 29 harvest - 12 Shedding

< Kenaz (illumination) 13 " 27 Shedding

X Ciebo (gift) 28 Sheddinq ~ 12 Hunting

r Wunjo (joy) 13 - 27 hunting

H 1 lagala/. U onshainO 28 Hunting * 12 fogmoon

1 Nauthiz (necessity) 13 ~ 27 fogmoon

1 Isa (stasis) 28 Fogmoon " 12 Yule

<> Jera (year) ^rj 13 - 27 Yule



PANTHEON
Gods of the Ae^ir & Vanir

f more your Ufcstijk, actions ana thoughts watch those of

the archdijyc you wish to contact, the more easihf will such

desired information jhw between tfic worlds. "£il<£ energy

begets lib," and titerebif, one may become what one thinks.

AESIR - Ik.me oj the 12 gods and 24 goddesses ol

VANIR. hom ol the wfo fertility gods of Vanahehn

AEC1R "' also Known as Gymir the god who presides over

rhe stormy sea- evi i\ han : I h. entertains the q« xis and t»icws

file fur them.

BAI.DKk - nod of the summn; of sunlight tic u.is sun

of Wctan and Prigga; slain b> Moder at t fie instigation oi Lokfc

his dweffing is flreidablik- flaldei Liu- Beautiful is to reign as

supn me god after RagfWttsk,

BRAGI thi ijod nt poetry a son ol Wotarv ho is the

besl ol skalds.

FOR.SETI ' the fore-sitter, presidenl c hair man son of

Balder and Manna; his dweHing is Glitner and his office Is that ol

a peaeeniakei.

FREY ~ sun of Mjord, twin bioMior of heyja arid husband

dI Skadi: Known lor his mayical sword, he is the qod oi the son

ol fertHty the Pructiffer; associated with the boar GuMnbursti.

FREYIA • the Uautiht* r oi rijoul and twin of ftev. She

dweih in Potovang; one or tte lour major ho.se gods she is the

goddess Of the moon of love the inn tified: her husband is Odin.

PRICGA - she is the second wife ol Wutari and mot her

ol flakier and Queen of the Gods, who jekjus with Wot an in

Mlidskjall- the most important gocidess of Asgard.

liKlMDAM. " also known as I lallinskidl tho white god he

is the watchman ol Aslant; his horn (ijallarhom which he blows

at K< r inai ok., can In lu ai d LI 11 1 mahout the nine worlds; his

dwelling is Hiniinbjmg and he is Keeper of Bifrost, the rainbow

Mdgi into Asuaid.

llu gOdCless Ol death, bom ol Luki and Arkierbodn;

sh< corresponds to Proserpina? hn habitation is Melheim under

one ot the toots ol the YggdarasHi World Tree.

I1ECLMODR - courage ot hosts, son oi Wot an, who gives

him a helmet and corselet; he rode on Sleipner to hel to bring

ftdldei ba< k.

HLODYN " a goddess same as Merthus; a name ol th<

earth rnothei earth goddess.

HOKNIR " one of the three treat im* gods with Wo tan

and Lodun Hoenir creates Ask and Cmbia, tt'ie M>si human pair.

SIX^NISA " daUgfitei ol the dwarl kald sine was wile of

lii.iHi the i;uddess ol ead> Spriruf sn*' possesses rejuvenation,

appJes as guardian ol ih<- gods' eternal youth.

IOR.D- firsl wife ol Wotan. slstei ol Frfgga and rnothei oj

I hi n : repres« mts eai I h.

LODORR mil oi the three gods (Wotan. lioerii and

UsdUrr) who create the lirst man and woman, Ask and hanbla;

identieal with LoKt

LOKI ' to end finish; l.oki is the end and i onsummat ion

ol divinity; tfie evil ciiant~()t>d of Teutonic mythology; Father Of

Sleipner. the Midt^ard Serpent, Fenris-woll and or Hel; lie causes
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l^iidt-i s death abuses Hie gods in Aeyers feasl but captured in

Fraanangerforce and is bound by the gods,

•> MAONI - megin strength: a son of Thar

MANI - rmom brother ot dI Etr* son), both children of

the gjant ^tmdHfare.

MIMIU wh<i evoked ttom the andent race oi $ants

possessed goal knowledge and is a guardian cA sacred mystfc

treasures, a being oi supn me power; ho can bo classed with the

riorns, as originally one ovei whom even Atltather Wotan held nc

sway as Wotan had to appeal before him as a petitioner; Mimii s

i win sisi: r is Wotan mi then

MANNA - daughtei oi Ncp mothei ol For set i and win- ot

Balder; sh dies ol grid .if the death pj Balder

NEBLTI1U9 " mothei earth goddess rybrd'a wife

Niotti) - god ot the storms and sumrn© fatten o! Freyja

and Frey he was given the paSace Ploatunj as the sea god he stilled

the terrible tempests.

NORNS " the wyrd sisters; the tin- e heavenly nums: Urd

Verdarrdl and Sknld (past, preseni and Future); the) dwell at the

fountain oi Urd and ruled the fate ol the world

ODOR Fn yjas husband.

UAN - the goddess d the sea* wife ot Aeger.

SAiiA " (in- goddess oi hisj »ry; she dwells in Sokvabek.

SiF - the wife «.t rhoi and mothei ol Vuteler; tin word

denotes affinity: Sli ih« g fden haired goddess o! the sanctity ol

the family and w«dlo; k.

5IGYN !.t)!a- win >he holds a basin £o prevent the

serpent's venom From dropping onto Lokfs race.

Sioi-N - one ot the goddesses she delight in turning

men's hearts to fove.

SKADI - a
(
fiantess riaugl rtei ol I iijasse and wilr of

Mjord; she dwels tn rhrymhelm and hangs a venom serpen! ov< I

Lokfs lace

sol. - meaning sun daughtei oi Mlundiifare- sin drives

the horses that draw tin- < ir of I he surt

K>2

TYU " the high god and predecessor to Wotan; in

Teutonic, mythology he is the oncranned god oi wan the ['enris-

wolf bit one hand off; he goes with Thor to Mymer to borrow a

kettle for Aeger.

THOR. - the god of thunder, keeper ot the hammer, t he

everlighting slayer and destroyer of evil spirits; the friend of

Aryankind, the defender of the earth, the heavens and the gods;

hc is the consct rat or, his hammer, Mjollnii, being I he 'cross' or holy

sign of the ancient heathen. Blunt hot-tempered, without fraud or

guile, ol tew words but ot n dy stroke, such was Thor; dwelling

in bildkirner, he was the favorite deity of our forefathers.

< VAI.KYU.lhi " the chooser ol the slain, a troop of

goddesses, hand-maidens of Wotan; they serve in Valhalla and are

sent on Wolan's errands.

VALI " the Avenger, who slays Under fulfilling a prophecy

to average his brother Baiders death; he rules with Vidar after

Kagnarnk; celebrated at the f east of Vali (mode rn: Valentine's Day).

VB " brother of Wotan.

VII >AR. - son ot Wotan and the giantess. Qiid; he dwells

in Landvide, and sla\ s the lends- wolf in Kagnarok. Rules with Vali

after Kagnarok.

VIM" brother of Wotan and Ve, these three sons of Bor

and IVstla construcl the world out of Ymet s body.

\OU ~ the goddess of marriages,

WOTAN " SOT! Oi Boa and fVstln, tie is th< chief deity ot

the gods, also spelled: Woden, Wodan and Odin; he is the

founlairrhead ol wisdom, the founder ol c ullure, writing and

poetry', the progenitor ol kings, the lord of battle and victory; lie-

has two ravens, two wolves and a spear; his throne is Hlidskjalf,

whence he looks out over ail the worlds.

•> VOIDER - or filer, the winiei god, considered second

only to Wotan, whoso place he usurped during his absence te the

winter months of the- year, known as the shield god; son of Sif

and Stepson of Thor, Vulder is known for his mastery ol hunting

and arc lie ry, he dwells in Ydaler.
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CHAIN of COSMIC CONNECTION
Symbolism ol t he Heavenly Bodies

Shakespeare's at counl ol the Seven Aqe- ( >| Man is based
upon Lh£ asLrolotiit al division of lite

1 into se\en penods eac h of

which was ruled h\ one oi the sacred planets. Masters of the

Arcane foi mans centuries have studied the < orresponcang
E haraeteustics between man ant I [tit- t usmoloqk al uni\ees<

Amono, the Zotitecal signs are finked the sun, the moon ml Eh

five Known planets. These seven symbols govern various aspects*

such as: a skill and day <>t the week as well as a precious metal.

Stone and f olor.

SUNDAY was nied h> the sun whose tjleamiiK} light was
reflected in Its talismans: gofti diamond and topaz. It was ^iK \

Foi acqwlring wealth and winning po\ :rful Mend symbol ol the
sun god f'rey.

The pair moon representing the Female ok-iuv of IVyja
(controlled MOONDAY and (he destinies of ftawllers al sea who
by wearing white narments and ornaments ol sil\ . i and pearl
mlghl guaranft i a safe \ < >\ age.

Mae, with its i KJdj :(inw sent soldiers into battle on
TYftSDAY faming the standaids ul tin- wai god \\\. iron and
blood red rubies,

Meifut> Foster* d commen e and is represi nt. d «ui

WOTANSDAY in hpnoi ot Altfather Wotan Audbuted h> thisdas
an- '|lik ksiiv-i. i he muted tones ol eur\ and shimmering opals.

i >n !
! IOR.SDAY Jupitei is repress nted In royal blue

defending th< modal world with the *ymboto Lin and amethyst
Venus lends hei graceful presence to F&fGGSDAY in tb

form of the goddess Frigga, providing luck In taw to those who
disptn he, tokens.

Saturn provides special powei to lead and onyx. The
stability of Ihe distant and unwavering [)lanet ensured the success
oi bidding works begun on SATOR.NDAY but Its dark sfd< made
injuries more likely a da> attributed to the favored tjod Balder.

i^)n tluii mijskrwu* jounwij'uuj jrom NhU to eternity,

when: the soul mores on to W$t hkjher plitws of its own using,

there must be ttUtttU transjonmitkms m the psycht.

So'.uethinij goes with it from this world to that otlu r.

"Tin* &&$S feed upon men!

baek with it jrom Jfctprd to
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INCANTATIONS

322

The words "incantation" and \:nc hant" arc both derived

from Latin "can I are" (sing), and "charm" IS from Latin "carmen"

(song). The element ol sinojnq or chanting b magically important

because it means that (he words arc put together deliberately. In

the same way as an orator or poet depends on the power- of

words to convey impressive ideas and to sway his audience so the

u.odi or sejdmadr has his incantations. Likewise the suppliant witlr

his prayers, although fulfilling different nerds, makes deliberate use

ot compelling language, both engaging in sound and clear meaniruj.

Tt 10 essential principle ol incantation is Ehf use ol

sonorous, rhythmical, rhetorical language which is not spoken flatly,

but chanted. This is done with steadily rising intensity as the ritual

proceeds. The whole pi o< ess c.onti ibutes ti > a rising state of

intense excitement and selt ~inloxi( at. ion in which the Quell or

Sejdmadr fecfe confident that the words he Utters are charged

with invinc ible power and are actually taking efie< t.

When incanl atii >ns have fixed f 01 mulae. or are

accompanied by presc tibed postures and gestures, qt are

associated witli re.nl or symbolic sacrilice an element ol magical

power raising, il not always present may al least be attainable.

Incantations do riui change < un gods the> change us. They

deepen insight, increase intuitive |>oic eption expand c onsc iottsness

and transform personality. In modem times the phrase 'great

chain of being
1

is otten applied to a ua\ of viewing the long

ongoing connection with our Aryan ancestors and gods ui our folk.

Through the invocations we unlock direct channels to these ends.
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MEDITATION

In the school* of the t t lit his way a strong emphasis on
obedience" is often demanded before .anything else that is, full

StkS unquestionable submission, aicrtough without uncJerstanding. In

the path of Wotanism, understandinq Is the first requirement
before anything else. Results or effort are always proportional to

understanding. Fven practitioners who possess a wide Knowledge
of Wolanism may olien find themselves lacking the direction of

spiritual communion with the FolH Gods und the higher self which
they are seeking. The practta of mediation has lonq served as
a dinvt means of projecting our inner soul outward towards the
art hetypiral Qods of our folk.

I he spiritual world is the sphere <>i causation*; the
material world is the sphere of ell eels. while the iriiellectual

realm, or soul" world, is (fie sph- re of meditation."

Concentration must not be confused with meditation. The
former implies an exercise of the will; (he mind center its powers
on an object or idea until it \ ields its essence. Meditation on the
other hand does nol requiic an> fore eable harncssinq ol flu will.

Meditation is something that emerges horn the cessation of

consciou thought,

lb gabi the dearest insight Into the practice, oi Wolanism,
on- should follow one's own natural heartfelt instincts. Wotanism
is a reliqion of the blood; do no! let others lead you astray.

Develop a broad enthusiastic interest in all available literature on
the subject Make a practice to meditate at least once a day.
Meditating may seem somewhat tmcornfortabje ai first. Precisely,

it is a means to provide open channels in the mind that are not
Often obtainable by other methods. Medilaliori whic h is followed
by heightened awareness is oi a sjxwal nature. Man offers
himscil t.. our qods ot the folk, lie stands before them like a
canvas before the painter or the marble before the sculptor. It is

throuqh meditation that our most unlimited powers are obtained,
marvels or miracles are worked, the hiyhesl spiritual knowledqe is

acquired and union with the great gods of our Folk is eventually
qained. The practice of medit.it ion is tfie surest way Lo establishm

a sound, m< utal framework and effective working relationship with

the qods ol our forebears. The meditation process is of a

profound significance, h shows I he reality of certain relations of

a still unknown nature between psycholoqie.il and organic process.

It demonstrates and proves the ohj < tiv< importance oi spiritual

activities which unlocks new worlds ol Uiouo rt I 'u< must Keep

the mind open white learning this meditation sysft m; it becoiwes

easier as one becomes lamitiar with die process.

The Aryan folk at a productive creative and spiritual

people. The blood ol our ancient an< esturs courses throuqh our

veins and hearts today, as it has tor millennia past. Our

indiqenous gods and heroic forclathers arc what w€ ourselves

strive to become in the upward development of our t>einq. I he

more: we focus and meditah tlx- more they be< ome a pail of our

spirit. As our Ideas formulate and become real and tangible, our

will and out destiny will do likewise.

The path ol Wolanism is h mdametitally based upon

strength oi character courage and racial tortitude combining tiu

hiqhesl ethks <>l our people It is hoped that those who study

these meditations will take this linn- to develop a thorouqh

understandinq ot this ancirnt, yet timeless practice.

It is vitally important that we realize the value oi Wotanism

and that this value remains a bondinq element which tires out will

to self-preservation .
'I I he indomitable for re and creative Spirit

ol our folk and our heritaqe. I he return to Wotanism is the retain

to one's own soul and the reestablish! nenl ol our own true ways.

The dynamic coni iquration ol the 'Star System in the

following paqes (pqs. 112-113) provides a startinq place. Much like

a clock, the star system heqins at the dawn of the first day ol

the week, Sunday, f.aeh point of the center seven pointed star
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[Joints to a day of the week. Eetift clay of the week has its own
symbolic g©4 nine, planet and flUffrtbcr.

Iransc.oursing the seven pointed Star is a continuous

clockwise flow through the days of the week. The smaller stars

are the geometric configuration representing each sacred planet

and god It is helpful to note that each planet fties the first hour
atler sunrise on its own day. The succeeding hours are ruled by
the other planets in the order: Sua Venus, Mercury, Moon, Saturn,

Jupiter and Mars.

Through this systematic method our minds are aligned to

the time, place and appropriate god of our folk, denoting the

spiritual focus for each day. Originally the seven day system was
adopted in Home circa 400 t r and would soon spread into

northern Europe. Eft h God on the seven pointed star represents

a symbolic Charactei nrwnlfestatksn of energy, each having its own
distinct dynamics and assignment ot function. The conscious

interplay between archetype and man provides a world view ot

interconnectedness portrayed through our folk gods. We create

a mental vision of things visible and invisible, interconnected in a

manner for which mechanical cause and etleet. eat mot alone

account or explain. These two precise notions underlie quantum
physics., while physics underlies all the technology ot our times.

No man van comprehend more than the courage and
imagination of his heart can grasp. To grasp this world view of

iraterconnectedness in the depths of one 's race and soul is a very

different matter toi modern, urban man. It often requires a rare

philosophic gift and years of uncovering such Interconnected
ancestral and mythological ties, The Aryan god, the goddesses
and the deinrgods, the heroes, titans and spirits of good and evil

are the pageant or" eternity. They are the; elements which unite

our collective consciousness as a folk.

It is essential that we realize that all cy< tes in lite turn in

circles. Each hour, day. week month, year, century and millennium

represents a living cycle in the ever-turning wheel of time In this

wheel all great things turn and return, but it takes t.he conscious,

right deeds of OUT people working together with the sacred works
of our gods, all in harmony with nature, to ensure the continuance

of right order ot the world. Again we see the need lor the

IIO

action, is the fruit offfwn- sacred, solitary moments.

Ihm is a divine deytit in silence .

{ Vik meettjod alone.

KW. R'Jhl H!-,ON

harmonious workings ot our folk goctS and nature-. All of the gods

an is dependent upon us for their Continuing existence as we aie

upon them for our being, strength and direction

This system will help us become moo attuned and in

balance with nature, our folk soul and lite purpose, as well.
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urxbay
Old English :

sunnanda'x 'day of the sun"

God

Onauge

1

i

[)a> ui A'otks of [ k;ht

The sun is thi- heatl m the solai work] [system). From
tlheiKC sensation is t.Hijtol into ovei\ norvr a-iiin of the

flreat body and waves ol fht life-cssenc < How into -.uh

artery and velru, th< plane Ls are its limbs ,'ind pulses.

SIX E6) is tin nurnt» r of vibrunt ffe Bttti M.u:ngth. wWdl
can be used Lo creat< cm flteitroy. Fhe numbet six Is

uirely found in mythk contexts.
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Wonder Colossus at Rhodes

k

Invocation

Facing the Sun,

make the siyn of the hammer baying

"Wotan, balder, Frcy, Trior''

Hail great Frey, high god of the Vanir!

God of the sun, fertility, life force and all its vigor!

Your power we witness in image

of the wild stallion, boar and sword invincible.

Frey, friend of ourfolk, harvest and fertile season.

Protector of the gods and ruler of armies.

We give thanks for thy guardianship.

Move us with your might, free us with your spirit.

In lordly manner you serve as both benefactor and exai

May strength and honor be with you

and with our people always.

13



Fiey is high god of the Vanir son of Pljord and

twii. brother ol I V<\yjd. He is known IS IIh: god Ca IK'

sun, generation and Fei tility, Although hoy is

iqm .cnlative ol Kingship, peace and f ruitiulness, ho is

likewise letenod to as "protector of the hip,h ciods" and

1 1 ill i ut armies.

A Characteristic of Trey is his sword, symbolic ot

spiritual will, whieh under Us own motivate >n would slait

slaying his enemies as soon as it was drawn from the

she at h.

I ho boar, a lamiliar trademark uf l"Vey is

symbolic- ot the earth, sun and one's, troth. It was lono,

an Aryan Custom to swear an oath on the baek ot a boar,

fire) s trusted golden hoar which pulled his ehauot was

named Gullinbuisti or "Golden hSrisLU s, as its shining

bristles would li^ht up the world as it travelled. I he boar

imatie was a favorite of the warrior cLiss us a symbol of

fearlessness, f rroe.it y and courage.

Trey s love tor the beautiful host giantess, Geid,

is renowa Qerd is a radiating Rgurt ot pulsating fcjttt

She is often associated with the Aurora IWealis, or

t hern l.icihts. trey is the traditional tjod of the

harvest and fXJptS&r favorite ol the fanner.
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oonhay
Old English :

manand&g "day ofthe m&on

3

Wonder Temple of. Diana
rjf Eaphescis

Day ol Works oi Divination and Mystery

The name mom, iTieans 'the measurer
-

01 one who metes
oul time with hei phdscs and \w (vemeflts 1 hi word
moirth in fts origin means a measurement oi the monn.

Mine (! is the holicsl ol numbers" and the root of psy< ho

cosmt< powers; it tends to an) purpoa . It ts the number
of iii> eternal and death enduring, Mine transferor* what

N touches yet il lemains eternal within its* If, Its use

abounds in myth arid leqend. symbolized in the Knot of

tin- Main and I he nine world oi the YggdrasM

iia

Invocation :

hieing Lhe Sun,

make the sign oi the hammer saying

"Wot an, Balder. FVey. Thur'

Hail Freyja, Lady of the Vanir, Goddess of Ion and fertility!

We call out to you in loving devotion.

Most beautiful of the goddesses, we invoke you!

Your blessings strengthen our folk with new life

in the quickened wombs of our womankind.

Withhold not your gifts from us, but continue instead to pour forth,

as we summon you by the ancient names.

Sister of'Frey, possessor of the slain.

We await your attendance as a sign of our communion and kinship.

May strength, love and honor be with you and with our people always.



FVyja is Uk- 'laaonu goddess cf fertility and

physkal love. The twin sister til trey nnd the (teughtoi

d Hjoifl, like NB iclaiiv* s, she was of Vanh descent

Amorni the cjoddesses f reyja has always been

by Far the most beautiful. I In hair was unit lovely

than Sits and her leatures nine handsome than

Frieda's. Fin palace' was callled Sessrynwuls whieh was

found in the realm oi FotKvang in ftsgard. wotasm chose

he] i<> feecotir&e the leader til his elite Force of warrior

maidens, the Valkyrs.

It was IJm Valkyrs whn would CQ?T* EO She

battlefields for the dead hemes, whom I hey would

transput across IVitrust, I fie miubow bridgr, into

Valhalla.

Preyja was the proud uwnet of two fantastic

ohjn ts, th< nec klace IVisintyimen' and .j c loak ®f

takmi leathers, like fVigg l

Cats were considered sacrtd to Freyja and it is

only natural that hei cJharSol sfiouid De ptdted by Felines

hut ollen limes if was pulled by hn special bo.ii

llildisvini.
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Old English : \ S
tiwesdwg "day of'Tiw - Tyr Tew'*

God Tyre

Kuric tujowz T

PteTErt Maws

r^ii u tit >t't i ...5

Color „ Kt?5

Tone Do

Skjn Awies (Scoapfo)

Wonder Tombop MausoLaa

Diy of Works of Wrath

rive (5? is tin.- number of ordered rime and space. The

•ndM Qerrmrtc week *u five nights long, whk h was

atea the (er^th or time one had to respond to .1 legal

summons. It is rarely found In mythological lore, but for

operative purpose?*, it is a powerful invocatui y formUJU.

I .jcint] I he Suti

rwfte the sign 08 Ift bsmm 1 saying;

Wui.in. Baldet r'H-v fhor J.
Hid? 7>r/ Relentless sword god, steadfast as the world pillar.

Hringer ofjustice and victorv.

May our minds in this consecrated place likewise be

as is our will, to the just service of Tyr, valiant and wise.

Inspire us

reassure us in the m
It is your rune that we grave on our sword and spear.

Mighty Tyr, sky god of the elder days, may everything he as you

wish and all the folk stand with you as you haw stood with us.

May love strength and honor he with you and with our folk always
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I yr is the inspected cjod oi honorable- I sal Me

strateg> 0OUrag< War and cunning. The qreal wairrior

deity oi the andenl IndcrEuropeans, .md beffleved in

have been tin.: original :imhr<iod.

Regarded as the braves] of all the c;i ds, Tyr is

known lis tin* t>ne"handed u,od. When the Aesir were

preparing to hind thl I erucious fcnris~\vo)f, us&ng tfet

( h.iin called "Gleipnii;" the gjar$ wolf refused to submit

Witless one Di tin- ppds put his imti in the woll s mouth

as a guarantee. Tyr volunteered and lhereb\ lost hi

right hand, id<n< ing his i irlessness., givBaig ot die

individual sell Lo serve the interest of Lhe whole.

Tyi has been known as the true tjod ol law anil

order. Wohun was the Ctiiel ol (he niartiaf tiame.s and

comlbats, hut t!n warrfoi gods occupation he had led

to i \ r.

As one until- rs(oncl> i he psy< hoe* >sinoh a1

BSpe< is of lhe pantheon slmttwi ,. it l>ec tiivr.es apparent

that lyrs lunction synthesized that ol Woban, as each

represents a distil i< I hemisphere oi the brain, lyr (led)

and Wot an frtajhtX \\\ is the plannei; Wotan is tin-

doer lyr is also identified wit h the Noftfa Star.
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ofcmsday
Old English : Wodnesdteg
H
d&y ofWoden-Odin-Wotan

Wotan

...ofboLa X

Mencun
cy

Gemini tVf«0o)

Day of Works of Science

Might (8) is the number of wholeness, new beginnings and

perfect symmetry. Us chief significance can EX found in

Hie eightfold division of the heavens. It is the number of"

spatial ordering, Flight is abundant in mylho_magical lore.

I he complete octave of the musical scale exemplifies the

essential nature of the number eight, being both entirety

and renewal.

(2fi

lim k 1 1 fit )Ji : Tacirig Lh<- Sun.

matoe the sijp ni Eitie hamrnej saytaigi

Wnt.irt. B.ildci firy. ] hoi

Hail Woian! Giver of victory! Thou who knowest the runes of

wisdom and power, I stand before you and welcome you this Jay.

Bring our people to know the strength ofyour ancient ways

Grant us knowledge of thy wisdom that I may better sene thee and

our folk. Great Wotan, it is you who has fired our hearts and our

minds in the roaring cauldron of our creative racial instinct.

Grant prosperity to us and well-being to our kind as long as we live.

We thank thee, Wotan,

Allfather and high one of the Aesir and Vanir.

May strength and honor be with you and our people always.
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The suprei in- ol the Aryan Teutonic,

ivlktjon. Wotan is commonly Known as tho Allfathri, itt

that fie symbolizes the reigning drty ovei .ill the gods

..I the A< -sir m id Vault; 'Most ol the qods ol Ast^rd art

in K>me way descended from him.

Wotan is a majoslk figure Known for his hkjh

wisdom, power and as protects* ol warriors whoso

hearts jus true and (-nuracjeous. Orion Ihmkrci by two

woJves, Oct i and t n ki. which characterize cunning and

nocturnal hunting prowess, there are always pudicd

Deari*> two ravens, whose nanus, Huginn and Mmim,
<\<\w\\\ t hougltf and memory.

Wotan is n:,uaii\ shown hoItHnTj iii.s rriagnificer^

speai Gungnii and wearing tin ^old spiral design

armband Dnmpnit, which self*repiicated every nine days.

Respectively the» objects symbolize Wotan's sftTcngtn

and hh h riiiitv. I in eyes ni Wotan represent the sun

and ihr moon. Nolan gave his (eft (irioori) eye at

Mimii s Well to gain wisdom of trio clonal mysUiks.

ReaWng that only tfratgh pain and hi r<&hip is

Knowtedtp evei attained, Wotan sacrificed hfmseSf on the

Yggdrasill tree Fos r in if days and nine rights pierced by

a speai to gain knowledge and master) !>t the runes*

Wotan s high thiono in Asgard is calfed Miidskjaif.

whero i h. i oukl see all t hinqs. w« itan s haHs a**

Qiattehelm \alaskjall and Vallialla.

VVoian is Lht- loinnosL aichetypc ol Aryan man

and the essence oi oui Iransf uimimi ( oinsri(,usnoss.
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Old English :

thursdaeg "dayofThor - Thunar
"

God...

Kune

Tbop

&aibo

Planets JupiteR

number 4

Color Blue

Tone , Sol

Sign SagitCaattfS (Pisces)

Wonder

of Babylon

Day of Works * >i I ilitics 01 Religion

Pouj (4) is the numbei ol softdit} aftd wa3tin& It contains

powei which is one i»i its ptim.irv uses in myth, llu-

symbolism Includes the foua seasons tout comei of th

earth toi base <>i tii pyramid) Che tout directions and the

Foui winds.
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Jupiter (4)

Invocation :

Kidm; Hu- Sum,

malv Lhf iSgn ol the Imiiii no, saying:

"WotWl Haider, Frev. ThOl

Hail Thar! God of Thunder! Defender ofAsgard and Midgard.

Endow us with courage and aid us in the fight

against the enemies of ourfaith , family andfolk,

! earless Thar!'

Warrior among the gods and steadfast in loyalty and (roth.

Protect and encourage us with the might

of thy strength and in vincible hammer.

May everything be as you wish

and all our people stand with you

May strength and honor be with you and with our

m



i he hurley red-haired roaring god ol strength,

thunder and lighting bolts, the Son oi Woton is Thor.

His trsdemarK Mhdhte hammer, MjolWt w»d dhariot

drawn by the two goats Yann^teter and Taurgrtrat

an- inevlrk ably pat 1 Of I hoi s mystique antf power.

Considered tin siiontiesl oi a8 iiu- Teutonic

gods, Tiior was welHoved Fos his quiet temper and

RlngJe^rrairtided deterorcfoiat ion. Anoiiur symbol

associated with Thoi was Mcqinqjtod, a inayk bell that,

when worn doubled the Ihimdei <(od s puivrr. Shin.

also, possessed a cjauntle! which allowed him to catch

Mjollnh without harm when it relumed to hlra ! hoi's

two steel gtoves Etu duaKtj oi positive and

negative polarity.

A-> ttiuoifiii as he was aentk Thoi remained

bla/iiv f lAvii (tread and unmen it i it Eerroi to his

enemies, ["hese characteristics of I hoi made him an

undisputed Favorite ol Lir worHing man and w.nrioi.

Allhouuh pictured pnrfiarf) as a sluim j$od and

warrior tiqun\ Thoa is linked with man's habitation and

w^i-beinu of the (amity and Ehe community. This

includes the fnittfuUhCSS Oi the lields, fertility and the

pM'sv:rvati.»n ol rh*' seasonal lound.

I ho Thor's Mamnici amulet wnin about IVK

neck 1 email is trie fai n acfoSng pers >nal tavoi itc

adornment ol reaffirmation oi the Aryan warrior spiiit.



Old English :

frigedveg "dayofFrigg

Q

Wonder Statue of Jap*ten
at Olympus

Day of Work, ol Love

The numbei seven (7) is Lh^ numfcei oi completion deatfc

and passive contact with the other worlds. A M*ven niqht

interval is traditional between death and performance ol

the funeral rites. A powerful hermetic numbei there are

seven days of the w« :K, the seven seals,, seven celestial

spirits the seven eoloi ol the rainbow seven notes of the

musk al scaJe and seven Wonders of the World.
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Invocation :

I t.ic.it k
i

I h( Son,

mate the sign ol the hammei saying:

"Wotaa Baldei ftej Tho\

wife qfWotan and foremost

We praise you and invoke your blessing on ourfolk.

Great Frigga, giver of birth and death, spinner offates,

thy fruit and wisdom keep us all.

May everything be as you wish,

and all our folk stand with you as you hare stood with us

May love* strength and honor

be with you and all our people always.
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FrigS* IS the wif e of Wot an and the supreme

cipddess of the northern pantheon, the goddess of

marital love and fidelity with the innate gift of her

husband to see the future.

The name of Frieda's Hall in Asgard is

Tcnsalir." Known as a fertility goddess and symbol

of conjugal happiness and maternity - she was often

represented with a cluster of keys at her waist, as a

symbol ol the good housewife.

Another characteristic of frigga is her

spinning wheel, where she spends much time spinning

gold thread or brightly colored clouds. Frigga, also,

possesses a hide of hawk feathers in which she can

fare through the worlds. Much like the Fgyptiari

goddess Isis, Frigga is the custodian ol the secret

wisdom our universal, immaculate tolk mothei, trorn

whom all the vibrant causes of life (gods) emerge or

descend.
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Old English :

swternesdwg "clay of Saturn"

Qod -BalfteK

Kune... bc&az X

Planet Safuuri

number 3

Color Gaeen

"Tone Fo

Sign Copnicown (AqciumrjiO

Wonder Lighthouse

Day of Works of" Mourning

Ihiee (3) is the holy number that is vastly represented in

lore. It indicates a complex tuncLioninii process and is the

root tone of dynamism. In tuneaalt three is used to

complete and to quicken things. Past, present and lulure.

Life, birth and death. Positive, negative and neutral. We
see these things symbolized in the Trc-tot, the I lead of

Geieon, the Triskelion and the Valknut.
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Invocation :

Facing the Sun,

mafee iih sign & im« ftammei sayang^

'VVnUin. cViUIt i I t* y, Thoi"

Hail Haider! We welcome you to this world,

shining one of the gods, instruct us in thy ways of thy virtue.

Hail Balder the bright, whose radiance lit a golden age,

joy of god kin and mortal kin.

It was you who was slain by darkness and deceit
,

which despised your goodness.

We pay witness to you. Raider, that you fell to rise again to an

eternal hope of a greater, yet golden time.We hail your speedy return.

Show us the way of the warrior who walks in balance with goodness

in his heart. Your wisdom teaches us the mysteries of rebirth.

May strength and honor be with you and all our people always.
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Th, most cherished and beloved of ail the gods

ft balder, the symbol 03 flgfft and tnilh. Son of Wolan

and nfigga* Malt-hit iUu t dI Thot he is Known .. . the

inosL handsomt ot the Aesir. His I lowing blond hail was

thought to be the radian! beams af tin- summer sun

which warm, d the eaith and spirits of the Aryan races.

Mis skill with runes and his tremendous knowledge ot

heallino herbs made him a prominent deity during thin s

of illness in Mid^ard.

BaJdei 5 pateice was called "BrekJabliK* where he

liv* d with his wit e danna, .1 u< ^ddess < jf vegefcattoti.

hreidablik featured a qolden rooj supported bv towertRg

pillars of solid sihe-e It wa? sakJ thai no untrutih < oukl

pass through its doors, nigga had rendered Balder

impel vious to wounds 1 1 or 1 1 .ill Known weapons. bakJei

me! his predestined physical death at Lhe hands q! hfe

evil brother Moder, encouraged by the scheming Loki,

with tin- 01 ilv dement known which COUld cause his

death, a dart ot mistletoe. With thi death of Balder the

qood ^ods e\p«;rieneed their v^'aW'st sadness. h is

known that flakier would foav* his day Of resurrection

and usher in the new age <>( liqht foi Aryan man after

Kaunamk, ensuring new hope 1 01 the future. It is

believed thai both BaJder and rtodei tog< ther repraenfc

the hidden seed of Woturi's soul.
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WOTANSVOLK CEREMONY
Biol & Humbel

Since the mid !9HO's Wotanisf kindreds have been

forming at I rapid rale fhroucihout the Aryan world, partk ulad\ in

the United States and F.uropc. The term kindred is used to

describe B group of Wntansvolk who actively practice and promote

the ancient pagan traditions ol Wotanism. It is a commitment o!

shared spiritual belief and troth. A kindred identifies Itself under

the definitive name of its choosing.

The festive cycles of the calendar year as in ancient times

set the key direction and course ol activities for every kindred.

The practice of Wotanism ritual and ceremony of the annual

festivals is recognized as the most effectfac way ol fcnpfesslng on

our Aryan folk the wisdom, ethics and customs ol our ancestors.

Celebrating our indigenous traditions is as ancient as our rate and

is essential to our identity unity and survival as a people.

"Wotansvolk" pronounced "vOh- 1'At-lNS-l-oi K

"Blot" pronounced "bloht" (rhymes with boat)

£iii Wofansvoii flag is 9 timefcss iymbof 0} out identity and unit} a people ihiuunh

Wotiiniuit. The Vhtanstmik flag is red and whiu wipes, reminiscent ••} VHtins* Uagship uwti Red

signifies the blood f our martyn in Wtihatta. and » hin the nofetfA) of r>w rm r Wotan t ravens

Hnsfmrn and \Ummn, represent ihoughi and memory. Tht wttv wheei is lymboJit <>t AUfitthti

Woimi.orWonsn's tyf.wktcH m \QCrificedfor wisdom
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BLOT

The most traditional and popular hiqh point of each

kindred ceremonial gathering is the blot (ceremony) and sumbel

(toasting). These are a standard, customary practice of most

every kindred. The following is a sample guideline which can be

used for each of the eight essential biotar (ceremonies) of the year.

CIRCLE CLEANSING -

A circle is formed by kindred members, with the staller (altar)

preferably to the North.

The Godi stands before staller for two minutes of silence.

*f - I JAMMR& HALLOWING -

Blot begins with the Godi performing hammer hallowing, walking

clockwise around the circle of gathered Wotanists: to the North, East,

South and West. At each cardinal station the ceremonial Thor's

Hammer is held high with both hands as the Godi recites:

"Helga ve thvtta ok hindra alia illska."

(Sanctity this enclosure and prevent all evil things from entry.)

Hammer is lowered and sign of the hammer is performed before

moving to the next quarter.
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- OPENING I MR CIRCLE -

The Godi stands in a life rune Y position, gandr in hand, facing

circle and recites:

'7 consecrate and make holy to Allfather Wotan this staller

and place of sacrifice, banishingfrom it all influences which

are unholy and impure. May our minds in this consecrated

place likewise he consecrated, as is our will to the just service

of Wotan, ancient god of our people. As the god Heimdall

guards Bifrost bridge, may this place be warded against all

forces unharmonious to our purpose here this day"

^ SACRED EIRE -

The Godi now lights candles (or torches, bonfire, etc.)

INVOCATION -

The Godi faces staller, hoiding high with both hands a horn of mead
and recites:

"Wotan? Great God of our folk! Hear us this day, as we pay

tribute to you and the high Gods of the Aesir and the Vanir.

Bestow upon us here in Midgard your strength, courage and

wisdom, that the knowledge of our blood be clearly known.

Great Wotan! Allfather! We gather before you now, as we

kindle the fire of cleansing and creation. Let flame be

quickened byflame, that through the darkness we may come to

the light, emhued by the eternal mysteries. Now does the cycle

of thy great turning blend. Wotan! Mighty sage! Sky-cloaked

wanderer! foster all that is good, ignite us with thy fire!

Through thy symbols eternal we summon thee now, in your

wisdom and radiant counsel.
1 '
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- BLESSINGS OF WOTAN ~

The Godi dips evergreen sprig into the horn of mead and sprinkles

each individual in the circle, saying:

7 give you the blessings oj'Thor."

[chose any appropriate God or Goddess Tor this blessing')

^ - FIRST READING -

The Godi or a participant recites (or reads) aloud the nature and

purpose of the given event.

^ - SECOND READING -

The Godi or a participant recites (or reads) an appropriate ritual

poem or a segment of the Eddas or Havarnal.

^ - ANOINTING -

An attendant walks around the circle, holding out a blessing bowl

containing the runes. Each Wotanist randomly picks a rune from the

bowl, as the Godi says:

"May this rune guide you and the Norns protect you."

the Godi anoints each Wotanist present with scented oil, pressing

his thumb to the forehead of each individual, walking clockwise

around the circle, and pronounces with each anointing:

-May the blessing ofFrigga be with your

I lose any appropriate God or Goddess for litis bless i nil')

Each individual thus contemplates his chosen rune during the

incantation that follows.
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- INCANTATION -

The incantation can be performed in individual group meditation or

with everyone holding hands in a circle. An appropriate cadence is

marked with a repetitive drum beat. The following is an example of

an incantation to be read over the drumbeat:

*7 give honor to the lands of my Gods, ancient and good,

and the power that is within them —
I give honor to the winds of my Gods, ever fresh and new,

and the power that is within them —
I give honor to the warm sun of my Gods, ever giving of new life.

and the power that is within them —
I give honor to the seas, lakes and rivers of my Gods,

and the power that is within them —
Oh Great Ones of High Valhalla, I give honor to thee, for being

with us here in Midgard. May some of thy saered presences

remain within us as we leave, and be ever near us, as welt as

with those who are our bloodfolk.

To these do we haiir

With an accelerated drum roll, each Wotanist of the circle now comes
forward individually to the staller and places his chosen rune back
into the blessing bowl.

Then Godi approaches staller, holds blessing bowl with both hands
overhead and says:

"Uke the winter sky, in azure-garbed golden crown, the (rods of

Valhalla sit enthroned. Within the doorway stands each noble

Norn, together bearing dates — rune written shield — they

made the laws and chose lifefor our children of ages, and wyrd

for SWBk*

Place bowl back on staller.

Me

- PETITION -

Holding a sword with both hands overhead, the Godi recites this

petition:

"/// the mysterious journey through Midgard to our mortal

fate we look to you, oh High Gods of the Aesir and the Vanir,

as we find solace and wisdom in your guidance. W'v ask you to

be with us in limes of struggle and aid us in battle with our

enemy, as W£ are the blood of thy blood. Divine in essence,

noble in form, the excellence to which we strive. Grant us,

W®U pi, thai we may earn our place with the Finherjar in

VuUialhi. Assure us, Freyja* our continuing posterity and

bountiful crops. May the Nom$ weave the fellowship of our

tribes ever stronger, eclipse all doubts and let our being soar

through the flaming ring of Wotan\ ever

\ U( 111 -

The Wotanists present join hands in a circle. With both hands

overhead the Godi holds a sword or a speai and pronounces:

"W<- have joined this circle, not us many, but as one, united

in the kindred spirit of ourforebears. May each of us continue

to learn, to gain knowledge and use that knowledge to aid our

families, our folk and our future., To the fourteen words we

remain everfaithful! These things we swear in Wotans name!

Hail the Aesir ttnrf the Vanir! Hail the Folk!"

All present reply:

-Hail the Aesir and the Vanir! Hail the Folk!"

The Godi closes the surnbel saying:



HUMBEL
Tht sumLxji is the final stage of the oeremorital events, it Is a

time for toasting and speaking one's heart in the presence of one's

Kinsmen. Mend is the haditional beverage most often used in this

ritual. {Sparkling ddei or Fnift juice is an alcohohfrec suhstiLute.)

The Godi pronounces:

nA{ this time we call attention to our sumbel, as wv assemble in

good kinship and brotherhood, bound by our blood, in this

curie of honor. So gather we now, in ring of eld, at the holy well

at Wyrd's mighty seat. Words of might shall we now speak, first

to the high ones, the horn we shall raise! Then to the elder kin

and old heroes gone! The third round to wish our wills to speak,

receive this now, the sacred horn of the raven (rod, may we say

what whets our hearts and drink in happy honor to those great

ones of our folk!"

The first round of toasts is directed to a favored God of each
individual's choosing. The Qodl makes the first toast.

example:

w
/ raise this horn to Thar, God vfthundert m look to uni for

your strength and courage in battle . . . the inspiration that

guides our brave men here in Midgard to victory!"

After each toast participants say in unison:

Hailsar

Then, the mead ton is passed to the next person to his left until all

Wotanists in the circle have toasted. In larger circles, each

participant has his own horn which is tilled and refilled by an

attendant from the stalier hor n.

The second round of toasts is directed to a noteworthy hero or

historical figure of each individual's choosing.

example:

"Hail Boudica! Fearless warrior queen of the leeni, an

inspiration to all Aryan folk, we raise a horn to ynu now for the

heroic example you have shown us. May your legacy continue

to charge our spirit with determination for a victory for the

fourteen words!"

After each toast participants say in unison:

"HailscI'

Then, the mead horn is passed to the next person to his left until all

Wotanists In the circle hav- toasted.

The third and final round is directed to ft special person in one's life,

be he friend, relative or personage of outstanding influence. This

round may be repeated as many times as necessary.

example:

"I raise this horn to my father* a direct link to the great chain

of my noble ancestors, He has hern the guiding example for

me in my life's quest and has provided that love, security and

protection to our mother and to us children, thai 1 might learn

the values required fot future generations

After each toast participants say in unison:

"Hailsar

Then, the mead horn is passed to the next person to his left until all

Wotanists in the circle have toasted.
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When toasting has come to an end, the Godi steps forward and

pronounces:

"To the courageous heroes, who gave of themselves , that we

might live and tarry on the seed ofour kind, we hail you! We
now dose this sacred circle. This sumbe! Is now ended. Hail

to the Aesir and the Yamr! "

All toast in unison, saying:

"Hail to the Aesir and the Yanir!"

ISO

Mbiaittiwtt tiffin Si. Series, Idaho I -SA

Deiticiucd to the memory <>\tc.uulo vm Uit

tun
Ttu Morse word lor tempk is 'not, and YVotanists today

still u e t lis name to describe an enclosed, dedicated place of

spiritual I nmmuiiion. It has been a general pra< Ik c in Lin ope over

the centuries to compound the name of a laeored God with the

hoi, such as Ihoishu! 01 Rreyshof, though hot nl its* It is the most

common reference A hd can rang in si/e [mm a vu> innje

shelter lei a toll kindi d blot In that Whicfl might house only one

person and be used as a quiet spate tor meditation, I he word

blot, or biota, means "to worship, to honor o» to make sacrifice

to? ror today's practicing Vlfatantet a hot is essential. Plot ever>

Wolanisl lias tti land or resources to build a hot h.u kindred,

family or personal needs; an alternative would \fk to designate a

permanent 01 portable sta'lei within ones home.
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SIGN OF THE HAMMKH

To mate the Skin of the hammer, first touch the Forehead with

cjenctied fisi of the rigM hand saying the name Wotarv*
Bring the ffet shaiyht down to the chest saying the name

"Balder/

Moving then tOW»rd the loft sffCUkfec sayinn the name Trey*
Ana finally toward the riyht tfnufefcc saying OTC name Thor.

Thor

I here is symbolism apart horn Ihe hanimei Itself which
b traced by the movement of the fist. Wot an is the lliyh One"
associated with intellect ami wisdom so the forehead U the

natural point oi contact lot him. hkiidei is the gooci and
rcconciliny god connected with tho heait. The strong right arm
n minds us or Thor White the left side- of the body is finked to Un-

intuitive, sexual pteasure-lovinq part of tho body, t Icarly Liu-

domain of hey. Otlen in Wotanist cen.muiiy a lilual Trior's

Hammei is used by the attendiny qorfl rather than a clenched fist,

and can be held with eitfiei one or both hands.
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CEREMONIAL STALLER
(Altar)

Essential todb for the Wotansvolk sLaller include:

- tSlessinq ISowl

- Rune Gandr (wand)

- Drinking Norn
- Evergreen Spriy

" Candles

- liallowiny Thor's hammer
- Kunes

Additional tools often used in Wotansvolk ceremony are:

- Flay or Banner
- Sword
- Dayyer
- Spear
- Incense
- Ceremonial Helmet
- Havamal
- Sejcir Drum
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ARCANE HARMONIES

Oru must strive to creak songspell without thought,

so ikil mm may follow from within like water.

When the first seer lit led his vek <• in the Ov.nl of
ceremonial ritual, he discovered the potent phenomenon ol music,
in the mesmeric: melodies thai charm the savage beast, in the
pulsing rhythms that Inspire the bodies to dance. Harmonies on
certain instrument s possessed the power to enchant one to sleep,

love, battle, even death. The Mrs! utterance Ol the Gods t jives

forth vibrations and harmonies, whose notes are distinguished by
color, number, planets and qualitative tunc- lions which influence the
whole of Our life. Music is th first ordering ot ! han<- When the
music of enchantment ceases to sound, chaos relums.

The ancients Knew that mystical harmonies were not of
earthly oriyin. By the r© toning of some pjiiJosoprM rs such as th,-

Greek Pythagoras, a dMne music had revertierated through the
universe sine, the be#Hlbig ot time. Me called it the musk of
the spheres since the sound came horn the celestial bodies as
they whirled through th.- cosmos. The adverse as we kn.jw it tan
Oe likened to a web Ol tiny intcdacino, octaves of vibration. The
tradition of the primal note by whk h creation t omes into being is

well attested in many spiritualities. ft* wort ericharitrnerii
means literally

v

to enchant, to Infuse with song,

All over the WOrW, and in all acjes the diatonic scale, the
audible overtone s. structural beat and the like have been and are
employed, though with varying degrees ot conscious mastery
completeness and sup listic it ion. ' .hiltlren are endowed by nature
with psycho-spiritual and psychological equipment which enable
them to show at a very earl) age that they have joined the
music al community I his ability is wor ldwide, because il arises
from the laws of nature that no one can Change Children art:

born with enclowmenls whk h. I nourished, would enable them lo
Know and use their pss < ho -spiriti lal resources well afid to obey
intelligently the sovereign realties When a child sinqs, he is
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expressing at the human level principles embodied in atoms and
other self-organized natural systems. He is proclaiming his powers
as a localization in and of the cosmos Artists make a special point

to attune themselves to the arcane harmonies tor creative

purposes. It has been said that the artist serves as the antenna
of the race. The technique o) singing is typical or the artfctfe

method If the studerfl of voke is fortunate enough to have an
intelligent teacher, he Icams that tone is formed in the mind and
not ifi the throat. We sing with the mind, through the body. tone.

Mows out from the tonal (enter of tonscfeusness as \ ihiatiou. It

is carried on the surface of the will, sustained hut never toned by
the willpower. The vocal chords transferal rnental tone into

physical sound. I he will ,m ontrob th« bone through tru physical
medium ol the breath. Breath does not create tone ii merely
floats tone & the physical carrier pf the transformed mental
impnlse. StngJllQ is a spiritual experience and not simply a physical
technique.

ii exalts joif, allatjs each tjrwj,

Bxpels diseases, softens every pain

JXnd hence, the (
\(Hse of J4ncient Dtys adored

One power ef^syckic, ^Melodi^ and Sound."

AnusmUNGt Oeuic Poet

I hi art of yodeling is an ancient Aryan practice, and Was
used as a form of worship and rmureisourid prayer to the
Allfathei. Today yodeling still traditionally practiced in parts ol

rbrthem Europe In 1933 the Emlian and (>ionee? in runic studies
Siegfried Adolf Kurftrner flrse published his book RunerrMagie.' In
this work tie states (hat 'Yodels an- linked to song like melodies
and are sung in specific arrangements oi lone and word. There
an: no arbitrary aspects io these ancient 1 1 uditi >i ial yodels for
they are connected Lo quite precise formulae - magical powers of

the tunes and of words." EruMan runemastcr Quido von List, also,

gives an enlightening explanation in his writing till, d Trimeval-
Language tor Yodeling the Vowels" as to how yr Hiding is involved
with ancient Germanic customs.
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Music is one of several important arid emodve elements in

religious ritual, and it is the content ol ritual that religious music

has found its main area of expression. In this realm it stives

simultaneously as ti medium a lauyuag and an independent form

Off expression in which subjective: ind objeeth intertwine. At its

best, music can heighten sacred word and ritual action alike and

can point beyond itself.

It is trw harmony of musk whi< h is the manifesting

expression of the will of the eternal good, i his arcane harmony

is a state recognized by great philosophers as the immediate

prerequisite of beauty. A compound is termed beautiful only when

its parts an in harmonious combination. The world is called

beautiful and its creator is designated the good, because good

perforce must act in conformity with its own nature. And good

acting according to Its own nature is harmony, because the good

Which it accomplishes is harmonious with the good which it is.

Beauty therefore is harmony manifesting Its own intrinsic nature

in the world <>i form. Man fails to hear these divirx melodies

because his soul is enmeshed in the illusion of material existence

The universe is made up of successive graduations of

good. These gradations ascend from matter (which is the. least

degree ol good), to spirit (which is the greatest degree ol good).

As we work through Wotanism tu liberate ourselves from the

bondage of the iower world with its sense limitations, the music ol

the Spheres, these arcane harmonics., will again be audible, as it

was in the: golden age of Aryan man.

^Music is ihe nmrest at hand,

the most orderly,, the most dcluale

and the most perject of all hodilij pleasures;

it is also the only one

whwli is equally helpful to all aijcs of man."

John Ruskin



DANCE OF WAR

The ritual dance in Aryan history lias long been the ideal

means to bridge the chasm between the physical and spiritual

world. Dance serves many of the human emotions and symbolic,

ethnic expressions. Behind the ritual dancing stands the long-held

belief that, it is through rhythmic body movement that man speaks

directly to his gods, his ancestors and the collective consciousness

of his folk.

Tor the most part the Western world today regards the

danrr as a casual pastime arid entertainment. In ancient times

however, dance had B high significance and purpose. It was an

ordered expression in motion of tin: exhilaration ot the soul which

could further create a conscious effort to become pari of those

ixnvers beyond the might ot man which control our destinies. To

a spiritual degree it became a sacrificial rite, a charm a prayer and

prophetie vision. Our ancient forebears viewed dance as a very

serious activity of the entire tribe. It was the folkisli high point

of all meaningful occasions, transcending out earthly chains. One

might .say that dance in its essence is simply lite expression on a

higher level.

To our distant Aryan warriors, dance was a means of

assuring victory in battle. Greek warriors, lor example, practiced

riding, charioteering, archery, fencing and war dance. I his Greek

war dance was to then develop into what would be known from

that time on as "pyrrhic. dancing," an armed or unarmed war

dance devoted to ethnic themes. The name was, derived from its

eponymous heroic figure, Pyrrhic hus. It was Socrates who stated,

"Who so honour the gods best with dances are best "in wan* The

dance of war was a significant part of young Greek warrior

training and intrinsic to the romance and passion of combat.

Pyrrlc dance in combination with the fighting art of IVmkration

would develop in the Olympic Games into one of the first major

forms of Aryan Martial Arts.

In early Greek mythology a warrior class known as the

"Corybantcs" were frenzied, armed dancers who guarded the infant

Zeus. These strange nurses, who frightened away enemies by the
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clanging of metal, were believed to have magical poweis ol healing.
Armed with IWOrd and shield, they would clash together as they
danced around Zeus's cradle to prevent his father from tearing his
cries. It was the greet god Pan, the embodiment of nature, who
was celebrated as the author and director ot the sacred dances,
which he is supposed to have instituted to symbolize their

circumnabulalions of the heavenly bodies. hi ffamers 'Iliad,"

hector was to boast in the beginning „| a duel 1 Know and Know
well how to fight and how to Kilt how to take blows upon the right
or left shifting my guard of tough oxhide in battle, how to charge
in a din of chariots or hand with a sword or pike- to use timing
and foot work in the dance of war"

In the traditional dance of war often a sword is favored.
Although many sword dances arc now showpieces it is thought
that they originated as rituals, honoring and promoting virility,

victoiy and fertility. The- swords may be used more as props than
as weapons. But the pytric dances, in which a combat is danced
out, are believed to be descended from mock battles between
individual groups representing opposing seasons or h rtility and
sterility.

In Scotland, a pyrrhic dance of sorts is traditionally
preserved today in the form of a sword darKo, or Gillie~Gillum (so-
called from the tune which accompanies it), performed over two
drawn Scottish claymore swords and accompanied by bagpipes.
Stepping between I wo crossed swords, or a sword and scabbard,
or perhaps two .toss sticks or pipes, it originated as a vi< tory
dance. QUrCallunfl is now as popular among Scots in America
as it is in Scotland.

The renowned tterserkcr warriojs of (lie Viking Age were
Known to perform traditional war dan* es, chanting wildly with
upraised weapons before battle. In a frenzy ol fury they would
become 'heated' to an extreme degree, flooded by a mysterious
and irresistible force. A faint memory of these dances lingered on
after the Viking Age, which were performed at Yulefesl. two
com|>anies would daru $ in a ring, striking their shields with sticks
and shouLing. "YJc Yule, YuleF In each company two men were
dressed in furs and masks.

In the Faroe Islands in the North Atlantic, the hcioic ViKing

past is kept alive in folk ballads, sung to accompany intiicate ring

dames. It is said that some of these ballad:, actually last lor three

whole days and nights, recounting endless tales of ViKing dening-

do, continuously lot a-, long as anyone can remember the words

and stay the course.

Ihr Hernr The Hunter (Wniart) Daiuv at Abbot's Bromley, Enyjaml

Trtiiittiufiotty petjt •mu-J as Brfr, ihi\ miru-m thvmansc .Am. < .uxnifjiw

assarts/tee ofa fpott JinnrWiAi ftriiiliyofihi htnls.

In pvrrhic sword dancing the dancers wield their swords to build

up mesmeric visual patterns and elJecls through skillful weaponry

display. There are naturally many variations and types of war

dances, but they share similar characteristics, lor instance, most

often the y ate- exclusively ]>erformed by men, they are highly

styli/ed, even when they portray combat, and they derive from

mythological sources. Most Aryan war dances today date back to

Chiistian rituals in honor ol virility, victory and Icrtilily. In

u re.mony the war dance- would signify the battle between summer

and winter, night and day, and the leaps and high kicks symbolically

promoted growth. Much of the pyrrhic dancing of modern times

relics heavily on geumetric patterns alone and lack the element ol

dramatic warrior combat. They create excitement by the steady

evolutions Of patterns and metric beat of drum and stepping. In

these dames swords are not weapons as much as they are a

means to connect and unify the dancers. In mountainous regions
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of Europe hilt end point, sword dances abound in regions of

northern Spain and the Basque provinces and, also, Austria.

Everywhere the dant.es share basic formations and types of

costume and music, although regional differences arc evident.

Ritual sword dances usually progress in a sunwise circle or

weave within a circle. But the Flamborough sword dance, for

instance, straightens out into longways formations. Parallel swords

arc successively raised and lowered and the dancers pass undei

and over, the "Keel/" or circular hey, with raised .swords, and the

Threcdling" with double overhead arches. In the Una! triumphant

"LocK," the swords are linked Into a star shape, then the leader

displays the star during stepping, or the group wraps the lock

around the neck of a spectfte participant aixl circles clockwise in

the "Rose." This leads to a mock decapitation, I hen to the

resurrection that symbolically follows. Such similar dances were
performed, also, in ancient times lor initiation purposes.

A state of ecstacy can often be reached in the more
intense forms of pyrrhic dance. The Greek term Y-kstasis' means
"standing aside/' The great driving fort es of body and motion c n

stimulate lhe mind to the higher mental vision outside the self.

Man is alive and his mind and body contain enctgy and
correspondingly, the universe as a whole and each individual piece

ot it contain energy. The pyrrhic dance thn iijghoul Aryan history

has served as a vehicle in this communion ot ton es and releases

the mental self from the physical mundane world. It is believed

that the art of acting found its origins with the estatk dancing of

the ancient Dtonysian rites.

In every sotting, from mainstream pert ormanu-s to pagan
revival ceremonies, the instinctive elements of the pyirfm darues

continue to stimulate the performers and enchant a u< lierw.es with

artful skill and beauty ol execution. Hie captivating magic of this

mystical animation, moving geometry and primordial essence,

rooted deep in our folk heritage make the pyrrhic dance a high

point ol our Aryan I oik tradition.
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ODK FORCE

In early life the human heir it; is sustained by .1 powerful
reserve of physical energy. This is especially evident in children

who are never still and bubble-over with an apparently

inexhaustible supply of vitality. Mental and emotional habits

acquired in youth are not usually obvious in tfteli consequences
until after middle life. Gradually as the supply ol vita.l forte

diminishes, the body begins to exhibit the rewards oj the various

mental and emotional Intemperances with which it has been
alliicted.

1 he theory ol odfe force was developed by Karon Karl von
Keichenbach, who had written up his observation'- .aid ( onelusiotis

in the mid-nineteenth century. According lo this theory every
human being has an unknown source ol power that produces rays.

These not only inhabit the body; but also radiate from it, so that

a person is surrounded by something like a field laden with this

odk: force, as Keichenbach calJed it. The body absorbs these

forces entirely or in part depending on the strength of the source
ol the power or the persons own eonsuinplion.

Keichenbach and other researchers after him determined
through observation and experiments thai youthful and healthy
bodies produced disproportionately moie odfc force than they
needed tor themselves, while older bodies over 1 imo had difficulty

satisfying their own requirements of odk force. Further, the
consummation of odk force is smaller in heart! h\ peisotts than in

weak ones, or in people suffering from disease. Consumption, also,

naturally depends on the greater physical and especially the mental
activity of the person in question. Once someone reaches a
certain aye therefore, and if his work and activity demand a heavy
consumption of odie force, his own source of |>oweir may no longer
be sufficient and he begins to decline - we say that he is gettog
old - or has to find other ways of satisfying his requirement of

odie force. If he is with young people, who cannot possibly use
up their excess force, it then flows in the direction where it is

needed. Most elderly people can often testily Lo the fact that, in

spending much time with younger |>eople they themselves tx:nefit.

m

1 his transfer of

youthful energy and

vigor greatly stimu'

fates their own

health and mental

outlook.

Within ttie.

odk too e, whk h

individually me

cany with us at all

times and in all

places, we live and

'move and generate

our essence. Flvcry

Drought thai we

think stamps an

indi :fibte impn a ion

oi! the impivs -

sionable substan<

ot that plane. The

odk iout pulsates

Wkv an otean of

vitality and le**ling

to inllut n< e othei

minds 1 1 >r good t >i

ill. Ever} liviriH

tWng radiates and

int. ikes this force

field Ireely, and U

mom. Is it exclusive

or private.

Each act that we perlorm, each though! lhat enters our

brain, each emotion as it leaves the heart registers itself on the

Ddlc Field, remaining thei e throughout our physical lite.

Keichenbach states that the odie force radiates outward, hut in

vev\ diHerent decrees, l mm all olivets and is. also, generated by

he.it. light, electricity, friction and vat ions types of chemical change.

Odie ton e exhibits polarity, much akin to a magnet The negative

pole of a magnet appears blue and induces a leeUnq ot coldness,

whilst the positive pole appears red and causes a feeling of

wan nth. the right hand is odically negative and the let I hand
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positive, the sun negative and the imxm positive. As SUCll this

Further explains how the uncharged bodies can be charged by

being brought into Contact wilh a charged hotly. It man is a

microcosm of Uie universe, then all (actors in man are duplicated

on a erreater scale in the universe as well. Man is vibrantly alive

and Clings to life with an intense tenacity, therefor* • t tie re is in the

universe a life force of relevant similarity, a [lower ot vibnifion or

tendency that makes for the continuance of lite.

Man is a biological version of the tree of life commonly
Known in Aryan mythology as "Yggdrasill/ which is the symbolic,

underlying structure of" the universe and ot Got! as lie reveals

himself In the words of Prof. Carl Jung, 'Man is .1 cosmos in

miniature and is noL divided from the great cosmos by any fixed

limils."

I.ven our psychic processes arc mateiial. There is not a

single process which does not require the expenditure ol a certain

substance corresponding to it. II this substance is present this

process ^oes on. When the. subslani c is exhausted, die process

comes to a stop. It must he noted that the- human organism

usually produces in the course ot one day all the: substances

necessary for the following day. And il ver> often happens thai

all th< se substances are spent or Consumed upon some
unnecessary and, as a rule unpleasant doubt b at a Feeling ol

injury, irritation, each of these emotions in rea< hint} <i t. ei tain

decree ol intensity may, in half an hour; or even half a minute,

coiisum- all the substances piepaied lor the next day. I he bo- v

is a dynamo ol invisible eneruv Melds, and it we learn to

understand and direct them, we tan in linn use these- forces to

our greatest life advantage*.

There is a general tendency among human beJngs to

betieve ttial the main purpose of lift is to I"
1 happy .mil working

from this premise, a great number ol people succeed in making
themselves entirely mis*Table, this world is not a playground, it

is a schoolroom, hie out single i:|. ui« iil that gives man his

purpose in this shod RFe experience is focus. Without n fa drifts

helplessly in the meaningless, corpoial e\isten< e,- with il then art

unlimited possibililies to kmat riot only in oneself, but in I. unity.

iace and culture. All mans construe tions are materialized thought.

The reality ol a machine, a cathedral, a symphony is in that which

is contributed by mind or intelligence. If the plan of a house were

to be removed, there would remain a meaningless pile of materials.

The same can be said ot man. Within our body-mind lies the

wisdom for the unfolding ol oursell and our race, and thus t fie

pattern o( the future tor our WOttd The mind is the body. The

body is tlv mind. Spirit is the world. The world is spirit. All is

involved in the one dance ot lite.

Tor Aryan man we recognize this all pervading spirit as the

Wot an consciousness. The Wotan God image or archetype, with

its reiattve Creed of lion, symbolism and customs, has been an

effective means of guiding Aryan evolution over the millennia ot

recorded history, lilting man to higher states of being, ever

str ngthening the will and essential eLhnic heroic mythos. The

wider the sweep of spiritual vision and wilt the mightier in turn will

be the respective deity and unity of the people.

With every second, man and atom approach nearer to that

solemn moment in the eternity, which the invisible forces will

become clear to our spiritual being. Aryan man, by virtue of his

status, is Free to ignore the sage wisdom of his ancestors ant!

ultimately vanish into oblivion or to accept this essential guidance

and inspiration and know that the forces of nature, as represented

through our folk gods and mythos, will work with us when we learn

the laws and obey those laws.

Contemporary mm is Umi to the jaet tltat,

with all his raticmalihj and efjiikm ij,

he El possessed btj 'powers that are

normally beyond his eotitrol

2iis ijhosis and ejods have

not disappeared at all;

ttieij merelif have

new names.

O.G. JUNfi



ESSENTIAL IMPERATIVE

There is nothing cuJtural or esthetlt in the Impulse to

create large communities; since ancient times lhe motive was
more often the result of fear and the desire For mutual protection

from Invaders. Although the great cities of today rise as

monuments to human ingenuity, the) retTtain a serious menace to

the health of Aryan man, as well as tu the planet itself. I he" large

community brings with it pnheaJthfwl congestion; emphasizes

poverty, destructive mis.eaenalion, qlobal poisoning and is a

breeding place lor rampant crime. I he vocations and avocations,

amusements and recreation of the city dwefe are artificial.

Locked in a marvmade world,, we have lost contact with the

c4od-inade universe and the phenomenal interw.a\« and perfection

of nature around us.

Aryan man has become the honureconomicus who must

Z< asefeSSly OOriSume manufai lured pmduc Is in ordei that the

machines ol industry to whic h Ik- is a slave ma\ < ontinually tirow.

Evidence is conclusive that folk community living is the one

solution tor the economic leai and destructive lihst\le that is

erodinc] the health and race sQUi of Aryan man in the uver
populated and polyglot urbanized c ities. In an ordei ot living based

on a doctrine of drht , rierv ous nilmenls and psvt holoujcal

imbalance aie an equal concern, IrataMbj often develops is a

Common byproduct ol materialistic aspiration^ while man grinds

away to maintain a consume:! lifestyle beyond his me ans. What is

the gOOd ot Increasing the comfort the luxury, I he l>eauty, the size

and the complications of our civilization, it 0111 weakness prevents

us from quiding it to our needed fulfillment?

hie whole mecharm s ol accumulation is a human
invention and has no significance outride or the human sphere.

The print iplo phobias ol Lhe modern man are closely related to the

false beiiei to which he is addicted. Prominent among the

popular phobias are: feai of poverty, feat ol old aijc fear of war,

fear of sickness and fear of death. All of these tears are closely

related to the financial stab-. It is not diMkult lo understand thai

Lhe conscious or subconscious stress due Lo the many mountinc;

tensions is detrimental to health, life and rate. I his alhcunsumiiKj

imbalance- resulting from the in ban conglomerate is culminated in

the net ves, incurring physical and psychological maladies.

It is impossible tor the mental Jit*' ol man to unfold

naturally and normally toward a state of enlightenment and

genetk health unless the physical environment is simplified in every

possible way. Creative thought must come from relaxed, natural

sunoundinirs that do not inlcrleie with sensitive impulses which

flow from the .mind through the ethers and into the brain.

Contusions, anxieties, tensions, interruptions, noise, pollution and

improper diet present today's urban Ary««i families an artificial

development process. Such conditions make marriane, child-

rearing and spiritual cirowlh practically impossible-. The main

pressures of the urban, polyglot city life are oil en capable of

producing a bad disposition in all of us, whic h is one of the
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heaviest burdens thai the tlesh can bear. Outside of the bCKSy

these Lensions can distort and deform otherwise noble beliefs and
convictions.

The intellect summons, martials, aims and disciplines our

enthusiastic vitalism, making it more potent and effective thereby

preparing conditions fur a new, more powerful cycle of action. It

is our jjenetfc vitalism which impels both individual growtfl and self"

realization, and the general upward evolution of the folk group and
the universe, forming a mystic union of our blood, soul, body and
mind.

After more than a century of internationalist blather about

technological advancements by the grand architect of the

funeral pyre, it is always the people who become grossly hum"
swagled and exploited pointlcssly in no-win wars lor the economic
gain of the financial elite. Materialism has tailed in man, failed in

society and failed in the universe. The human inslincl, wiser and
older than all the sciences, knows that man and the planet can not

function autonomously without serious cousequetK es. ["he world

is ruled by absolute and immutable laus; to know them is to be
wise, to keep them is to be happy, to br< ak them is to die. The
grand design by our exploiters for a one world, universalis!, global

plantation has been and always will bo an unmltl§at< 1 di aster for

all mankind. The secret of healing, individually or colloetivel> is to

i. iiise health by removing those artificial and destructive obstacles

which fnnpede the natural Flow ol life. If we would be well in mind
and body and spirit we must free ourselves from the d- lusion of

universalis! and consumer driven materialistic civilization, and
renounce as unliveable this prevailing societv, ol avarice and
conscious and unconscious self-destruction.

A healthy life and lifestyle is precious to rrtosl human
beings, tot wiLhouL it even the nobhst of ambitions are difficult to

realize. Mind is the origin ol happiness and misen health and
sickness, even life and de ath. Heaftti cannot be achieved b> direct

effort alone, it must be a < onsequen< e of right ac tion - the result

of an adequate and positive cause, hot I he survival of the Aryan
tribes this is foc used < oncisely info the essential imperative ol

these fourteen words, "We must secure the existence of our
people and a future for While c hildn n/ It we can not fully
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comprehend the magnitude: of this simple slogan, then the

extinction of our race and ultimately civilization on the entire

planet is inevitable. It is a bitter truth that human life is no more
to the universe fhan that of the unnoticed hill snail in the grass,

from this sober perspective we should consider that, il we think

more highly ol ourselves as a s^ties, as a folk, as upwardly

evolved living beings, who reason and create, we are at a far

greatet advantage. We must look at ourselves to help ourselves.

We must think ourselves into an earthly immortality.

I he beginning of a healLhy race is the conscious

Understanding ol our indigenous gods and I oik mythos, which is the

binding glue and solid foundation of every race. Our personal

living is based upon our convict ion concerning the nature of

eternal being. When we- j>erceive behind visible nature a universal

principal of folk-soul accompJisfting all things through wisdom,

strength and beauty, we free our minds from those immediate

doubts ( oncoming provident e. These inwardly-discovered

certainties bestow the courage necessary lor right action, thus

establishing I he mind in harmony and purpose.

1 he second necessary element in a positive philosophy of

lif e is t he res iliza ti< vn of 1 1 le et err lit y of It le self at id t he

understanding of the great law ol evolution of our s[>ec ies, through

which out race must strive to reach its perleclion and fulfillment.

I here must be a sense of folkish participation in the growl h and
unfoldmenl everywhere visible in nalure. The purpose of life is

growth. A nice is successful to the degree- that it develops

character in harmony with the natural laws ol the world ot which

we ate a part.

The third consideration involves the sharing of what we
are and what we have with others of our kind. Cooperation,

kinship and the constructive emotions which bring our lolk into 1

clo-er concord ate importanL key elements in a philosophy of

health.

1 he last consideration is that of leisure; haste and stress

must he minimized (torn our technique of living. The civilized race-

is one which has discovered the dignity ol leisure. And it is this

discovery which mack: the andent Aryan civilizations ot Si n nana,

Egypt, Greece, the Celts and TeulOfiS great in philosophy, arl and

literature. There must be time rescued from mundane pursuits to

be devoted lo the culturing of the self. It is the freedom from

hyper stress which enables res to embrace, a healthy enthusiasm
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and great ideas, which are ne< essary in the development of a great

race and environment.

1 he u 1
1 rk ] st rugtjjc ft >r 1 he tutui c is ortiv now just

beginning. As the sickness ol tfth lost so iet> becomes too mm h

to bean the need (or neo"trlbafism and a return to our folk gods

vn, ill become evermore apparent. In this, the Ai van path of

Wotanism has become a superior counterforce to today's critical

dilemmas and provides a dynamic storehouse oi ancestral

knowledge arid ethnic identity. In sfis.it it has all the tools

necessary f oi the continued, upward evolution, health and survival.

Everything within Wotanism is conducted to instil! in the Aryan

Spirit th< rDOSt herb* t nur. «i< b\ the rcmembruno of our

lorebeais.. whose prim i| li s ind sentiments encourage and motivate

pur nofolesl actions. We alone are the masters <»f our desttn) and

it is in our powei to surmount the existing despondencies by seeing

through them and u«<ferstariding them. Only then can we adopt

and apply the eternal lessons o| Nature's laws.

i living and burningOnlif he who bears his own

in his breast is an inda'idual, is a master,

and he who abandons his own kind is a slave.

Die /cciy to freedom lies inside us!

to the voice oj our ancestors

protect tftat which wants to grow out oj our own S<mb

Stronger titan an army i$ the man who relies on the power

which resides within him!

WllLh" SORENSEN
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FUTURE PERFECT

ose «TO believe in orlog understand the concept oj destiny,

which, jrom birth to death, every man weaves thread btf

thread around himself, as a spider his web.

Marie Antoinette once exclaimed, while deftly touching up
an am i« nt hat, "There is nothing new except what has been
rorc;otten." Surely nothing makes man so impudent and conceited

as ignorance Of the past and scorn for knowledge of the

comprehensive understanding of nature and the mysteries. The
problem of survival means, in the first place, that man must try to

bend the forces of nature to his own will.

The ancient philosophers believed that no man could live

intelligently who did not have a fundamental knowledge of nature

and her laws. Before man can hope to reach higher levels of

being, he must understand that the mysteries were devoted to

instructing man concent*^ the operation of divine law in the

ten est rial sphere

I' he pagan practice of Wotanism, which developed from
the roots of early Teutonic- wisdom, passed down over millennia,

was every bit as vital to the Aryan race in ancient times as it is

today. the folk mythos which develops from the soul and spirit

ol a rate- is the individual and collective revelations ol man's

condition, making an otherwise chaotic cosmos explicable and

accessible in human terms.

frequently this mythos counts lor the beginnings of thinqs.

This is not to say that it is exclusively focused on the past — far

Mom it. There arc several ways in which the practice of Wotanism

has been preserved to safeguard its profound wisdom and truths

ovei the ages. On ttie surface this arcane knowledge presents

itself in the forms of myth, fables, legends, music, poetry, runes

and symbols. Behind the obvious, however, we find precise

technical systems, keys to open up and reveal the conscious and

unconscious forces contained in Aryan man, nature and the

universe. If we want to understand the world of the future, we
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shall have tu reconsider and refresh our ideas about lh<

foundations of oof racial identit y by making a more thorough stud>

ot the past. I'hetcby we discover a point" ot view whit h will tender

intelligible die phase ol history through which we are now passing

along with a sound insighl of our own being, folk and cult me.

The failure of the various alien Eastern religions *'» tft'

West will now be approaching the age where the new Aryan man
will join hands once again with die true, natural pagan root-, of qui

distant but indigenous forebears. One can see this already taking

plac e in tin: last lew decades. Then;! ore, our race must earn its

liberation, as was always the ease with out ancestors before lis.

Our people must learn to know truth from error, and deliberately

free themselves (rom the lure ol materialism and unnatural alien

infusions in order to retain our rightful place on this earth,

Idie Aryan folk are not limited to the physical world in oui

creations; we enjoy greater freedom of creativity than al an]

previous slage of race evolution. Our versatile iulelligentc and

exclusively human intuition arc ua»'\vays to wotkls ol science and

ait, to reaches ol inspiration and philosophical and spiritual Ideate.

This plac es us in a position of responsibility lor the governance til

out homeland that our forefathers loughl so tenacious!) to

preserve and protect tor future generations,

YVotan personifies the highest level of Aryan evolution and

tatries t he specific racial blood ideals which give our race Its

identity and its essence. E very race cultivates its own highest

ideal. If by the massive infiltration of alien blood, religion and

ideas this is changed or overthrown, the result ot this inn

metamorphosis through external cfiaos of efh'u s will he certain

catastrophe.

It was Druid belief that the essence in this lite struggle

boiled down It) mind and motive. Hen make hhtot s bul the

destinies of a people atv forged by the t teative h m e ol

dominating ideas. Through the collective will and inspired genius

of the Aryan race there is little in this world that we c anno!

accomplish. The torch of the spirit, born by bold men, has always

been the source ol illumination of this world and Infinite

potentialities which slumber deep in the soul of all ol us.

Lite grants us this choke, to live under the open leadership
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ol the courageous, or to die under the hypocritical democracy of

cowards. One must have the need to be sitting, otherwise one

never will be. Flo one who lives contrary (o the few of his species

goes unpunished. That is Nature's law. The collective mind of our

nation or race finds its greatest strength through the indigenous

cultural archetypes found in our natural pagan mythos, not in the

individual mind, detached from his folk and natural environment.

Governments arc founded on property. Property is

founded on conquest and conguesl is founded on power, and

power is founded on brain and brawn. Might and intelligence must

decide "all things" in the future, as it lias in the past* And, they

who teach otherwise are either dishonest or have no real concept

of the magnitude and sequence of nature and biological

determitianeo.

Man burns to find the secret of the universe, but neither

knowledge- nor action can satisfy. To the mysticism of knowledge

and understanding and the- force of action must be added the

mystery ol the blood. Only through Ihe heightened awareness of

the self, our folk and our ongoing mythos which bind us in purpose

may Ihese deepest spiritual and psychological needs of man be

met.

Our face will continue to drift, helpless and rudderless, so

long as those of our own who lead are blind and gutless. Boldness

directed by an overruling intelligence is the brand of the heroic

overman and the prevailing way of our kind through the ongoing

evolution and history of out people. Within the Aryan mythos and

Wotanism lies the great potential and promise of a new heroic age,

a new creative and enlightened age and an unrelenting

(ommitment to the essential sum total of these sacred 14 Words:

**
must secure the existence oj our people

and a future for
( White children."

Mail Wotan!

Mail Victory!

Hail the 14 Words!
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3 dream of an hemic Jlrifcin world, a world that hcyan in fe forests,

and [wishes with y-Gnir ifreatness written on Time itselj.

Dl can he thai wau ayahi, my J%rtfln children.

1 Wotim talk upon hi* people to fulfill uour noble ihstinij.

Yfiu have it hi ijou, one and all.

^-for each oj ijou there is a place in Ihilludla.

dmrageous dwds are the. path to cflonf.

~

£iveas ( Mhtansvolk!

Dn tfic spirit oj (jods o\\\onr ancestors build this Creed of Jnm!"
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